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PREFACE
To make a better world we want better men
and women. No reform of laws and institu..
tionsand .economic systems will bring it unless
it produc'es them. Institutions and systems
that turn men and' women into machines
working under the control of officials or of
monopolies will not make them better even if,
as is very far from likely, they make them
better off.
It is only through facing life's
problems {or ourselves, making our own mistakes and scoring our own hits, that we can
train and hammer ourselves into something
better.
Individual freedom" initiative and
enterprise, have been the life-blood of the
Anglo-Saxon race and have made it what it is,
pre..eminent among the races of the world
because its m'en and women can think and act
for themselves. If we throwaway this heritage because we think that regulation and
regimentation will serve us better, we shall do
a bad day's work for ourselves and for human
progress. And yet this seems to be the object
v
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to which many earnest and sincere reformers
are now trying to lead uS,when they ask us to
accept nationalization of industry or its organization under Guild monopolies, as a remedy for
the evils which are evident in our economic
system. If they succeed life will cease to be
an adventure and become a drill; the· tendency
to variation which, as science teaches us, is the
secret of development, will be killed or checked,
and .we shall be standardized, like Government
boots.
This book is written to show that the greater
output of goods and services on which material
progress depends cannot be expected with
certainty under any form of Socialism that has
yet been proposed ; that Capitalism, though a
certain· amount of robbery goes on in its backyard, does not itself rob anybody, but has
. wrought great benefits for all classes; and'
that, if improved and expanded as it may be
without any sudden change inhuman nature
such as other systems demand, it may earn for
us the great material advance that is needed
to provide us with a better, nobler, and more
beautiful world.
HARTLEY WITHERS.

London, January

1920.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY

ITis easy in these times to put the case
against any existing institution. Most of us
are in . a highly critical mood, because we feel
that during the last few years things have
happened which ought never to have happened,
and that these earth-shaking events were not
well met and handled, especially on their
economic side. We have seen the whole fabric
of civilization in danger an.d a desperate battle
raging to save it, and we have felt that, if
civilization had been better, and the governors
of the nations had been more worthy of their
charge, it could never have contained the seeds
of such danger, or the seeds ought never to
have been allowed to sprout !lnd blossom.
During the contest we have seen the best men
in all the countries concerned--the best in
strength of body, courage and devotionsuffering untold hardships, wounds and death,
while the next best and the worst have stayed
at home and have in many cases made large
II
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fortunes, or greatly increased their wealth. A
world crisis which ends in enormous destruction
of life and property, and at the same time in
the enriching of many of those who were not
goodenough, in mind and body, to risk their
lives to meet it, seems to be a piece of sheer
stupidity and injustice. It is no wonder that
many itD:patient minds are driven to the conclusion that every institution which existed at
the time when these crimes and absurdities
were perpetrated should be cut down, rooted
out and cast upon the dust heap.
Is this state of mind a goc:d one in which to
set out on the ta~k of. mending' the breaches
that have been made in the walls of the building in which we have lived? Is it wise, because
the building has been found not to be proof
against the .weather, to pull it down in disgust
and start making a' new one to a new plan and
on a new system of mechanics which has never
been tested and may turn out a home ~hat will
not even stand up? Might it not be better to
improve the old one? The need f-or amendmentis now admitted by the great majority.
The only question to be decided is whether the
changes made are to be on lines that have
produced a working result; or to be based on·
imaginative dreams which tell us how much
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better everything might be if we worked under
a new system, which has only been sketched in
hazy outline, about which its advocates have
shown much unanimity in disagreeing. They
want to see a world in which· everyone will
have a fair chance of a real life; so do most of
us. They want to turn everything upside down
in order to get it; and they may be right. But,
if they are wrong, their experiment will work
disaster. If we can get the same result along
lines that have been tried, is it not safer to
work along them and· avoid this risk?
The present system under which we work
and exchange our work for that of others is
that commonly described as Capitalism. Under
it each one, male or female, can choose what
work he will try to do and what employer he
will try to serve; if he does not like his job or
his employer, he can leave it or him and try to
get another. He cannot earn unless he can do
work that somebody wants "to buy, and so he
competes with all other workers in producing
goods or services that others want and will pay
for. His reward depends on the success with
which he can satisfy the wants of others.
Whatever money he earns in return for his
labour he can spend as he chooses on the purchase of goods and services for his own use or
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for that of his dependents, or he can· invest it
in opening up a business or industry on his
own account, or in shares and debts of public
companies, and debts of Governments or public
bodies; these securities will pay him a rate of
profit or interest if the, companies or debtors
prosper and are solvent. Whatever money he
earns by labour or by inve~tm~nt he can, after
paying such taxes on it as the State demands,
hand on to any heirs whom he may name.
The system is thus based on private property,
competition, individual effort, individual responsibility and individual choice. Under it,
all men'and women are more or less often faced
by problems which they have to' decide, and,
according as their decision is right or wrong,
their welfare and that of their dependents will
wax or wane. It is thus very stimulating and
bracing, and might be expected to bring out
the best effort of the individual to do good
work that win be well paid so that he, and his
may prosper and multiply. If only everyone
had a fair start and began life with an equal
chance of turning his industry and powers to
good account, it would be difficult to devise a
scheme of economic life more likely to produce
great results from human' nature as it, now is ;
by stimulating its instincts for gain and, rivalry
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to a great output of goods and services and by
sharpening its faculties, not only for exercise in
this purely material use but also for solving the
bigger problems of life and human intercourse
that lie behind it.
In fact, however, this ·system of Capitalism
is at present perhaps more widely criticized and
abused than any .other human institution. And
with some reason, for many of its results have
been bad, and there is room for great improveJ

mentwhich criticislncan help,

But 'criticism

that is bad-tempered' and unreasonable will do
more harm than· good. The people who are
working on this grea~ business of producing,
distributing and consuming the world's wealth
are, in the mass, ordinary human beings, with
the good and bad qJ.lalitie~· of ordinary folk:
The. ordinary man. and woman. is an honest,
good-natured person who,. though not too eager
to work very hard, does not want to rob anybody else. If· this were not so, society could
not exist, and progress wo.uld have been impossible. If it be true-as some advocates
of Socialism maintain-that· Capitalists live by
robbing workers of goods which they have
produced, it is also true that the average
Capitalist does not know that he is doing any
such thing, and that if once this crime can be
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brought home to him, and he can be not only
convicted but convinced, he. will be quite ready
to give up methods by which he has been
preying on society.
The test of an economic system is its success
in providing us with a good world to live in. , In what sort of a world would it be re~lly
pleasant to live? To begin with, there would
have to be plenty of good things and nice
people. Up to a point, the good things come
first, because we cannot live without them.
But after our needs have been met in the
matter of necessaries and comforts,. up to a
very moderate extent, the necessity of pleasant
people in order to lead a pleasant life among
them becomes overwhelming. And people are
pleasant to live with who are kindly, generous,
honest, unselfish, healthy, keen and fully developed in mind and body. To get such
people we evidently need a great increase in
the output of nlaterial goods. It is, of cour~e,
very easy to find many examples of padtemp.eredpeople who are well off, and of
others who, leading lives of straitened penury,
set an example of saintly behaviour. But it
is a safe working rule that if the average
human being can have a better supply of
commodities and comforts, he is luore likely

INTRODUCTORY
to be pleasant to live with and to help us to
get the world that we~re looking for than if
he is living under conditions of scarcity and
discomfort, and for real development we must
have leisure and opportunity for education.
Moreover, we want· not only gObd things, but
beautiful things. Beautiful things and beautiful houses and beautiful cities require more
time and better materials in their making than
the shoddy goods, sordid houses and d\rty and
insanitary towns which are so evil a blot on
our so-called civilization. If we want a world
in which every article we use is well and beautifully made, every house that we live in is
well and beautifully built, and every town in
which we gather is as beautiful as Oxford or
Canterbury, and more so-·because modern
ugliness has put some foul blots upon these
once beautiful centres-if we want all these
things we must spare the time to make things
well.
We must not only be ready to maintain
in comfort a large number of people who will
give no thought to anything else but the production of beauty in some line or other of
industry, we must also light in everybody's
mind the fire of desire for beallty.
In old' days a tyrant or a wealthy class or
a church was able. to produce buildings and
B
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works of art full of a beauty or a grandeur
which still ~stonishes us, by means, of slave
labour or by the devotion of members of a
church who built, for example, the mediaeval
cathedrals to the glory of God and for, the
sheer pleasure of ,building 'H im' a noble. house.
In these days, economic power is much more
widely .spread and will be spread still more
widely as wealth .is better distributed;, and
we cannot expect to have a really beautiful
country unless the greater number of the people
know what beauty is and try to arrive at it.
It is an open qU,estion whether this desire for
beauty is a thing that can be taught, but we
may be quite sure that we are not likely to get
it as long as most of us are concerned only
with the narrow problems of making a living,
and have'tio chanceofJulldevelopment of our
minds and perceptions. I n other words, we
want education and facilities for travel on a
scale that we have not yet drean1t of. We
want everybody with whom we come in contact to be really well taught and really well
informed, not necessarily in the way of schooling
and book-learning. Many of the most inter~
esting people whom we come across are very
deficient in both, but they have been able to
have had wide and varied experience, to have

INTRODUCTORY
seen "many men and cities," and to have
exchanged ideas with dwellers in many distant
lands.
Here again it is easy to counter the argument with examples of honlely folk who, have
never been ten miles from their native village
and yet, owing to their powers of observation
and sympathy, have, made' themselves masters
, or all that life means within a small compass.
But these ex;amples of genius working under
circumstances of great difficulty do not make
it any the less true that it is good for the
average human being to roam about the world
and submit to the process by which men knock
sparks out of one all other by personal impact
For all this-education in a much wider sense
than has yet· been attempted and ilnprovements
in human 'intercourse of \vhich we can hardly
yet dream-..a great increase is needed in the
output of good and services that ,mankind
I

enJoys.

Itwill not be enough, of course, unless those
to whom these' advantages are given make the
right use of them. Travel, as it is at present
grant~d to ,a comparatively Slit all ' class, often
seems to fail lamentably in widening their outlook. The young English Philistine who· goes
to Switzerland only for skiing and tobogganing,
/
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and regards the natural beauties of his own
country chiefly from the point of view of their
adaptability to the purposes of golf links, is not
a good exalnple of mental development stimu-,
lated by travel. All this has to be granted;
but even those who, when travelling, confine
themselves most carefully to the hotels and
resorts in which they will meet no one but
the most aggressively national spirits of their
own nation, do get something from change of
air and scene. Plenty of arguments can be
brought forward against any attempt at trying
to get at a better world in which everybody
will be pleasanter and more sensible, but there
is . no need to despair. In spite of all that
has happened. in the last few years, there are
most encouraging signs of an improve11)ent in
the outlook of mankind upon its duties to itself:
Little more than two hundred years ago a
Te .[Jeum was sung in St. Paul's, specially
cOInposed by Handel for the occasion, to celebrate the Peace of Utrecht which gave England
a practical monopoly in the slave trade from
West Africa to America. About a hundred
years ago, at the eqd of a war which .had
shaken and strained England almost as much
as the one which we have just gone through,
the Income Tax, on the declaration of peace,
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was immediately abolished, and the whole
burden of a heavy debt-cha.rge was thrown on
to indirect taxation of articles of consumption,
which pressed most wickedly upon the poorer
classes. Our ancestors who' committed this
economic crime were at least as good, according to their lights, as the statesmen of to-day,
but they did not understand what they were
doing. Probably there are many to-day who
would like to repeat the proceeding now; but
they could not even suggest it, because public
opinion would not hear of it, quite apart from
the fact that the widened suffrage would make
it politically impossible. On all sides we see
evidence of great improvement in what is
thought about the manner in which one set of
men· should be treated by another.
Great
strides have been n1ade under the Capitalistic
era in the direction of n1aking the world a
pleasanter place to live in, and though some
of them have involved the development of new
forms of suffering and disgrace, we can still
maintain that the movement has been forward
on the whole.
It need hardly be said that this progress .
that we seek must not be confined to a small
class. A really good world to live in implies,
not only that we live there pleasantly among
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a .set of pleasant people, but .that there is no
horrible suffering and destitution in the next
street or anywhere else, which we have to
forget. before we can be happy. Wealth in
the sense of ordinary welfare and comfort must
be not only abundant but well distributed
before the world can be a pleasant place to
live in for 1:hose who have any sympathy with
human suffering.
Thus we see· that material output, though it
is very far from being the end of all things, is
of very great p,ssistance in helping to produce
the sort of world at which we want to arrive.
A certain amount of it is essential to existence,
and a great increase in it \-vill help very much,
as human nature is at present, to make everybody pleasant to live with in the truest sense
of the word, to make the world and all the
conditions . under which we live beautiful and
noble, and to enable all to be educated in the
truest and widest sense of the word. It follows,
therefore,· that in .order to get. at the world that
we want, an increase in .material output and a
great improvement in. its diffusion among all
classes, are essential. When we consider the
economic system under which we live and
alternatives to it which are suggested by its
critics, the first question that we have to ask
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is. H ow far it. and these alternatives are likely
to be efficient in. this matter of matJrial output.
We cannot get a really good world, full of
good and noble. people, unless we can greatly

increase man's power to produce.

CHAPTER II
THE WEAKNESS AND STRENGTH OF CAPITALISM

the many drawbacks that mar the
systeln .of privat~ ownership of capital, as -it has
been hitherto developed, an obvious blot has
already been noted, when it was .observed,
some pages ago, that if only everyone had a
fair start it would be difficult to devise a more
stimulating arrangement for human nature as it
is with its instinct for acquisition and rivalry.
Under private ownership of capital this fair
. start ha~ not been given. Capitalism, as now
understood, is usually regarded as dating fronl
about the middle of the eighte,enth century,
when what is called the Industrial Revolution
began. Before then, the tools of industry were
primitive Clnd cheap, and it was comparatively easy for the worker to own his own
capital, in. the shape of tools and raw material.
When m~chinery came and brought with it
production on a great scale in large factories, a
great capital was necessary to success, and so
the worker and his capital were divorced from
AMONG
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one another. Son1e individual or body had to
be found, prepared to provide the necessary
equipment, and to hire those who had strength
and skill to work it.
I n the past the position of the owner of
capital has been strong, because capital has
been generally, if not always, scarce as compared with labour, and, until labour organized
itself, the bargaining power of the owner of
capital was greater than that of. those who
had little or no resources behind them. This
advantage in the hands of the capitalist, however, is not a necessary part of a capitalistic
system. Capital without labour and labour
without capital are under modern conditions
equally powerless, and in these days labour,
with its growing political influence and the
sympathy of public opinion whenever it c~n
show a real grievance, is fully able to take care
of itself. Moreover there is no reason why the
sharp division between the owners of capital
and those who work its machinery should be
maintained. Under an ideal capitalistic system
every worker would be a capitalist and every
capitalist would be a worker. And this is
an ideal that is quite within· the bounds of
possibility.
But this is not the only inequa)ity th~tmacle

26
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the race for' materi~l success. an unfair contest.
The C!wning cla,.ss not only controls the equipment of industry, but also, by its greater
individual wealth, can. give its sons, daughters
and dependents a better and· longer education
and bring them up under conditions-in the
matter of food, clothing and access to good
air-'that give them a long start. in. life's race.
Convention and custom increase, theinequaIity.
Certain jobs and positions are actually reserved
for those who have had an education that can
usually be .afforded only by the chUdren. of the
well-to-do.' For instance, only ,a boy of exceptional cleverness can rise from a primary
school to the university degree that is necessary
for entry into the learned professions. And
many other positions, 'though there ,is no such
definite bar, are practically reserved by custom
and prejudice. to those who·speak a certain kind
of English, wear a certain kind of clothes, and
behave with a certain kind of assurance and
confidence; all which gifts are only. to be
acquired at a certain kind of school, or in a
certain kind of home surroundings. Luck or
ability sometimes enables' exceptional persons
to overcome. these bars. . Fleet Street. tradition
whispers of an unsuccessful plumber who made
a great mark 'as a journalist and a great fortune,
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newspaper proprietor; but the story of his

failure as a plumber was probably a slander
prompted by envy. There is, however, no
need to be libellous in order to find scores of
men who have risen from the bottom to the top
of the ladder of wealth, beginning life with
nothing behind them but their wits and their
. good luck and ending it great owners of
capital.

Nevertheless there the handicap is.

The

well-to-do, under the private ownership of
capital, can live, if they have enough of it, on
the toll that it takes from production without
doing any work at all, and if they want to
work have everything made easy for them iIi
the shape of specially reserved posts, and the
connections and .influence that are so great a
help in making a start. It must be a very
great tenlptation·to those who are rich enough
to be able to idle through life, to do so; and the
fact that .very few succumb to it shows that
some sort of activity is a natural want of a
healthy and normal human being. There has
been a noticeable change in this. respect even
within the memory of the middle-aged. The
graceful idleness which used to be thought so
gentlemanly is now much less popular than it
was, and young Olen of the class that used to
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go to the university as to a social, sporting and
athletic club were approaching life from a much
more serious point of view even before the
war. It is curious to note that in America the
tendency· seemed to be in the other direction.
There opinion was apparently growing in"
favour of the creation of a leisured class "which
would do something in life besides pursuing
dollars. A leisured class that uses its leisure
to do public work that is otherwise done ill or
left undone is certainly a national asset, but it
cannot' be denied that under the capitalistic
system there has existed a class of most unamiable folk who lived narrow, selfish lives on
wealth that they had inherited, grumbled at
paying taxes, forgetting that if the Government
did not protect them and their property they
would be quite unable to earn a living, and
seemed to expect the whole world to be
managed for their convenience and comfort.
Most of us have suffered from such people, who
are apt to gather at such resorts as residential
hotels. They were generally quite unable to
amuse themselves, and lived lives of unprofitable boredom, a nuisance to themselves and to
most people whom they met.
This handicap of ineqqality was thus in
many cases bCl:d for those who enjoyed" it. For
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those who started with it against them it must
have often been a daunting influence if it
affected them seriously. But how far did it
do so ? The average man surely aims at being
moderately successful in the conditions under
which he starts. One can, in these matters,
only judge from one's own experien~e. To
myself, born into the circumstances of an
ordinary middle-class family, it never occurred
that I was handicapped by the fact that many
people were born witl,1 much easier chances
of much greater· success. There was a road
clearly marked out for me. Somehow I had to
make a living, and the fact that some people
were not under that necessity was not a thing
that influenced me one way or the other in
approaching the problem. But this may only
have been because I was thoughtless or unimaginative, and I remember when I was at
Oxford hearing, a very brilliant man of my
year remark that it made him " feel Socialistic"
when he was starting off ·to an early morning
lecture and saw other men setting out for a
day's hunting. I n this case at any rate the
early recognition of what seemed to be economic
injustice had no practical effect in checking
effort. MyoId friend may have felt Socialistic,
but he went off to his lecture and did his day's
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work, and is now a shining ornament of the
I ndian Civil Service.
But we of the middle class, of course, have
no right to talk as if we had any real grievance
under the capitalist systeln. W ehad q uiteas
nluch as was good for us, and got an education
and tradition that generally stimulated us·· to
make fairly good use of the powers with which
\ve \vere born. The question must look very
different to those who view it when born under
conditions of destitution, and have imagination
enough to see how great are the disadvantages
which this accident brings with it. In this
case it nlust often happen that despairing
apath y is a very. real clog to effort, and· there is
small reason to wonder if many of those so· born
not only feel Socialistic, but put n1uch energy
and bitterness into working for schemes to
reconstruct society on a ne\v .basis. If anew
basis qf society were really going to produce a
better life for the community as a .whole, most
of us would sympathize strongly with this
.anlqition; but doubt on this point is the reason
why this book is being written.
I t seems, ho\vever, that the inequality only
has to be lessened in order to modify very
greatly its adverse effect on those who suffer
from it most. In AnlericaCapitalismhas grown
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with a vigorous and perhaps ruthless 's~rength,
unchecked by the many feudal and social restrictions which have in this country ··turned
the edge. of its power.
But owing to the
circum~tances there ruling-the wealth of the
country and the. unlimited power of expansion
that its undeveloped resources ha ye placed in.
the hands of. its .·citizens-.the way from the
bottom to the top has been more open. The
traveller there seenled to find himself in a
country in which" there' were no bars between
class and class. Those at' the bottom looked
on those farther up as people who had 'gone
ahead but might be. caught up and would be.
There was no sense of a heavy handicap. \ I
carne in contact in .a curious way with this
cheerful sentiment when in a hotel in Denver
in 1911. A Swedish chambermaid when I 'Yas
leaving was good enough to say that she was
sorry I· was going because I was "nice and
clean in my room." I asked her if she would
like to come and be a maid in my home in
England. She declined. on inquiring into the
poss~bilities of the position, but added: "I tell
you what; I won't come and be a maid in your
home, but I'll marry some fellow who'll make
a pile. and then I'll come and stay with you."
I gave her my card, and I hope and fully
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expect that sonle day she w'ill arrive, with the
husband and the pile in her train.
I t thus. seems that the drawbacks of inequality
are bad for a limited number, both of those
who are apparently benefited by them, and of
those to whom they are a handicap, but that
their adverse effect on the latter can be greatly
reduced,. if the inequalities of birth and fortune
are not allowed to be a serious bar to success
in life. When we have granted all this, we
have next to consider what are the. advantages
that the capitalistic system carries with it. In
the first place, there is the moral advantage
in volved by individual choice and responsibility
which make men and Women of us, while
grandmotherly regulations under State or Guild
tnonopolywould make us into machines. In
the second, it is clear that the ordinary man
",·iII work harder and better jf he knows that
the result of hiswotk is going to bean improveOlent in his' econonlic position and in that
of his dependents. For every man to work for
all the rest just as hard as he will now work
for his own hand is an ideal to which human
nature may some day attain; but we have not
yet arrived there, and if we try to make things
better by assulning that we have, we may put
back the clock of progress bY' a century or two.
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The incentive to effort that is given by the
power of acquisition is at present the great
driving-force that constantly improves man's
control over nature. If we took it away we
might find not only that the improvement
/ceased, but that there was a very serious
decline in the output of any country that tried
the experiment; and we always have to remember that a country's output is all that it
has to live on, apart from the accumulations
out of past output, which would very soon be
exhausted.
From a purely economic point of view the
advantage of a reward for effort in proportion
to its success seems to be overwhelming. It
is true that, as things are, success in production
or organization often comes from forcing very
questionable goods or services- on a stupid and
ignorant public. But that is the public's fault
for being stupid and Ignorant, and what is the
alternative? Either an equal reward for everybody whatever the effort n1ade and whatever
the work produced-a system that would, as
things are, simply mean that an ever-increasing
body of sluggards would live on an everdwindling and more disgusted body of workers;
or else some new device. for a reward in proportion to what is called the "social value" of
c
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the work done. What this social value really
means it is ~ard to say. What is the social
value of Mr. Charlie Chaplin as compared with
a coal-hewer? And who is to decide the question? I f, as seems most likely, it is to be a
popularly elected body, their election would be
a pretty picture of glib promise-makers competing for the suffrages of those whose power
to help themselves out of the general store of
wealth they were going to decide. If the deciding. body is to be composed of Government
officials the results, though less obviously
disgusting, would probably be still more unsatisfactory in the en4..
This question of the reward of effort is the
most difficult problem . that one hits one's head
against when· one tries to grope a practicaL
path through economic theory. If the reward.
is to be in proportion to the market value of
the work done, inequalities that will have bad
effects will certainly arise. These bad effects
seem on the whole to be preferable to the
worse effects on the general output, out of
which we all have to live, that are likely to
follow from rewarding everybody not for the
work that they· do but for merely having taken
the trouble to be born, like the Marquis in
the French farce. The present system can at
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least claim the merit of having worked indifferent well.and of being obviously capable

of "improvement, if the community will only
apply a little more sense to the objects on
which it spends its money. Under it the value
of our work, like that of everything else, is
what it will fetch-that is, what we can get for
it out of our fellows. If they are vulgar, tasteless and stupid we can sell them rubbish· and
grow fat on them, if we happen to be. greedy
rogues.
The fact that many of them are
vulgar, tasteless and stupid thus gives greedy
rogues a chance of which they nlake ready
use; and so the unpleasant sight is daily' seen
of greedy rogues battening on vulgar stupidity,
and so getting for themselves all· the pow~r
and influence that wealth brings with it. And
then moralists naturally exclaim that. there is
dreadful villainy abroad, and that the laws
ought to be ··made .much stricter for catching
and punishing it; and short-cutting reformers
cry .out that there is no remedy for such a .
system except its abolition and the substitution
of a· new· way of rewarding people which shall
not in any way depend on the price at which
theycau sell their work. But surely. the true
remedy, though a terribly slow one, is for the
community to contain a smaller and smaller
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number of vulgar, tasteless and stupid people
so that it shall grow continually more difficult
for bad work to get a good price.
After all, however we may beat about the
bush, the value of anything that has to be
exchanged or sold is, and nlust be, nothing but
what we can get for it, whether the thing be
our own work or saIne article that we have
otherwise acquired.
Economists have obscured ,the question of value by distinguishing
between Value in Use and Value in Exchange,'
and otherwise surrounding it with subtleties
that the ordinary man cannot, and does not
want to, understand. The value of anything
that I have to sell is what I can get for it, and
the value of anything that I want is the amount
of my work, or of goods that I possess, or of
money that I \vill give and the owner of it
will accept.
When expressed in money,value
becomes price.
Many things, such as friendship, are most
precious possessions but have no value in an
economic sense because they cannot be bought
and sold, and would lose their real worth if
they could. From the confusion that this fact
produces the notion arises that there can be
such a thing as "in4erent" value in an article
apart from anybody's desire for it, and thence
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we easily fall into the fallacy which tells us
that a thing must be valuable because a certain
amount of work and energy have been put
into it. Work and energy may be lavished
on the production of something that nobody
wants, but if there is no demand for it it will
have no economic value.
Economic text-books tell us that there are
goods, such as air, which are essential to life
and so have incalculable "value in use" but
are· provided by nature to an unlimited extent
and so haveno cc value in exchange." Thereby they merely confuse themselves and their
readers. Obviously nohody will pay for anything that is given to him free, except perhaps
the American millionaire who left his hotel
because ,he was not charged enough to enable
him to feel that he was really" having a good
time.
Air, when it is supplied by Nature,
has no value in an economic sense because no
one will give anything for it, and to say that
it has a "value in use" because we should pay
J)

all . that we have for it if it was not there, is
only to introduce a quite irrelevant confusion
into economics, w'hich is ultimately an inquiry
into the ternlS on which men produce and exchange goods. When and where air is scarce
it is paid for. The Central London Railway
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has, to the great benefit· of its passengers, paid
for a system by which its tunnels are supplied
with air ; and seaside lodging-house keepers
make a handsome harvest out of Londoners,
who come to stay in otherwise most unattractive spots in> order to breathe . sea-air and· get
the London soot out of their Iu·ngs.
Value is merely a question of the extent to
which somebody wants·a thing .in .relation to
the extent to which its present owner wants
to keep it. It thus depends to a great extent
on place, since an article' that is· a drug in the
market here may be scarce to the point of
~'preciousness somewhere else.
As· was well
shown by th'e answer of the Scotch drover
when a Londoner remonstrated with him for
the prices at which he was sellinghi"s beasts
at a Highland fair, and told him tbatifhe.took
them to Smithfield he ·would get· twice the
money for them. , h Vera true," said- the Scot;
"and if I could take Loch Lomond to Hell I
should sell·itfor haIfa croon a glass." Value,
then, is what we can. get for a thing. or what
we have to give for it, when we wor15, ~s_prac-'
ticallyall of us do now, in co-operatic)J1.with
our fellows, making something or doing something that they will pay for and using their
payments to us in paying for work· that ·they
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do. If we were self-sufficing and made everything that we wanted for ourselves, value would
still be determined by the same principle, because we should still have to decide how much
of our work· and exertion was worth putting
into the production of any article that we
desired. I t would still be a question of the
degree of desirability and the amount of effort
that we were prepared to give in exchange for
an object that we wanted.
If then the value of everything that has· to
be exchanged is the 'sum of things that we can
get for it, how is the basis of exchange to
be arrived at? Capitalism leaves the question
to be deciqed by competition, so putting the
ultin1ate decision concerning the price of any
article of common use into the hands of the
average consurner. The consumer cannot, of
course, say that he will have an article at a
price at which it is impossible to produce it..
But he can, under Capitalism, say that if he
cannot have it at a price he will take something
else instead. "Whoever ultimately fixes Prices;'
said the New Age of August 14, 1919, "controls thereby the distribution of the wealth of
the world." Under Capitalism this power is
given to the average consumer, and this is an
enormous advantage on the side of Capitalism
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as compared with any other system that has yet
been devised. For it means that we have to
work to satisfy the wishes of our fellows, as
expressed in their demand for goods and
services. Their demand may be ill-judged and
faulty, but it is real and human, and it is the
expression of individual choice freely exercised.
Under State Socialism the value of our workwhat we could. get for it-would apparently be
the reward which Government. officials thought
fit to award to us. We should be working not
to· please the ordinary human being with all his
faults and foibles, but to earn the approval of
an inspector, whose decision would be based on
red-tape rules and formulas drawn. up and enunciated and annotated in offices tenanted by
beings who, from the nature of their duties,
would be more or less out of sympathy with
common humanity. Under Guild Socialism, as
will .be seen .later, every guild would apparently'
work largely according to the fancy of its members; and how they would arrive at a decision.
of the value of the work so done-that is at a
basis on which their products should be exchanged-is one of the many problems that th~
advocates of the system do not seem yet to have
fairly faced.
.Capitalism leaves the question of the value of
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work done to the buyer, that is to the average
consumer.. I t is thus much more truly democratic and in' favour of freedom than either of
the rival systems. Under it nobody can earn
a penny unless somebody else wants his work.
It n1ay be thought that the capitalist, or the
manager who organizes production on the
capitalist's behalf, has the final say as to what
goods shall be produced, and this delusion is at
the bottom of much of the talk that is heard
nowadays about the tyranny of capital and of
its ruthless decisions about the objects to which
the labour that it hires is to be devoted. But
the capitalist and the manager, unless they are
continually successful in meeting a public delnand for the goods that they produce or
distribute, will very soon be in Queer Street.
.If the capitalist puts his money and the manager
his organizing power into turning out or turning
over goods that nobody wants, there will be no
interest or profit for the former and no salary
for the latter. Value under the capitalist system
thus depends directly on the popular voice, and
will do so more and more as wealth is better
distributed, as we hope and are determined to
see it. At ,the same time, the tastes of the
minority are not neglected, because under
competition a minority that is large enough to
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express an effective demand will get it satisfied~
To make the system work really well and only
give good rewards to good work, it is thus only
necessary to train the great mass of individuals
who make up the popular voice to judge better
concerning the things that they want· to buy.
This is a long and difficult process, but it. works
sicle by side and· hand in hand with real progress, which can only be got by creating a·
community composed ~f individuals who are
good and sound in every sense. No rearrangemen t or rebuilding of systems and institutions
will do any good that fails to produce good and
sound men and women, any more than the most
cunning cooking-stove ,villmakea good omelette
out of bad eggs.
Capitalism then is essentially democratic.
State Socialism would hand us over to the
regulation of the impervious and elusive bureaucrat. Guild Socialism would leave the consumer
to the tender mercies of producing Guilds.
Capitalism puts the real power in the hands of
the average. consumer, and so suffers from and
rejoices in all the weakness and. force, all the
hopefulness ·and· despair,. that are associated
with democracy. If democracy wins its 'battle
by producing a race of men fit to work it,
then its victory will cure the worst evils of
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Capitalism. It will no tonger be possible for
providers of rubbish to make fortunes by' selling
it· to fools, or for company promoters and
swindlers and "sharepushers" to found county
families out of the gains of fraud at the expense
of silliness, or for unnecessary middlemen. to
take toll on what we consume because shopkeepers do not know. their business, or for
advertisers to wax fat because buyers do not
know their wants. But Capitalism as it might
be, is a subject for a later chapter. At this
stage of our inquiry it is enough to have shown
that by giving the word of command to the
average consumer it is based on democratic
principle, and will ,stand. or fall with the success
or failure of that principle in justifying itself:
If democracy fails and we go'back to Divine
Right, not of kings but of bureaucrats orguildsmen, then to those of us who. believe in freedom
it will not be a matter of great mOnleI1t under
what economic system we have to live.

CHAPTER III
THE ESSENTIALS OF PRODUCTION

I T has been shown that under the competi
tion which is, or has been, the corner-stone of
Capitalism, the value or price of articles sold is
finally decided by the consumer. (Whether
Capitalism is committing suicide by destroying competition is a point that will have
to be discussed later.) But the price obtained
has to be shared among several parties who,
under modern conditions, work together on
the process of production. And so before we
proceed to consider in greater detail the case
for Capitalism as compared with its suggested
rivals, it is better for us to arrive at an understanding of the essential articles and qualities
which are required for production, and have to
be paid for, under whatever system production
is carried on. These may be tabulated as'
follows : I. Strength and skill.
2. T 0015, material and tinle.
44
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3. Management.
4. Readiness to face failure.
Concerning No. I there is no need to waste
many words. Under the curse of Adam, a
certain amount of toil, involving physical
strength and aptitude for the task in hand, is
involved continually in mankind's effort to
improve the productive powers of nature by
working on them. As mankind improves the
machinery and equipment which it brings to
bear upon this problem, the need for physical
strength is lessened, and the need for skill is
varied. Less cra.(s lnship is required now in
making a pair of boots than was the case three
centuries ago, but more mechanical skill is
need~d in the nlanagement and application of
machinery.
Under our second heading-Tools, Material
and Time,.:-very important considerations are
included. The word tools is used in the widest
sense of the word, irnplyingnot only all forms
of machinery, but the factories in which they
are set to work, and the ships, railways, wagons
and other equipment of transport by which the
raw material is brought from the place where it
is grown or produced, and the finished product
is carried to the consumer. These tools have
not only to be provided in order that industry
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may start, but also to be maintained in working
order, and provision has to be made for their
renewal when they are worn out or superseded
by a new invention. 1'ime is also a highly
important element, because this need for time
is one of the most striking requirements which
mark the work of man as an industrial animal.
The wild beast gets its food and eats it. In
providing" its. material needs,' it" n1akes no alteration in th.e stuff which nature or its hunting
skill provides, but consumes it then and there.
It may watch for days for its prey, but having
caught its hare it confines its· further efforts to
eating and digesting it. Man takes the goods
which nature provides, and subjects them to an
elaborate and often very lengthy process before
he has changed them into articles which he
regards as desirable for consumption. He
builds ships that sail the seas" for years, and
railways that may last for centuries,to'carry
materials and goods froln place to place.
N early everything that we consume" is provided
for us and despatched .to us with the help of
work that has been "done long ago, perhaps
There is then the
before we were born.
necessity that during the process of production
those who are at work on it should be fed,
clothed, housed and otherwise provided for out
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of some accumulated store; because the work
that they are actually doing is not yet turning
out an article ready for consumption, and nlay
only be producing articles, such as tnachinery

or ships. that will not be consumed, in the ordi.
nary sense of the word, but used in the processes
of further production, or of distribution.
The third heading, Management, implies the
precious quality of judgment concerning the
purpose for which the machinery of production
is set going, the. organization by which it is
made. most efficient, and the means to be taken
for disposing of the product in the market· where
it is most wanted and will fetch the best price.
In·the complications of modern industry, this is
an affair requiring the highest possible· skill and
foresight. I t is not enough to set a large numberofpeopleto work to produce an article; the
managetordesigner has to do·his utmost to be
sure>thatJhe article. as produced\vill be such
that somebody else· will· want, and also to see
that it is brought within the reach of the possible
buyer. If it is not wanted, it will have no
econon1icvalue, because nobody will give goods
and services in exchange for it, and the whole
process by which it has been produced will have
been a waste of labour, materials and time. If
the article is wanted) but those who want it do
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not know bow and where to get it, the same
result occurs; and under modern conditions the
selling of an article is often a more difficult and
costly business than producing it. (See The
Laws of Supply and Demand, by G. B.
Dibblee.)
This brings us to .our fourth heading-Readiness to Face Failure. this risk of failure is
clearly involved in any process of production;
it may happen either because, owing to faulty
organization or lack of skill in applying the
tools to the raw material, the process of producing the required article has failed. Again,
it may happen that, though on the mechanical
side the process has been entirely successful,
yet, owing to a change in demand on the part
of consumers, the product is not wanted. Or
a miscalculation concerning the cost of making,
or the price that buyers will be prepared to pay,
may make the whole work unprofitable, because
the article cannot be sold to the consuming
public at a price which will repay the efforts of
those who have put their work into its production.
Under whatever system production is carried
on, these items in the bill have to be met in
one form or another.
Under our present orga.nization, No. I,
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Strength and Skill, are provided by labour in
return for wages. One of the most hopeful
signs of the soundness of present public feeling, in spite of hysterical symptoms on the
surface, is the general recognition that hitherto
-before the war-the wages of labour were on
the whole inadequate and, that there can and
should be no return to the pre-war level. The
question of the claiJns of the wage-earner will
be dealt with in a chapter to itself.
No.2, Tools, Material and Time, are provided by capitalists in return for interest.
NO.3, Management, by organizers and
mclnagers in return for salaries; and
NO.4, Readiness to Face Failure, by capitalists of a venturesome type, adventurers and
ordinary shareholders, in return for profits and
dividends.
Labour and Inanagement are paid first; then
capital takes interest;. then the ordinary shareholder or whoever divides the balance takes
what is left, if any, or goes without profit if the
enterprise fails.
Payment for all four is provided by the consun1er, if he consumes. I f he does not, and
failure is so complete that not even wages of
labour and salary of management are provided
by sales of the goods produced, then the
D
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adventurer or spareholder has to make this
gap good besides losing aU his profit. The
providers of Nos. 2, 3 and 4 shade into one
another, and are often Jumped together as
capitalists.
It may sometimes happen that
they are all provided by the same person,
who puts capital into a business by owning the
factory, machinery and tools required for producing the necessary article, organizes and
manages the industry, sees to the selling of the
product, advances the money out of which the
wage-earners are paid during the process of
production, and takes upon himself the risk of
the whole loss, in case of mistake or miscalculation, claiming in return for this risk· the
whole profit, if any, that is left over, after
paying for the raw material, providing for the
depreciation of tools and machinery, and pay·
ing the "wages of those who work for him.
Nevertheless though these things olay all be
done by one individual, the earnings that he
finally puts into his pocket, if any, are still
derived from three different sources, that is to
say, inter~st on capita', salary for hig work as
organiser, and profit as reward for the risk
which he has run.
It is very necessary to get these distinctions
clear, because a great deal of fallacious theory
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has_ been based upon the assumption that
capital and labour are the only essentials
required _in production. Labour is frequently
used in different . . senses, according to the
confused a.nd confusing habit of economists
of using the same word in different meanings
in different parts of their work. Adam Smith
apparently used it as covering "all the
activities of mind and body required for
production. In this sense it covers, of
course, the work of the unskilled labourer,
the skill of the skilled labourer, and the
organizing capacity of the manager.
In
these days when people talk of labour they
more commonty mean the labour of the weekly
wage-earners, skilled and unskilled, applied to
production. In this meaning of the word the
claim that is often made that labour is entitled
to the whole of its product is clearly an ab- surdity, if it means that manual labour can by
itself be considered. responsible for the .whole
of an article produced. under modern conditions.
If it only means that labour is entitled to all
that it, by itself,produces, then, as we shall
-find later, labour gets. all this and· a great deal
more.
Capitai we-had to divide into two classes
according to the extent of the risk that
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it takes. In fact a certain amount of risk
is involved by every investment in industry.
But the risk may be reduced to a negligible
minimum, in the case of a first charge
on the earnings of a great railway company,
and may range up to a level requiring a
great deal of, speculative _courage, or
recklessness, in facing it, as in the case
of the shares in a mining con1pany or in a
company formed to work a new patent or an
untried industry. Capitalism has ingeniously
provided different kinds of securities to suit
the taste of . investors and speculators. For
those who want security chiefly it gives what
.are called mortgage bonds and debentures,
investors in which are not shareholders in, but
creditors of, the company which issues them.
In this case, if the company is prosperous and
sound the risk attached is almost 1z£1 and the
rate of interest is accordingly low. Preference
securities area compromise, ranking behind
the creditors and before the ordinary shareholders, who usually con1e last and take
whatever profit is left after all claims on the
company have been met, or pocket the loss of
their profit and their capital if the company
is a failure. They are thus adventurers and
speculators, risking what they put into industry
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on the chance of a fat reward in case of
success.
It has been wittily said that the speculative
investor dines well but sleeps badly, while the
prudent investor, who takes low interest and
little risk, sleeps well but dines badly.
If
there were not plenty of people prepared to
take sp'eculative risks, industrial progress ~·ould
be impossible because no new venture could be
tried. Capitalism is sometimes criticized because of its long tale of unsuccessful ventures.
I f their failure is due, as it often is, to swindling
or recklessness, the criticism is sound. But in
so far as it is due to genuine attempts at new
ventures that fail, this failure is the price that
is paid for progress. Under Capitalism this
Under the
price is paid by speculators.
various suggested fornlS of Socialism it would
have to be paid by the community, and there
is consequently some danger that it would not
be paid readily,. and that therefore there would
be little progress; because officials, with no
incentive ·in the .shape of profit before them,
would be very shy about en1barking the labour
of the community, or of Guilds, in ventures
whose failure would involve them in blame.
After what has been said above about the
difficult task of the manager there is no need
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to insist on t4enecessity for paying for his
services. Business men continually complain.
nowadays of the difficulty of finding rilen with
initiative and readiness to take responsibility.
Under any system this need to reward good
management would have to be met, or the community which failed to meet it .would very ·soon
find that it had perpetrated a bad economy.
.Whatever analysis one adopts in trying to
arrive at all the factors which have to be put
into an article of modern consumption, it is
always impossible to avoid a certain amount
of confusion, owing to the complications which
make· one iten1 shade .into another. Perhaps
we shall get· a clearer vision of· the matter if
we imagine. what might have been possible
under primitive conditions of production, with
one single individual providing or undertaking
. all the four essentials that have been enumerated above, and also being himself the consumer
of the product when turned out.
In other words,. we have to go back to
Robinson .Crusoe, and though there are very
sound objections to what is called Crusoe
economics, it does seenl to be possible to get.
some clearness in that .way ·before the problem
is complicated by a considerable number of
people being involved in the difficult question
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of sharing the product or its price ,when produced. We can then imagine Robinson Crusoe
on his island· fishing ,off the rocks with a string
and a hook and a bait, with more or less success, for the fish which come inshore. He
then comes to the conclusion that it will be
worth while for 'hi~, in order to fish more
easily and quickly, to build himself a boat; but
first of all he has to consider whether the work
which he will put into making the boat might
not be, better applied to tilling his land, and
so improving its output of cereals, or into im..
proving his bows and arrows, or any other
weapons with which he goes hunting, or whether
it would not on the whole be better to continue to go on as he is, and trust to the variation
of his diet by the simple method of fishing off
the rocks as he has done before. In. other
words, .he has to consider whether the time
and work' that he is going to put into the
project will repay him, whether the boat which
h,e is going to try to build is likely to be seawor'thy, and whether it will' really be true that
by going a little further away from the shore
he will be able to increase materially his power
to catch fish.
If he decides that on the whole it is worth
while to carry out his design, he will have to
J
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make himself the best apology he can for the
necessary tools, put his boat together out of
the rough planks which he is able to fashion,
get his boat into the sea, himself into the boat,
do his fishing and bring the fish home and eat
them. He will then have applied strength and
skill, will have got the raw nlaterial. made his
tools, and given up his time during the Rassing
of which he ,vill have to be feeding himself out
of accumulated stores of food. He will have
taken the risk of the boat being unseaworthy,
and of the fish being no more amenable a little
way out from the shore, and of their being less
pleasClnt to eat than those which he caught
inshore. When a man is thus working on his
own account, he is as near economic freedom.
as anyone can expect to be in this world, who
has not a store of accumulated capital to live
on. He would only have to consider his own
tastes .and his own inclinations in organizing
his economic activities; and yet we find that
even in these circumstances, he is not able to
free himself from any of the complications of
production that have been enumerated above.
Although he knew when he started out on
this project for improving his supply. of fish
that his desire for this form of diet was sufficientlystrong to make him do the work and
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give the necessary time, it is still possible that
when he has done it, some change in the condition of his gastric juices, or perhaps the
chance discovery of a pleasant fruit that he
finds growing freely on the island, might make
him much less eager for fish than he was, and
may thus induce him to leave the boat to rot
which he had so painfully produced at the
expense of his leisure, or of economic activity,
which he might have put into other enterprises. Thus even though the whole project
as he thought it out was perfectly sound from
his point of view, yet even the economic Crusoe,
working with no one's feelings to consider but
his own, cannot free" hinlself from the possibility of failure, owing to a miscalculation of his
own market. Complete freedom in an economic
sense is in fact very rarely obtainable for any
individual, with the exception, as we shall see,
of the modern capitalist under certain unusua]
circumstances.
I t is important that these truisms should be
borne in mind, because there is a tendency in
these times to blame the framework of society
a.s it is at present constructed, for the lack of
economic freedom enjoyed by the vast majority
of its members. Crusoe's case has shown us
that under what are called natural ,conditions,
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economic freedom is ~lmost i~possible. Except
in .climates where food is provided by nature
and clothes and shelter are unnecessary, a man
must work to live. A great deal of bitterness between one class and another has been
caused by the frequent use of the phrase
"wage slaves," as describing the position of
the manual workers who work for weekly
wages. The wage slave in fact works side
by side with the salaried slave, who depends
upon his employer~, and finally upon the public,
for earning his salary, the professional slave,
who -depends on his patients or his pupils or
his clients for his fees, and the interest slave,
who depends on those who make use of the
capital which he advances to industry for the
earning of,the interest on which he lives, and
with the profit slave, who depends more precariously than any of them on the success of
the project which he has financed, in' earning
. from the public a price which will satisfy all
the charges which have been put into producing it, and leave something over for him who
takes the balance.
Among these various classes of 4C slaves,»
the least risk is taken by the capitalist pure
and simple-that is to say, by the investor
who confines himself in his choice of invest..
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ments to debentures and other first-charge
investments. If he is careful enough, he may
for· all practical purposes eliminate all risk
from his investments,and so secure himself
complete economic freedom, subject always to
any violent change in the constitution of the
economic society which might deprive him of
all his property, and of all claim upon the
industry which he· has helped to create. Apart
from this risk, we may say that the capitalist
who is really cautious and careful in his. selection of investments in industry from· the point
of view of security alone, and gives up all
thought of any share in any extra prosperity
in the business, ·may come as near as possible to securing economic freedom. But this
freedoln would only be attained by earning
a comparatively low rate of interest on his
<">capital, and he would still be liable to considerable variations in the actual buying-power of
his income, owing to changes that might
happen to the general level of prices owing
to currency arrangements or failures in production. I n fact, the experiencl:: of the War
has shown how great is the risk to which even
the" gilt-edged" investor is exposed. For it
is those who had to live on fixed incomes, who
have suffered most severely {rom the rise in
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the prices of all that they had to buy, the great
increase in direct taxation, and the great fall
in the market value of their securities. But
the question of the capitalist's claim to the
limited but substantial economic freedom that
is hi~, is big enough for a chapter to itself.

CHAPTER IV
THE CAPITALIST THIEF

I N the last chapter we saw that n1any essentials to production have to be provided under
whatever system production is carried on.
Among these were raw materials, machinery,
equipnlent of all kinds, a factory and a place
to carry the work out, railways, ships, etc., to
carry the product to market, the food and subsistence of the workers during the time that
elapses between the beginning of production
and the sale of the product, and finally provision against the risk that the product when
finished may not suit the views of the consumers
who are asked to buy it. These essentials are
provided by capital. Somebody with money
in his pocket buys these things for industry
instead of spending it on himself. Thus at
first sight he seenlS fully to earn the interest
and profit with which he is rewarded if, and
only if, the services that he and his manager
61
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render suit the views of the consuming public.
I t is therefore rather startling to find a considerable school of thought which appears to
regard the capitalist as a thief, and the capitalist
system as one of organized robbery.
In a book in favour of National Guilds called
Self-Government in Industry, on page 235, Mr.
G. D. H. Cole remarks: "To do good work
for a capitalist employer is merely, if we view
the situation rationally, to help a thief to steal
more successfully." Other Guild champions
are equally explicit. Messrs. Reckitt and
Bechhofer in The Meaning of National Guilds
allude to the cc felony of Capitalism" as if it
were a self-evident truism.
Mr. Cole is no street-corner. spouter, but a
cultured and highly-educated writer, and some
time a Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.
When such a man calmly assumes without
attempting to argue the point that the capitalist
~s a thief, it is inevitable that many honest
people who live on the interest of capital,
without dreaming that they are doing anything
wicked or dishonest, should feel themselves
pulled up short by the question-.Are we .really
thieves and parasites living on the labour of
society without any right to the enjoyment
of goods which we are consuming, ~nd, if so,
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what ought we to do? Let us look into this
question.
Capital is usually described by economists
as wealth devoted to production, that is to say,
it consists of goods which are used not for
inlmediate consumption, but in order to increase
the productive power of the community and to
earn interest or profit for those who own the
capital. If a man earning £1,000 a year puts
the whole of it into providing· hinlself with
comforts and luxuries which his incolne enables
him to enjoy, he does not increase his own
capital, or the productive power of the comnlunity. If he puts aside £ 200 or £300 a
.yearand invests it in industry, it means to. say
that his wealth, instead of being immediately
. consumed in the form of the pleasures of foreign
travel, or the possession of a n10tor-car, or a
billiard-room, or a lawn tennis court, contributes
to the erection of a factory, or the opening up
of a piece of land, or of the building of a rai1\va y
or of a ship, so that the productive power of
n1ankind is increased, or transport facilities are
n1ade .cheaper and better. The production to
which this saved wealth is thus applied is
expected to yield a revenue to those who
employ it, and usually does so. I f it did not,
peop'le would obviously leave off this applica-
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tion of wealth to the furtheran ce of industry.
But when there is a failure in production owing
to some mishap by which the product has not
turned out right, or does not suit the view of
the consumers, the capital is lost and its owner
receives no reward in the form of interest or
profit.
Nowadays, though a certain amount of
capital is invested by its o","ners in businesses
whlch they themselves conduct, the more usual
channels in which capital is placed are investments in land or in the securities of Govern"nents and Municipalities or of Joint Stock
Companies formed to carryon some enterprise.
The income received by the capitalist consists
of rent when the capital is placed in land, and
of interest and dividends when it is placed in
securities of Public Bodies or of COlnpanies.
The question then which we have to consider
is this: Is the rent and interest received by
capitalists from their investment in land and
securities a form of robbery by which they
plunder the community?
Let us take the question of rent first, though
I hope to show that the difference between
rent and interest is one of degree and not of
essence-they are merely different forms of
payment to the owners of property for the use
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of it by those who need it. With regard to
rent, an. interesting and incisive attack on it
by Mr. Bernard Shaw is to be found in the
first chapter of the Fabian Essays on Socialism.
"Let us," he says, "in the manner of ~he
political economist, trace the effects of settli~g
a· country by private property with undisturbed
law and order. Figure to yourself the vast
green plain of a country virgin to the spade,
awaiting the advent of man. Imagine then
the arrival of the first colonist, the original
Adam, d~veloped. by centuries of civilization
into an Adam Smith, prospecting for a suitable
patch of Private Property. A.dam is, as Political
Economy fUQdanlentally assumes him to be,
C on the make:' therefore he drives ·his spade
into, and sets up his stockade around, the most
fertile and favourably-situated patch he can
find. . ... Other Adams come, all on the make,
and therefore all sure to pre-empt patches as
near as may ·be to. the first Adam's, partly
because he has chosen the best situation,
partly for the· pleasure of his society and conversation, and partly because where two men
are assembled together there is a two-man
power that is far Inore than double one-man
power.. . . These Adams, too, bring their
Cains and Abels, who do not murder one
E
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another, but merely pre-empt adjacent patches,"
and. ·50 as the process of occupation goes on,
and as new-comers.' still pour into the land,
,. there .isnothing ·for the new-comer to preempt save soil of· the second· quality. Again,
division. of labour sets in amongst Adam's
neighbours; and with it, of course, com~s the
establishment· of .a market for. the exchange of
the products of their divided labour. Now it
is riot well to be far afield from that market,
becausedistanc~ from it ~involves·cost for roads',
beasts of burden, time. . . . All this will be
saved . to Adam at 'the centre, and incurred
by the new-comer at the margin," and so
Mr. Shaw estimates the annual value of Adanl's
produce at £1,000, while the annual.. produce
of the new-comer on the margin is £500, with
equal industry on the part of,Adam.and~.the
new-comer~, so here is a clear advantage of
£ 500 a year to the first comer, which is
economic 'rent. "The two men labour equally,
and yet one gets £500 a year more~han the
other· through the superior fertility of his land
and convenience of its situation. . •.. Why
should not Adam let, his patch to the newcomer at 'rent of £500 a year ? Since th~
produce will be £ I ,000, the new··comer will
have £ 500 left for himself, or as much as he
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can obtain by cultivating a patch of his own at
the margin; and it is pleasanter, besides, to be
in the (;entre of society than on the outskirts
of it. The new-conler will hin1self propose the
arrangement; and Adam may retire as an idle
landlord with a perpetual pension of ·£500
rent. The excess of fertility in Adam's land is
thenceforth recognized as rent,. and paid, as it
is to-day, regularly by a· worker to a drone."
. Mr.· Shaw proceeds to a further development
as inhabitants pour into the country until the
outermost . belt of free land is reached, upon
which the yield to a man's ·year's labour is
only £ 100. "Clearly now the rent of Adam's
primeval patch has risen to £900, . since that
is the excess ·of its produce over what is by
this time all that is to be had rent-free. But
Adam has yielded up his land for£soo a year
to a tenant. It· is. this tenant accordingly who
now lets Adam's patch for £900 a year to the
new-·comer, .'who, of course, loses nothing by .
the bargain, since it leaves him the £ 100 a
year with which he must be content, anyhow.
Accordingly he labours on Adam's land; raises
£1,000 a year from it ;keeps£Io:J and pays
£900 to Adanl's tenant,·. who pays. £500 .to
Adam, keeping. £400 for himself, and thus.also
becoming. an idle gentleman,· though with a

somewhat sn)aller income than the man of. older
family. I t has, in fact, come to this, that the
private property in Adam's land is 'divided
between three men, the first .doing none of ·the
work and gett'ing half the produce; the, second
doing none of the work and getting two-fifths
of the produce, and the third doing all the work
and getting only one-tenth of the produce."
And then, later, when the land is al~ filled up,
there comes in" a still further supply of newcomers, a man in a strange plight~one who
wanders from snow-line to sea-coast in search
of land, and finds nothing that is not the
property of some one else . . . the first disinherited son of Adam, . . . who is himself
for the moment foodless, homeless, shiftless,
superfluous and everything that turns ·a mall
iJ}to a tramp or a thrall.. Yet he is ..•..ab~~. t'l.,
deal puissantly with l~nd, if only he could get
. access to it. . . . What if the proletarian can
contrive-invent--anticipate a new want-turn
the land toso~e hitherto undreamt-of usewrest £1,500 a year from the soil and site that
only yielded £1,OOQ;before? If he can do
this, he can paythe full £ I,ooorent.and have
an income of £ 500 left for himself. This is
his p'rofit-therent of his ability-the excess
of its produce oyer that of ordinary stupidity."
U
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But there alsoconle other proletarians who
are no cleverer than other men, who do as
much but not more than they. In the meantime,· owing to division of labour, the use of
tools and nloney. and the economies of civilization, man's po,ver of extracting wealth from
Nature is greatly increased, so that the produce
of land on the margin of cultivation may rise
considerably; if. we suppose the yield to -have
doubled, then the proletarian who is· not clever
".canverywell offer to. cultivate the land,
subject to a payment of, for instance, £1,600
a year, leaving himself £400 a year. This will
enable the last - holder -of the. tenant right to
. retire as an idle gentleman, receiving a net
income of £700 a year, and a gross income of
£1,600, out of which he- pays £gooa year rent
io a landlord, who again pays to the head
landlord £500."
This picture, so ,- brilliantly drawn by Mr.
Shaw, is, of course, largely fanciful. In the
first place, he begins by assuming, as quoted
above, a country with undisturbed law and
order, and a vast green plain virgin to the
spade waiting the advent of man. But in fact
countries are very. seldom. found under these
comfort.ableconditions. 'fhey are much more
likely to be found in the possession of savage
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owners who very strongly object to the presence
of the gentleman. who comes in with a spade
and proposes ·to till them. They· are also very
likely to be tenanted by more or less unpleasant wild beasts, snakes and other such fauna,
while they are also likely to be encumbered
with thick forests which have to be cleared
before tillage is possible. Such are the dangers
which the original pioneer .has, as a matter of
fact, in most cases to face; ~ut .even if we
follow Mr.Shaw'sexample,.and leave aU these
unpleasantnesses out of account, the fact remains
that the Adam who· settles down on the best
patch in the country is the· pioneer. who leads
the way into the wilderness, forsaking .the
pleasant companionship of man. In Mr. Shaw's
exanlple, his arrival is followed by a large
nunlber of other peopl~who very quickly
cure this defect in his surroundings, hut th.s
by no means always happens, and it .is quite
possible that the original pioneer is either killed
with or without torture by the natives who
resent his intrusion, oris eaten by wild beasts,
or, after years of struggle with the natural
difficulties of his position, dies of starvation
owing to the failure· of his crops. If, on the
contrary, things turn outas Mr. Shaw describes
them, the fortunate prospector who hasbya
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stroke of luck, which is probably rare in actual
life, found the very best piece of land in the
"country for. his· original occupation, reaps a
rewC!.rd from his judgment and the success with

which he has overcome natural difficulties and
the sacrifices which he has made in facing the
dangers and hardship of life in the wilderness,
far from the pleasant companionship of his
fellows. That l\1:r. Shaw's figures' are based
rather on his imagination than on the facts
which usually rule ina work-a-dayworld is a
minor detail. It does not often,' I imagine,
happen that a tenant who is. making £100 of
actualprofit, is paying an annual rent of £900.
Enough has been said to show that, even if
all were as Mr. Shaw has described it, the
owner of the fortunately-situated central patch
has done something to earn the. rent which he
derives from it, and so can hardly be classed
as a parasite feeding on society, and giving
nothing in return. for the goods \vhich he enjoys. And those who came after him and
shared his fortune were' also' pioneers and
adventurers who made a sacrifice and took a
risk. If such men must be dubbed thieves,
thieves are people who are wanted. A year
or two of pioneering ina wilderness might alter
Mr. Shaw's view surprisingly.
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Mr. Ramsay Macdonald in his' very interesting little book ··onThe Soc-iatistzcMovement,
one of the volumes of the Home University
Library, gives another version of this criticism
of rent as a charge on industry. On page 56,
"Income from land," he says, "is not of the
nature of reward .for services rendered. It
used to be. Land was granted by the sovereign to his captains who, in return for their
possessions, rendered military service to the
state, and in addition paid certain taxes, so as
to provide the king-who was the embodin1cnt
of the state-with what incon1e he required."
On page 159 he says that '~the type of unearned income· is rent. The Socialist· therefore propose to tax it, and when he is told that
by doing so he is differenti~ting one kind of
property from another, he replies that this is
so, the reason being that landis differentiated
from every other kind of property by its own
nature. The aim of this tax· ·is to secure
the economic re~t for the state, because it is
the state that creates the value which economic
rent represents." This is the argument on
which those .depend \vho draw this difference
between rent and interest, rent being ·in their
opinion a profit which is made by the State,
and ought to belong to the State, while interest
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filay or may not have something to be said for
it. Their argument, if I understand it right,
is this, that rent be.ing the difference·.· in productivepower between one piece of land and
another, is not due to any exertions of the
owner of it, apart of course from . Cloy 'improvements \vhich the owner may have made, in
which case they acknowledge that· he is entitled
to interest on the capital which he has put into
it. Otherwise it is simply a gift of nature in
the greater fertility of the soil,or a· gift from
the community which has made the land valuable by crowding in to want to live'upon it,
or by establishing markets in its neighbourhood, so that its produce is more cheaply and
profitably sold.
In 'other words, rent is a
present that is put into the pocket of the landowner, by the needs of the community, and
so is socially created.
But is it not true that nearly all wealth,
including even the wages of labour, is more
or less socially created, and is not this distinctive attribute of the rent of .land in fact shared
by most of the payments which any comtnunity
makes to its members? It nlay be quite true
tnatcertairi lucky .landlord's "ha veo had· "untold
wealth heaped upon them by being fortunate
possessors of pieces of ground in London and
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Manhattan Island. In other words, they have
grown rich because there was a .community
which ·wanted to enjoy and make use of a
certain article of which they were possessed.
But is not this also true in a greater or less
degree of all of us who receive payments from
our fellows in respect of work that we do, or
property that we own? Owners of railways
would certainly have built them in vain if there
had not been. a community to travel on them
and to send. goods over them. The barrister
with a huge practice would not be able to earn
his £20,000 a year if there were not a crowd
of litigants with money to spend on the expensive luxury of justice. The journalist can
only earn money from his pen if society has
provided him with readers sufficiently educated
to enjoy his views on current events~ Even
Mr. Charlie Chaplin would smile in vain on
a desert. island. The wage-earner only gets
his wages· because there are employers who
set him to work and consumers to absorb the
product which his labour helps to produce.
Any of us who criticizes anyone else for the
enjoyment of socially created wealth may easily
cure himself of the vice of envy by wondering
how much of the good things of the earth he
could have himself enjoyed if he had been put
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down by himselfin a wilderness1with no society
to create wealth for him. Nearly all wealth is
in fact more or less socially created, just as it
may ·also be said that most forms of· human
soc.iety are to a great extent created by wealth
or the desire to possess wealth. It is in fact,
as has been pointed out by Locke in his Essay
on C£vil£zatiolZ, for the purpose of the -mutual
protection of their -lives and property that
men. originally formed themselves into civilized
societies. 1
Moreover, it will be noted that Mr. Macdonald in his analysis· of the origin of rent,
which seems to be much closer to the-actual
facts of the case than the sketch ·produced by
Mr. Shaw's brilliantirnagination, shows that
rent was originally earned by captains who
were settled upon the land in return for military
services. According to -him therefore the
original owners of land received it in return
for services rendered in the course of military
occupation. M oclern opinion in its- revolt
against views which we now stigmatize as
Prussianistn or militarism may argue that this
would not now be regarded as an equitable
1 Cf.. Plato,· Republic, Book II, "A State arises out of the
needs of n1ankind ; no one is self-sufficing, but all of us have
many wants. "-(Jowett's translation.)
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basis of possession. But we have no right to
throw bac'kour modern views and expect, people
many, centuries ago to act in accordance with
them. If it can be shown that those who
originally, acquired property did so by, carrying
out what was then considered to be the business
and duty of ClPubHc-spirited man, theIlthey
surely earned their reward according ,to' the
views which were theri'current. ',I~may be
argued that, when feudal tenure ceased , and'
arnlies were raised by different methods, tl1ose'
who'l1ad ,held the 'land 'as a,:reward for military
service ought to have been' m'adeto surrender'
it or pay rent for it.to the State. But in, fact
aU these arguments and imaginings about the'
origin of various forJ11s,of ,'property, 'in',theages
'when the world was first being settled~~ '~r
conquered by ,invading hordes ,who seized' the
property of its inhabitants,ate to a great, extent
irrelevant.
,
If land were still in the hand~ of the descend~
ants of the original pioneers". o.r, in 'the ,case'
of -'~ngland, of, ,the descendants o( the Norman
captai~s among whom Willia~ the Conq~eror
parcelled o.ut the land, ·it might, thefl possibly
be worth while to -enquire, in ,the l~ght of equity,
into i the title..deedsof these gentlemen. Bu~
we know that much of this 'property has changed
<
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hands· since ·they got it and is now in the
hands of people who have invested the proceeds of their ·labour in it,. and is .in fact an
ordinary investnlent, very difficult to distinguish
from an investnlent .in Governntent securities
or. those of industrial Companies. Even in
the case of the great slices of English territory,
granted ~by King Charles the Second to the
mistresses who amused his leisure, it has . to
be remembered·· that these fascinating ladies
rendered a service in their time of •a kind
which, according to views current .in those
days, entitled them to any reward· that the
caprices .of themonarchchosc. to shower upon
them.
In all· times, and still" at the present, the
ignorance and vice of the community, or of
those members of it who happen to control
claims faits wealth, have'showered . . and
continue. to shower wealth upon totally unworthy objects. This is a disease which can
only be cured by the education of the c0111munity
to n1ake more judicious use of its power to
decide, by the choice which it exercises in

consumption, as. to whom it shall enrich. We
cannot· now go back and say that. because
society in the Middle Ages or at. the time .of
the Restoration gave wealth: to the wrong
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people, we should now take it away again fronl
their representatives, most of whom have paid
for it with ,money earned by services rendered.
But it most certainly is our business and duty
to see that we do "not now put' riches into the
hands' 'of those 'who' pander
our' ignorance
and ,vice. Are we putting much successful
energy into this duty?
There is perhaps ,some difference in the
power,which investors in land have to charge
others for theuse"of it as compared with that
of' other forms of property from which interest
and 'profit are earned. Competition is less
free and multiplication is less possible, though
as the rural landowners of England found to
their,',cost in ,the latter half of ,the. nineteenth
century, the development of transport, by
bringing far-away:wildernesseswithin. reach
for farming ,purposes, has extended the competingarea enormously and will do'so, in future
to an extent,perhaps,that we cannot-yet
imagine. Even urban land is not quite' a
monopoly. Owners of sites in'M;ayfairmay
seem to be .able to dictate their own terms, but
there· is a point at .which the community will
refuse to pay their price and go to other abodes.
Mr. RattisayMacdonald, in the book already
quoted(page 58), says that the owner of land is

to
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" in the position of a man who holds the keys
of life, ·andhe .consequently can exact a maximum tolL as his price. He does so." Does
he, under modern conditions,40Id the keys
of life anymore than, for example, the coalminer? Does not competition in each case,
when it is· allowed to work, come to the rescue
of the consumer or tenant? If all the land were
owned by one owner he might be able to exact
the maximum toll. But it is not so, and
competition between its owners gives a chance
to those who want to hire it. And yet at the
bottoln of the nlatter the fact that land was
made by nature, while all other forms .of
property ·owe .something to man's effort in their
production and use, makes the receivers of rent
especially liable to attack· when the rights of
property are in question. Rent that is derived
from work put into the .land is of course indistinguishable from ordinary interest on capital.
But when it is paid just because a site is thought
to . . be especially desirable by the community,
or because somebody else has built a railway
through it or near it, the case for special
taxation of the increment is strong ; though
that increment differs only in degree from the
windfalls which are given, for example, to
owners of stocks of black dress materials when
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the Court suddenly and hurriedly goes into
mourning.
If, then, even the .capitalist who takes his
income ,in'. the form of rent has a good deal to
say for himself before he pleads ·guilty to the
, c~arge of robbing the community. the capitalist
who earns interest arid profit on other forms of
investment has a stillstronger case.
"Incomes," says Mr. Ramsay Macdonald
(PClge 6 I), "derived from invested capital are
not so easy to classify. The Ricartlian dictum
that all wealth is created by labour is not
exactly true. I"t carries one nluchfurtherthan
,the statement which is true-that no wealth
can be created without the service of labour.
But there is' much wealth which labour cannot
create 'without the aid of capital. A man ,can
go into the forest and tear boughs off trees with
his hands .for his fires, but he cannot fell trees
without an axe of some kind, whichiscapitaI.
Capital, therefore, has its value, a simple fact
which means that under the freest economic
conditions, .interest will be paid. It. may be
interest of 5 per cent., it may be of a tenth
per cent.,bl;lt the utility of capital in production
will always have ~n appreciable value which
the labourer who uses it will pay without
suffering exploitation or injustice. I nterest is
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therefore not of the nature ora monopoly toll.
It is a payment for service rendered. Thi~we
may call pure- interest. Risk may determine
its amount, but· no consideration but this can

justify· its existence."
Thus the troubled capitalist ·who is wondering whether he is' really, a thief will be
relieved to find that he is acquitted by Mr.
Ramsay Macdonald, a keen and uncompromising Socialist, of the charge made against him
by Mr. Cole and the other Guildsmen. On
the other hand, he is apparently condemned
by Mr. Bernard Shaw in the chapter quoted
above from the Fabian Essays. "If," he says,
a railw'ay is required, all tha.t is necessary is
to provide subsistence for a sufficie.nt number
of labourers to construct it. If, for example,
the rail way • requires . the labour of a thous.and
men for five years, the cost to the proprietors
of 'the site is the subsistence of one thousand
men for five years. This subsistence is technically called capital. It is provided for by the
proprietors not consuming the whole excess
over wages of .the produce of the labour of
their other \vage-workers, but setting aside
enough for the subsistence of the railway
nlakers. In this way capital can claim to be
the result of saving, or, as one ingenious
U

F
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apologist neatly put it, the reward of absti..
nence---a gleam of humour which still enlivens
treatises on capital. The savers, it need
hardly be said, are those who have more
money than they want to spend; the abstainers are those who have less. At the end
of' five years the completed ,railway is the
property of the capitalists, and the railway
makers fall back into., the labour market as help~
less as they were before...... Colloquially, one
property with a farm on it is said to be land
yielding rent ; whilst another, with a railway
on it, 'is called capital yielding interest. But.
economically there is nO distinction' between
thetnwhen they ohce become,' sources of
revenue. This would be quite clearly seen
if costly enterprises like a railway could be
undertaken by a single landlord on his own
land out of his own surplus wealth. It is the
l)ecessityof combining a number of possessors
of surplus wealth . . . that ,modifies the terminology and external· aspect of' the exploitation.
But the modification is, not an alteration ; shareholder, and landlord live alike on the produce
extracted from their property by the labour of
the proletariat."
Again, a variation on the ,same theme was
produced by Ruskin in ForsClav-igera, when
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he quotes, in the first letter, an example given
in a Cambridge Manual of Political Economy
of a carpenter called James who made himself
a plane, so as to be able to earn more from his
customers, but was then persuaded by a friend,
William, to· lend the plane· to. hinl fora year.
William· promised to give James at the end
of the year a new plane exactly like the old
one (for the rather surprising reason that the
plane was certain to be worn out in the year),
also a new plank as a compensation for the
advantages of which James was to he deprived,
by lending the plane instead of using·· it in his
own business. "The plane," says Ruskin, "is
the symbol of all capital, and the plank is the
symbol of all interest. .. . Janles makes a
plane, lends it to William on 1st January for
a year. William gives hiina .plank for the loan
of it, wears it out, and makes another for James,
which he gives hinl on 31st December. On
1st January he again borrows the new one;
and the arrangement is repeated continuously. "
This arrangement he holds up to scorn as

being entirely unfair .to William.
H ow will the ordinary capitalist
this dose of condemnation? His
probably. be unwrung. He will
Mr. BernardShav/s exanlple the

feel after all
withers will
see that in
people who
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paid· workers to build a 'railway, to .that extent
refrained from ftivol()usand luxurious spending, and created a means of. transport which
was or was not of benefit to· the community.
If. it was not,. the community would not travel
011 it and they would lose their money.
If it
wa~, theyw~re entitled to renluneration for the
.service that they provided.· The "labour of
the proletariat," as Mr.ShawcaHs it, built the
railway, ~nder thedirectien which the capitalists .. provided or paid for, in return for the
pay which the capitalists put into their hands.
Were they thereby" exploited" ?And would
the manual workers 'havebeen as well off· as
they are, if no capitalists .had .. equipped the
world with railways andmachin~ry?
As to Ruskin's example, . th~capitalist willsee that the lender of theplat1~.,did·the bor·roweraservicehyJending ··him .. a tool which
would helphin1 in his work, and was fully
entitled to a reward in the shape ofa plank
and the return of his plane or its replacement
by a ·new one if it had been worn out. Did
Ruskin mean that he should have given the
plane, which he .hadmade to help .his. own
work, to the borrower who wanted· it to help
his? Ifwe are all to give everything to everybody else, it will be a very nice and altruistic .
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state of affairs, but ,vill it not lead, to industrial
chaos rather than progress? Moreover, if the
uncomfortable capitalist pursues his study of
Fors Clavigerahe will find on a later page
that a logical but not too tactful' correspondent
wrote and asked Ruskin how, with his views
on capital, he justified hiso\vn action in living
on money left by his father, and that Ruskin's
reply was most unconvincing and irrelevant.
And naturally, for though the capitalist who
is such by reason of his own .workand saving
can. laugh at those who call him a thief, the
inheritor of the results of his effort is not in
nearly such a strong position.
lIe knows
that he did not steal his imtTIunity· from the
economic problem that faces most of us, of
working or else suffering. penury, because it
was given or left to him by someone who
earned it. But he .11layweU ask himself whether
it is' equitable that such a great advantage,
involving such a great handicap to others,
should be handed on from one generation to
another. He ,viIl appease himself probably
with the .reflection that if property could not
be-passed on,agreatincel1tiv~:Jopro<1uc~iq1.1,
and progress would be lost. If the venturers
and organizers could not. hand on their pro-'
perty to their heirs most of them woulc1,
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possibly and even probably, give less time·and
energy to enterprise, and there would bea clog
on the wheel of the industrial chariot. But
on this subject there has in the. last few years
been a great change in opinion" and I lately
,heard that· a distinguished American banker
had expressed a doubt as to whether he would
be wise to leave· his children with more than
$5,000 a year-a quite moderate inconle from
an American point of view in these days. In
any case, the inheritor may also remember that
the' State shows an increasing tendency to take
toll on estates passing at death, and, in this
country, now seizes no less than 40 per cent.
of the largest properties when their owner dies.
As long as it does not check enterprise and
the accumulation of capital this determination
of the State seems to' be ,both equitable and
expedient, and to be in the interest even of
those who seenl. to suffer by it, but actually are
therebYsandto that extent, compelled to justify
their existence by their own efforts and saved
from a possible life of idle boredom.
So far, then, from the capitalist being a thief,
he seems to render, or represent some one
who has rendeJ;'ed, a service to the community .without which economic progress would
be impossible. In fact we may SC\Y that any
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one who is able to be a capitalist, by spending
something on the equipnlent of industry, and
fails to do so, checks the clock of tnaterial
progress. If we are going to throw uglyworqs
like (( thief" about,. we should with morejustice
thr<?w them at the self-indulgent spender than
at the capitalist who leaves the world richer
and better equipped than h~· found. it.

CHAPTER V
LABOUR AND ITS .PRODUCT

WE have seen that under Capitalism the
course' of production. and the question of the
prices at .'which goods 'and services shall be
sold is left to the decision of ,the average
consumer, and that Capitalism is thus truly
delnocratic·, in spirit 'as compared with the
bureaucratic tyranny that would be set up .by
State Socialism or the Guild tyrannyt.hat the
Guild Socialists' would setup if ever they could
arrive at a workable, scheme ; that the price'
which ·the"consumer pays for ,an article has to
cover ,payment for service~rendered by labour,
manageinent, cap~talistsandadventurers; that ·
the claim of capital to 'its:interest arid profit is
admitted by Mr. Ranlsay Macdonald to be
sound,andean 'be. shown to'be
by a state~
ment 'of·the o!>vious,·,facts ·about production.
, But 'the.· questio;l of' the ,share that the w'ageearners ,are 'to get outo£' the price paid by
the consumer has' not.:yet.been·' tackled, ,and it
88
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need hardly be said that on the better solution
of .this problem the future of Capitalism depends. Capitalism has not only to ,be just
and expedient, and the best system in the
interests ·of the community. It has to show
clearly that this is so and .make the matter
plain to a large number of doubters, who have
power to wreck' it' if they. are not convinced..
We can approach the· problem from a different
angle by considering, a claim which has often
been put forward by writers on the subject of
labour and capital, namely, the right of labour
to the "whole. of its produce.HAn interesting
book on this subject has been written by Dr.
Anton Menger, Professor of Jurisprudence in
the, 'U'niversity of 'Vienna, and translated into
English with an introduction by Professor

Foxwell.
On' page 2 of this work, Dr. l'vlenger describes
what" he considers the "ideal law of property
from the economic point of view." This, he
says, "would be attained in a system which
,ensured to every labourer 'the whole produce
of his labour, and every want as complete
satisfaction as the means at disposal would
allow." ',He observes thatUdur actual law of
property which rests almost entirely on traditional political conditions, does not even
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attempt the attainment of these economic ends.
Originally the occupation of lnost countries was
'effected by conquest and settlement, and since
then the sword has sufficiently often modified
the existing distribution of property. When
the State began to legislate as to rights of
possession, it was generally content to sanction
actual relations with a few' unimportant alterations; so' that it is easy to ,see how our
property 'law t being the outcome' of quite other
than economic conceptions, seeks neither to
secure, to the labourer, the, full produce of his
labour,nor to guarantee to existing wants the
greatest feasible satisfaction. Our prese,nt 'law
of property which centres in private possession'
does not, in the first place, guarantee to the
labourer the whole product of his labour. By
assigning the existing objects of wealth, and
especiallr the instruments of production, t.o
individuals to use at their pleasure, our law
of property ,invests such individuals with an
ascendancYt 'by virtue of which, without any
labour of their OW'fi, they draw an unearned
income which they can apply to the satisfaction
of their wants. This income, for which the
legaIly-favoured recipients return no personal
equivalent to society, has been called rent by
the St~ Simonians; by Thomson and Marx.
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surplus value. 1 intend to call it unearned
income. The legally recognized existence of
unearned income proves in itself that our law
of property does not even aim at obtaining-for
the labourer the whole product of his .industry."
Thus, Dr. Anton Menger, approaching the
problem from a different point of view, seems to
agree with Mr. Cole, quoted in my last chapter,
that the capitalist is a thief who lives upon the
,vork of others whom he deprives of their full
reward for the work that they do. It may be
noted that he admits hinlselfthat the occupation
of most countries was effected by conquest
and settlement, and he seems to -regard neither
of these forms of activity as involving any
labour, or entitling those who carried them out~
and their heirs who followed them, to any reward
for the exertions then made. In fact, as has
already been pointed out, military service was
a form of labour which was called for by the
community at the timew-he-n it was fashionable,
and therefore seems to be just as nluch entitled
to its reward as that of many popular novelists,
popular entertainers and popular swindlers of
to-day whom the demands of the public enrich
to the astonishment of detached observers.
I tmay also be .noted thatthe two essentials
of the ideal law of property _assumed by
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Dr.. Menger are·' hard to reconcile one with
another. If every labourer is to have the
whole produce of his labour, it seems to be
impossible .to arrange matters so that all the
wants of all members ~fsociety will be as completely satisfied as the nleans. of disposal will
'allow. One essential is based on the principle
of reward in proportion to labour; . the other
on reward in proportion to "wants "-a very
different' matter.
.Let us consider this questjon of the surplus
val~e, or. unearned income, of which the
capitalist is accused of robbing Labour. Mr.
Philip Sno\vden, on page 73 of his book
on Soc£alism and Syndzcal£sm, makes the
following remarks on this theory. "The
doctrine of surplus value, or of surplus .labour
as it is sOlnetimes called, is not like a theory
of value-·.an abstract idea. It is a concrete
fact.
The ·modern capitalist system is. so
highly organized and its operation~ are so
intricate, that· the unpaid value of the worker's
product is often obscured,yet it can be found
in concrete formhy a little investigation. The
. existent-e-'bfa. rich class who do' '.no .labour .- is
the conclusive' proof of the claim that labour
does not recei~eal1 that labour creates, but
that· a s,urplus over and above the wages of
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labour is appropriated in some way and in some
form by those who .do no work.. ,But· to admit
t4e truth of the doctrine of surplus value does
not involve·. an acceptance of the doctrine in
the crude form in which i~is expounded in the
COffzmun£st Manifesto, where the idea is conveyed that'manual labour is . the sole producer
of wealth. In his later writings, Marx seems
to express that. view at times, though at others
he very clearly ",recognizes the contribution
made to production by directive ability and·
mental capabilities." Here, then, we have a
slight but' very important variation of the
meaning of the word "labourer," which has
now been made to include the owner of
directive 'ability.
Labour's case for better treatment, like all
other good cases, is· only harmed by .being
over.. sta~ed,and.· nOOl1e can ·pretend that the
manual worker does everything which i~ involved by lTIodern production. But if under
the word "labour " we·· have
include also
directive ability, is it not still a very large
assumption that the owners of it and of manual
skill and strength· coul<;l .together do. everything
that 'is needed' in production? If we put a
rnanual worker, or a thousand manual workers,

to

with a sufficientnunlber of possessors of
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directive ability, down on a bare piece of
ground, they could produce nothing until they
had reclainled the' ground and furnished themselves with the necessary tools and equipment
for production. In other words, ,they ,would
have to do a great deal of work between them,
the' only product of which would be the ability
to do more work· later on more efficiently and
satisfactorily.
Because labour and nlanagement at the present tnoment cc\nnot produce
anything without the help of labour and
management that· has been done in the past,
this labour andmanage.ment that has been
done in the past is provided by the capitalist
who also, under modern conditions of production,
earns a profit by running a risk.
Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, 'on page 62' of his
book that I have already quoted on the
Soc-ialist Movement, said very truly that there
is much wealth which labour cannot create
,vithout the' aid of capital. ((A man can go
into a forest and tear boughs off trees with his
hands for his fires) but he cannot fell trees
without an axe of some kind) which is capital."
The product of labour by itself is a miserable
subsistence if without capital; that is, without
the use, .ofwork done. in the past-.stored-up
work,. as we nlaycall it. The only things that
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labour, could produce by itself would be berries
off the trees, roots out of the ground, and
perhaps birds and beasts that the labourer
might or might not be lucky enough to kill
with his own hands. This could hardly be
~alled.production. It is simply taking what
,Nature provides. As soon as labour wants to
produce in ,earnest, in the modern sense of the
word, it has to provide itself with some sort of
tool or weapon; .that is to say, it has to work
for some time. without receiving' any reward, in
order that it may work more efficiently in the
future. As soon as it has done so, it becomes
a capitalist. Mr. Macdonald rightly pointed
out th~t an axe is capital; as soon as our
lahourer has fashioned himself an axe, he has,
in fact, become a capitalist.. If he manufactures
his own capital the interest on that capital then
goes to himself. If he employs others with it,
does he then rob those others?
Let us consider how the whole process.works
out by going back to the solitary luan 'on the
island whom we . imaginedin an earlier chapter.

We. saw that in order to fish more easily Crusoe
nlade him'self an axe, and then 'built himself a
boat. He was then able to get a larger catch
of· fish, and so. appropriated .to .himself the
reward of his labour whenever he went'· fishing~
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plus the reward of his further past labour at a
time when ·he built the boat, and of the risk
that he took of failure in making the axe and
boat, and of not being abl~ to catch any more
fish when his boat was built. . Let us then
suppose that a fresh inhabitant, Friday, arrives
on the island, and also thinks that it would be
nice to. eat some of the fish. that are easily. to
be caught a little distance from the shore.
Friday naturally asks Crusoe for the loan of
his boat, and Crusoe makes a bargain with hinl
under which. Friday is allowed the use of the
boat for a day, promising to give Crusoe a share
of any fish that he may catGh.
Here we have an example ofa labourer
apparently being robbed of part of ~he produce
of his labour. Crusoe can sit in the sun at the •
door of his hut and dono work all day, on :the
expectation that Friday will. ·bring him home
enough fish for supper when he comes in from
his day's sport, hut does Crusoe really rob
Friday? ,Friday surely is enabled by the
results of Crusoe's.. past efforts, in making the
axe and the boat, tofishmuchmor.eeasily than
he would have heen able to do if he had sat on
thetock and not gone out to sea. A large
part of his catch is in fact the result of Crusoe's
past labour, and Friday, with th.!s help, is able,
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after paying Crusoe's share, to keep a larger
supper for himself than' he could have caught
without it. lVl'r. Snowden argues that there
must be surplus value or unearned income
beca~se certain people are not obliged to work.
But Friday's case seems to show that labour
shares in the unearned income, which is not
really unearned, but earned by labour done in
the past.
Then there comes another inhabitant,Saturday, who also wants the boat. How is Crusoe
to decide whether he shall lend it to Friday or
to Saturday.? He will. naturally lend it to the
one who promises him the largest share offish. ,
Here we see him enjoying socially created
wealth because the appearance of a third inhabitant has brought in the element of c0D}petition, and-enabled him to secure \a larger
proportion of fish than he would have been,
able to gef jf the stimulus' of competition had
not increased the value of his boat. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the boat, which
is his stored-up work, is still the, ba~is of his
claim lipon a share of the work of whichever
of the competitors succeeds in getting the boat.
If we suppose that he lends the boat ~o Friday,
we may then go on to assume that Saturday,
being anxious for food, and not handy 'enough
G
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to pick upa living for himself by himself, may
be ready to earn a meal out of Crusoe's accunlulated store of food, the proceeds of his past
work, or out ofthe fish which he expects to get
from Friday-again the proceeds of his past
work-in return for a day's work which Saturday promises to do on Crusoe's wheat patch,
weeding it, or digging it, o~ enlarging it.
Crusoe is now becoming a capitalist on a
largescale, employing two workers. If, then,
other inhabitants appear, Crusoe may tnake
bargains with them to make new axes and
build ne\v boats acting under his direction, and
with the advantage of the experience that he
gained by his earlier efforts. He sets them to
'Nark on improving the equipment of the whole
of the community, while Friday continues to
\vork for him· as a fisherman, and Saturday· as
a farm labourer. In the case of the later
comers, when no actual stored-up work is being
applied by Crusoe to their efforts, when they
themselves are going to make the axes and
build the boats, it would seem at first that
Crusoe has. no claim whatever to remuneration;
but here again it will be seen that during the
period in which they are doing work which will
produce no result that can be immediately
consumed, he will have to maintain them either
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out of his store of food, which is his past work,
or out of the food· raised under his direction by
Saturday, whose work has been made more
effective by past work which Crusoe had already
put .. into the agricultural development of the
island, and further that Crusoe's experience
and directive ability will earn its reward in
directing them in their· task.
Finally, there may arrive a new-comer,
Sunday, a man of real organizing ability whom
Crusoe appoints to .relieve him of all the directing. and organizing work required by the varied
business that he is now carrying on~farming,
fishery and boat building-in return· for a share
of the food which the enterprisas already founded
and conducted by Crusoe are producing. Sunday is his managing director, and undertakes
the task of overseeing the·. work ofall the others,
and seeing thatCr~soe'sshare of the produce
is duly paid to him. Crusoeh~snow .become
an idle capitalist living on the surplus value
apparently created by those who are working

for him, but actually called into being largely
by his.· own past··.work, directive power~. and
readiness to take a risk. He .can sit.. all dfiY
and . Ul editate, o.r stroll at his ease· ov.er the
island, . while other p~ople work .. and supply
surplus value for .his clothing- 'and feeding.
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This he has done .by placing the results of his
past work at the disposal of the o~hers, so that
they by workingQn it, and with it, can more
easily earn a subsistence for themselves,.
. providing a surplus value for him and for
themselves, to the benefit. of an parties
concerned.
If we ask why, when once the second boat
has been built, Crusoe should have any right
to any· extra catch of fish that is. secured by -its
use, tl1e answer is that by devoting the work of
those who came and asked him ·for food in
return for their labour to increasing the pro~
ductiveequipment of the island, he has in fact
made that effort of· abstinence which so much
amused Mr. Bernard Shaw, as was shown by a
quotation from him in a previous chapter.
Instead of employing those who built the
second. boat .upon this work, which was going
to increase the food supply of the comnlunity,
Crusoe might very well have turned their labour.
in the direction of increasing his enjoyment of
comfort and luxury forthe moment.H~m.ight,
for example,haveput one of them. ()11 to~ the
task of singing songs to him, or . telling him
stories, or making faces at him just -as entertainers do at a twentieth-century cinema show.
He might have set them to work on making
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his hut more water-tight, or on makinghinl a
new suit, of clothes, or. on building .a Sedan
chair for him, 'and .carrying him .about the island,
thus, relieving him of the trouble ofwalking,'aof:i
giving him the savage counterpattof the joys
of motoring~ In other words, he might have
turned their activities i1)to a non-productive
channel,which would have increased his enjoyment of a slothful existence but left the total
output enjoyed by the rest of the community
unimproved.
He also might have spent the resources that
he had available for feeding his 'workmen on his
own gluttonous enjoyment,instead of investing
it in improving the equipment of the island for
further production. Had he done so, he would
have had what is called a "good time'~ for the
moment, .but his band 'of workmen would hav~
been. thrown out of employment, because he
would have had nothing ,w~erewith to pay
them, and they ·would have .to go and ·fend .
for themselves and pick up· what they could
in other parts of the island, either becoming
capitalists themsel yeS and building up for
themselves possessions out of their own past
labour, or leading a ,hand-to-nlouth existence
with. a considerable chance of dying from
hunger.
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So far it has been easy to show a good case
for the reward earned by our capitalist, Crusoe.
Everything that he has earned had been either
from the work of his own hands or by the
efforts of other people working on his own past
"vork, or being fed out of the proceeds of his
own past ,vork,or working under his own
direction, or being fed out of the proceeds of
the organization which his work and directive
abiIityhave built up. He made the original
axe, and fashioned the original boat, which were
the. beginnings of the community's capital.
Thus the concrete fact" of the existence of
surplus value on which Mr. Philip Snowden
laid stress, brings us to a different conclusion
from the one which he drew from it~ He saw
in the existence of a rich class who do no work,
u conclusive proof of the claim that· labour does
not receive all that labour. creates," echoing Dr.
Anton Menger's view that under our present
arrangenlents no attempt is made to give every
labourer the whole produce of his labour. With
all deference to Mr. Snowden, whose earnest
and devoted work on behalf of the wage-earners
all must respect, it seems to me that the existence of s'1rplus value is proved not merely by
the existence of the rich class that does no work t
but also by the fact that the wage-earners secure
(C
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a standard of comfort which is very· much better
than the miserable and precarious subsistence
which would be theirs if they were obliged to
depend for a livelihood on all that they could
produce without. the help of capital. Surplus
value is continually being produced for us by
the work, management· and enterprise of those
who went before us. All classes share in this
surplus value. A small number of rich people
can live without working at all.
A large
number of poor people get a much better life
than they could produce by their own exertions.
How would the forty-seven million inhabitants
of the British Isles. fare. if there were not a tool
or a machine or a wagon or a railway in them,
and not a ship to bring them goods from oversea? Most of them would be dead in a
month.
Capital then is the axe or plough or store of
food or of seed, and labour is the man with
nothing but his hands. Capital can make
nothing by itself, and the owner of it, the
capitalist, can only make it productive by applying labour to it; his own or a wage-earner's.
Labour by itself can only gather- berries or dig
up roots ;in order to produce, it must fashion
tools and acquire a store to keep itself during
the process of production. It may be answered
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that in fact under modern conditions of production all the machinery, that is provided by
capital· is actually made by labour. . The'Wage~
earnersb\lild the railways, dig out and fetch
the raw. material, and put it through the pro..
cesses that make it into machinery. But labour
has done· all tp'is under direction provided ·by
managersworking··for capital and paid by
capital, and labour could not have done it if
capital·had not paid it·wages out of previously
accumulated stores, which capital paid for out
of money.that it earned ·orgot by some service
or action· for·whicb it was paid by the then
existing sense of .t4e community. Capital and
labour both, live tb an· extent that few Qfus .
realizeontlte exertions of those who have gone
before, directed and paid for by those who had
the control·of·indus·try·. that.is given by.w~alth.
If the owners of that wealth had spent it on
immediate· enjoyment insteaeJ.· of equipping the
country with productive machinery, so .·as to
earn ~a .profit for themselves and their successors, the,. country could ·nqt have maintained a
fraction of its present population, and many of
those who' now denounce the·· c~pit~a1ist as an
exploiter or a thief would never have been
born. 1'heyowe their very existenc~ to· the
alleged exploiter.
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These thing's had to be .said because the
wage-earner's case is not .helped by being'overstated, and if the wage~earneris taught to

believe that .hecando everything by.himself
he. is likely to make mistakes that will cost him
dear. His case is quite strong enough to stand
on the facts of the matter. Without him
capital can do' nothing in the way of production and little' in the way 'of selling what it
produces 'witli .his help. N othing co~ld b~
more' short-sighted,. than the view of some
narrow-minded and stupid employers that it
pays capital to pay low ,\"ages. Quite apart
from the question of bad 'work owing to bad
pay, this doctrine forgets that capital- has to
work for the consumer, and that a great
majority of consumers are wage-earners and
th~ir.depenclellts. Hi.gh wages, if they .do
not lead to sl"ck work and bad .timekeeping,
mean high" b4ying power and a good, and
steady market! for articles of general·.consumption.
Every producer o~,handler of such
articles is benefited by an increase in the pay
given to the wage-earners employed by aU
other, employers. Therefore it is cl~arly to the
interest'of industry as a whole and ultimately
of his own enterprise. A busy community
with well-distributed buying. power is what will
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pay us all best in the long run, as a matter of
mere business, to say nothing of the political
and social advantages of such a state of things.
I f employers think that they ,can secure this by
keeping' their wage bill as .low as possible and
if wage.;earners think that it can be done by
restricting output we shall never get there.
Nevertheless 'allthat ·has been said above
concerning the benefit. derived by labour from
work directed and paid for by capital in the
past has not really disposed of the difficulty,
that was touched on in.the last 'chapter, about
the advantage given to certain individuals by
the institution of hereditary property.
Even
if the wa.ge-earners recognize that they are
much better off than theywouldbave been it
no capitalists had equipped the country for production, they still have to, be convinced that it
is not unfair to them that the heirs of those
capitalists should. take to this da y so large
a share of what labour ,and capital produce
between thenl. The. systemg-ives those heirs
the p.ower notbnly to live without working but
to set aside out of their share of surplus a
furthe_r store of capital which increases their
future claim on the product of industry.
Going back to the example of our' Crusoe
capitalist, if we suppose that during his growth
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into a capitalist he has acquired a mate and
left a family, and that when he dies his youthful
son, who has never done a stroke of work in
his life, succeeds to the whole of the property

and organization which Crllsoehas built up,
and that the· other inhabitants of the island and
their progeny are expected to work for Crusoe,
Junior, on the same terms on which they
worked for the original organizer, then we find
ourselves faced with a claim that is much nlQre
difficult to justify. Why should this youngster,
just because he is the son of a successful
organizer, be supported during,the rest of his
existence by the labour of others with. th~ con..
fident· expectation that he will be able to hand
on to his own progeny a similar claim .on the
labour of the workers .of the world?
We may say .that hereditary property has
been an essential part of every civilization
worthy of the name which has· been produced
since the history of man has been known. But
so have many things which are difficult to
justify, except on .the ground that having
existed they must have for some inscrutable
reason been .necessary. A Roman· or a Greek
would have probably given the same answer if
one· had questioned the equity and justice of
the institution of slavery. Moreover, landed
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property under the feudal system only went on
fron'l father to son on payment of a substantial
fee by the heir to the Crown, so thatit was by
no means the indefeasible right which it is now
too often assumed to 'be. ' Our Chancellors of
theE;xchequer by imposing heavy estate duties
on the passing of property on the death of
an owner, recognize that property, being only
transferred to ,those whom the owner wishes it
to'goto, owing to the security afforded by our
modern social arrangements, has to pay this
periodic toll for the right to be left; by will.
This toll being exacted, however, it seems to
be equitable that those who getw~alth· by
serving th~communityshould.have the right to
give it in their lifetime and leave it when they
die.
The justification of the ,system on the
grounds ,of economic expediency is' ,obvious.
If hereditary property were abolished, and the
consequence were that no one cared to earn
'more, than he \vanted to consume, the fund,out
of which new railways are built, new factories
and ships are placed at the ,dispo~al of industry
and commerce, would be very seriously diminished. Itis only by successful investments,
that is ,by actually increasing the genera:l output of goods and services, that capitalists can
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maintain and increase their claim on industry's
product. And whenever they increase industry's output a large part of the price that
consumers pay goes to .labour. As has been

sl;1own, capital· without labour is powerless to
produce. The wage-earner is thus most likely
to earn good wages when there are as many
capitalists as possible putting new capital into
industry and competing for the services of
the wage-earner as a worker, and for his
custom asaconsum·er. If labour prefers to
frighten and threaten· the. capitalist, the latter
will be scarce and.· shy and his capital will be
scarce and dear. ~foreover the responsibilities
that are attached to the ownership of wealth
are not always learnt. by ·those who gain it in
their own lifetimes. Bad spending, as is particularly· evident at· present, is a specially
prevalent vice among those who have suddenly
grown rich. Wenlight cure this disease by
.having no rich at all, but this cure would mean
the adoption of a. new ·economic system, with
·dangers that will be· shown when we come
to.. examine the suggested alternatives to
Capitalism.
As it is, labour gets the· whole of .its. product and a. great deal more. If it wants to
get also .the share of the capitalist and the
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adventurer, it can do so by' saving capital for
itself and risking it in industry, so becoming its
own employer and provider. " A few shillings
per head fronl the working class would quickly
raise the capital necessary to make a trial of
democratic·management in any industry." So
says Mr. Stirling Taylor, in the Gu£/d State,
the latest·. contribution to the literature of Guild
Socialism.
I f the wage-earners determined to make
themselves masters of industry by providing
their own capital, they could gain a power that
would .be .overwhelming. The· process' would
be gradual and slow, but if half that·· we are
told is true about workers who stay at hon1e
instead of .going to work as soon as they have
earned enough to satisfy their immediate wants,
steadier work would give them. a big margin
for this purpose of strengthening their positLon.
The wonderful success of the co-operative
movenlent has shown what can be done. If
laboul provided its own cal'ital, the idle
capitalist with no labour to work for him would
find the flank of his position most effectively
turned.
Concerning the proportion of the join~
product that is taken' by capital, it may
be interesting to quote a statement made by

LABOUR ANU ITS PRODUCT
Sir

III

H ugh

Bell to the shareholders of the
Harden Collieries, Ltd. Coal-mining being a
speculative industry, capital invested in it may
be expected to yield on the average a higher
rate than most other enterprises. Sir Hugh,
as reported in the T'imes of December 4, 1919,
said:"While I am dealing with the position in
which you find yourselves, it may interest you
to know that the total amount disbursed in
dividends over the whole 19 years that the
company has existed is just over one million
pounds-to be accurate, £1,010,000. Last year
we paid in wages to men directly in our employment £1,019,000.
In 19 years we have
distributed £ 1,000,000 in dividends, and in
one year we paid £1,000,000 in wages. That
figure of £ 1,000,000 in wages corresponds
exactly with the figure I have already cited
on [oroler occasions. The total amount of our
outgoings last year is just under £2,000,000.
The wages we have paid to our own people
are, as I told you, just over a nlillion, so that

just about 50 per cent. of the total outgoing
of your company goes in wages-in the form
of wages, because I have to take into account
the coals you supply to the men, and I also
have. to take into account the cottage rents,
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which are part of the .wages. . If you come- to
examine the other items, such as stores and
so on, you will find that something like the
same proportionate amount has been paid in
wages, so that you -have paid out, directly
and indirectly, for wages £1,5°0,000 _out of
£2,000,000.
That is to··say, you disburse 75
per cent. -iIi. wages and salaries. Out of. every
ton of coal you sell, one half of the selling
price goes to pay wages of the men in your
employment, and of the remaining -half, about
a like - proportion.· is paid in wages by the
persons· .from whom you· buy your stores, etc.,
so. that directly you pay away 50 per cent., and
indirectly 25 per cent., in wages and salaries.
Out of just under £2,000,000 there remains
£ 200,000 or thereabouts. as your share. You
will see on how narrow a margin you are conducting- .your trade, and how relatively small
an increase of wages would- absorb all that
margin and leave you with no dividend at all."

CHAPTER VI .
THE ACHIEVErvIENTS OF CAPITALISM

SO far we have seen that the claim of
the capitalist to interest on his money and
profit in return for risks which he takes, is
fully justified on economic grounds and in
equity, and that the claim of some champions
of labour that l<tbour is~ entitled to the whole
of its product, is more t~an fully satisfied,
because already and as it is labour gets out
of industry a great deal more than it could
provide for itself if it were not supplied by
capitalists. with machinery, plant andorganization by which its output is enormously
increased.
Capitalism, then, is not based on injustice.
Let us look now at the question of its practical
success. A glance at the. progress of mankind
since the I ndustrial Revolution brought modern
Capitalism into being, shows at once that .its
achievements have been enormous, one might
H
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almost say miraculous. An obvious test is that
of population. Dr. Shadwell, in an article on
the History of Industrialism in the E ncyclo-.
padia oj'lndustrialistJz, s11,OWS that while in the
last century before private Capitalisn1 became
'powerful-between 165 I .and 175 I-the population of Great Britain rose from 6,378,000 to
7,392,000, an increase of 1,014,000, in the next
century-. 1751 to I8$I-it rose to 21,185,000,
an increase of 13,793,000, and in the next 60
years-I8SI to 191 I - i t rose by 19,350,000 to
40,535,000. In comtnenting on the difference
between the increase in the two centuries-"
16 51 to 1751, and 17St to 18SI-Dr. Shadwell
observes (page 3°4) that "the difference is not.
of course, wholly due to the industrial factor;
but the two go together, and the vast increase
of life during the second century negatives the
comnlon assumption that I ndustrialisln produced a state .of unprecedented and increasing
misery. rrhis is emphasized by the fact that
the rate of increase was highest during the
first decades of the nineteenth century, when
the change was proceeding at its maximum
intensity. The rates of increase in England
were: 1801--11, 14·50 per cent.; 1811-21,
18·05 per cent.; 1821-31, 16·24 per cent.;
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18 3 1 -4 1 , 14.58 per cent. These rates have
only been approached in one subsequent decade-.that of 187 I-8I-which included several
year~ .of the highest prosperity on record,
when the ra te wa.s 14 '5 per cent. The
rising tide of vitality revealed by statistics is
ill keeping with the observations of the
French traveller Louis Simond, quoted by
Professor Smart, in 1810-1 r: 'I have found
the. great mass of the people richer, happier,
and more respectable than any other with which
I ~m acquainted.'"
I ncrease of population is not, of course, a
wholly satisfactory test by itself. It is, in .fact,
maintained by som.e Malthusians that increase
of population is a sign of a low state of civilization,and a low standard of comfort, and this
contention is to sonleextent supported by the
well-known fact that the birth-rate shows a
tendency to decline among those classes whose
circumstances are Inost comfortable and whose
standard of life is highest. Nevertheless it
is something for Capitalism to claim that it has
enabled so enorn10US an increase to take place
in the population of the country, in which
nl0dern Capitalism and the modern Industrial
systenl first opened their keen young eyes,
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and have carried out their most characteristic
development. Merely to enable so' large a
number of people to be alive is not everything, but it is a great deal. U nderCapitalism
all these millions saw the light of the sun,
smelt the scent of spring, knew love and friendship, made and laughed at good andbadjokes,
ate and digested their meals, made their queer
guesses at the secret of life, played games, read
books) cherished their hobbies and their prejudices, knew a little, thought they knew much
more, and went their way leaving others behind
them to take up the thread of life and spin
another strip of its mysterious cloth.
Iflife is on the whole a good thing-andtnost
of us waste little time in ,sending for ,~ doctor if
we do not feel·well-CapitaTismhas made the
enjoyment of that good'" possible to millions.
And all the time during which that 'huge increase in our population was growing we were
pouring out a stream of emigrants to fill and
till the waste places of the' earth, and sending
them capital to help them to increase production
there. Thus Capitalism has bred millions of
active, busy men and' women, spread them· over'
the world" reclaimed its waste places· and increased its output so fast that, as we shall see,
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the increased: population has increased its
command 'of goods even more'rapidly than its
numbers. All this has to he chalked up to
Capitalism's ,credit and considered carefully
before, just because it bas not created an earthly
Paradise for US, we throw it down and put an
untried system in its place. It is true that part
of our population has lived and continues to live'
under circumstances of which our' civilization
has every reason to beashan1ed. But even in
their case the gift of life is something, and
social reformers are ratherapt to forget, in their
eagerness to put right the evils whic~ beset the
destitute among us, that the greater part of our
population leads and has led lives, which though
far from being ideal from al). economic or any
other point,of view,h'ave taken them through
the world in a state of fair contentment, and
·with areasonable.andgrowingshareinJhe.gifts
which science has placed at man's disposal.
Industriai and scientific progress in the' <;qntrol
of the forces of nature, has proceeded .with

astonishing rapidity throughout this period of
production under Capitalism.
It may be. argued that scienceand>'invention
have done the real work, and that Capitalism
has only picked ,their brains, applying .their
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lessollspurelywith the view to making profit
out of them, and so has wrested the gifts of
science from their true use "and prevented their
being enjoyed in full freedom' by the whole of
mankind. This may be so, but, on the other
hand, science could never have wrought its
miracles if there had not been a vast store of
accumulatedw~althto apply to the development
of its discoveries. This accumulated wealth
might perhaps have been produced by a system
of society organized collectively, under which
the Government would have seen the goals
towards,which science was struggling, and

placed at its disposal an army of workers who
were capable of carrying out its objects. But
it is at least as likely that ,no Government
which the world has yet known would have
made, use ,of the services of science with the
readiness, adaptability and courage in taking
risks,. that have been shown by the organizers
of industry spurred by the incentive of profitmaking.

Whatever those people may think who like
to amuse' themselves with the pleasant science
of hypo the tics, that is to say, of wondering
what might have happened if things had been
otherwise, the fact remains 'that thema terial
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achievements under Capitalism have been enor..;
mOllS, and promise still greater miracles if we
follow the same line. The world has been
covered with a network of railways,. and the
shores of its various continents have been linked
together by steamships of enormous power.
Factories and machinery have been developed
and inlproved with incredible speed. Telegraphs and telephones have made the whole
world into one great listening gallery, and the
exchange of goods and the communication of
thought between one country and another are
being continually developed in a manner which
only sho\vs what great possibilities still lie
before us. The material output has grown at
a staggering pace, and the British workman of
to-day has his life embellished and made comfortable by the products of aU the climates of
the world, from tea to tobacco, with a freedom
which would have been envied by many a
mediaeval monarch. At· the same time if there
are terrible inequalities in the . distribution of
i:hiswealth, if many at the bottom of theeconomic ladder lead lives of misery, owing to a lack
of the good things of the earth, and .many at
the top lead livesofboredomowing to a surplus
of luxurious enjoyment, it .is possible to climb
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from the lowest. rung of the ladder to the
highest. We cannot claim that the "career is
open to talent," or that there is anything like a
fair chance for all in th~. race for the good things
of life; this ts an ideal for which we have to
work by improving and cheapening educ~tion.
Talent backed by individual enterprise in.. . any
case seems likely to have a better chance under
Capitalism than under bureaucratic· red:-tape or
GujldmonopolY;9-ndanyone with exceptional
ability and e~ceptionalluck,or both, can already
make bis way through from· the bottom to the
top early enough 'in life to give him many years
of enjoyment of his, success.
.
Our output of goods is 'still not nearly great
enough, being estimated before, the war .at
about £42 per head of the population. Even
if .it were equally distributed, £42 worth of
goods ands'ervtees"'would'not, even at pre-war
prices, ensure a 'really high standard· of comfort
for the population as a whole. This need for
an improvement in output we sa\v at the outset
to be essential in order to secure that world in
which itwiHbe really pleasant to live. But
because Capitalism hasnot'yetproduced as much
as we want, . isa bad reason for overturning it
in favour of a system that might produce still
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less, when it is clear that capitalistic production .
can, .if it is given a fairchance,. dom~ch better
for us in the future as it learns .and applies its
lessons.
Industrial and agricultural development had
also been. assisted. by an extremely' ingenious
financial machinery, and a great. growth and
improvement .inbanking, which·prdvided credit
and currency for the community.with remarkable success ; during the last half century before
the waf, the financial machinery was perfecting
itself into a state of extraordinary elasticity and
adaptability, and meeting with steadily· growing
composure the industrial crises which the
speculative habits of man, and the risks inevitable from our present industrial systeln, necessarily produced. . A· machinery. oC investment
and .a market. in -the debts and securities of
public bodies and .public companies, had also
been developed with great ingenuity by the
Stock Exchanges of the world. Whoever
wanted to borrow money and invest it in industry found ready listeners-only too ready in
some cases-whether they applied to the banks
for shorfcredits, or to the investing public for
permanent investments, or invited speculators to
try their ·luck. Capital flowed with \YQnderful
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readiness from one country to another,and
wherever there was ·a Ghance of devoting the
proceeds of the labour and work ofold. countries
to the developtnent of new ones, in the hope of
increasing mankind's output, and so gaining
fresh profits, there was no lack of those who
would risk their past and present labour .and
work on this process of continually expanding
man's conquest over nature.
All classes had shared in the benefits pro..
duced by this expansion. Mr. Philip Snowden
admits .on page 38 of his book on Soc£al£sm
a'J'td Synd£calism, that " between 1850 and
1900 the rate of wages as ~hown by Board of
Trade index numbers, rose by 78 per cent.,
and in the same period the prices of commodi~
ties fell by 1 I per cent." He adds that H it is
not safe to take these figures upon their face
value. The increase of wages was by no means
spread uniformly over the whole wage-earning
class, nor does' a fall in the average of whole..
sale prices necessarily mean a corresponding
reduction in the cost of living to the working
classes. The' fall in prices in the last. half of
the nineteenth century was mainly inconlforts
and luxuries: Many. of the articles ",·hich enter
into the econonlY of the workers increased
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in price. Milk, eggs, butter, coal and rent
were all higher in price at the end than at the
middle of the .. last century." On the other
hand we may fairly urge that conlforts and
luxuries, such as tea, sugar, tobacco and meat,
not to mention necessaries such as bread,
also ente.red largely· into the economy of the
workers.
When we find that during a half-century in
which the population had increased rapidly, the
average money wages of the workers had grown
by more than three~quarters, while·the average
price of the goods they consumed showed a by
no means negligible decline, we see what little
basis there isJor what Marx and other people
have called the "iron law of wages," an entirely
imaginary law, which .is alleged to force the
rate of wages always down to the level of
subsistence. If there had been any real truth
in this law, it would have been clearly im'"
possible for wages to rise by 78 per cent.
with a rapid increase in the number of wage~
earners, while at the same time the average
price of consumable goods had fallen by· I I
per cent. Under the circumstances" and in
view of his own figures, it is surprising to find
Mr. Snowden saying on a later page (120) that

.....
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"like the landlord who takes in the form of
rent all above the subsistence of. the labourer,
so the capitalist takes all above the subsistence .
of the workman, .. above ·sufficient to maintain
the workman in the standard of life of the class
to which he belongs." How Mr.· Snowden's
clear and logical mind reconciles this assertion
with the figures that we have quoted from ·him,
is a. puzzle that would. baffle the Sphinx.
It has .to be admitted that· the great ··and
steady improvenlent that was then shown gave
way to the opposite tendency in the early years
of the present century. lVlr.Snowdencon~
tinues on page 39: "After all, the important
matter is not whether the condition of· the
workers .improved between 1850 and 1900, but
whether it is showing a tendency to improvement now." (His book was published shortly
before the war.) '~About the end of the century
weseelnedto enter upon a new cycle of teo:dencies. The previous slight .(s£c) upwar<;l
movement in the condition of the workers
was arrested and eventually reversed. The
permanent tendency now is for· the rich to grow
richer at an increasingly rapid·· rate, and for
the workers tQbecome not only. relatively but
actuall y.poorer~
1)
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Mr. Snowden is undoubtedly right in calling
attelltion to a _check, which showed itself
at the beginning 'of the twentieth century,
in the improvement of the' position of the
wage-earner, Wages rose little or not at all
in money, and prices were rising. Whether
'he- was, right in assuming that _the tendency
was a permanent one, we shall never know,
because the war intervened,' upsetting the
whole economic basis of society, and ,giving
the workers a chance- of sustained improvement, of which there is every reason to hope
they will take -full advantage; but it is at
least possible that Mr. Snowden was wrong in
assuming that the-tendency for the buying power
of wages to go back was permanent. I t might
have been merely the falling back of a wave in
a rising tide, to have been followed by a still
more rapid improvement, thanks to the determination shown by thewage~earners in the.
year before the war, to take' drastic measures
to improve their position. However this may
have been, there can be no doubt that undef
the system of Capitalism the wage-earners did
during the whole second half of the past century- .
achieve a great and almost unbroken improvenlent in their lot, an improvement which -was
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encouraging them to make still greater efforts
for themselves in the future.!
During the same· period we had seen great
improvetnents in education and sanitation, the
lengthening· of human life, the total extinction
of the plagues which used to scourge Europe
periodically, the practical abolition of certain
diseases such as typhus and small-pox; and
the general attention to health and the mental
improvement of all classes, though it still left
very much to be desired, was making 1?rogress
which. was perhaps as rapid as could be
expected, owing to the .ignorance and conservatism which are the common lot and the
pride of most of us.
It maybe true that Capitalism has had
very little. to do directly with these im proveIP.rofessor Bowl~y in an article on "\Vages" in the
Enc)'clopadia of Indus/rial/sIn says (page 514)': I' It appears
certain that nominal and real wages increased from 1850 to
18 74, that' nominal wages. fell and real wages remained
steady from 1874 to 1,880, that nominal wages remained
steady and real wages rose from 1880 to 1887, and that both
nominal and real wages rose from 1887 to 1899- . . . By
1910 real wages were back at the level of 1896-1898, but
cannot be measured exactly~" By real·wages the. Professor
of course means wages as measured in actual buying power,
as. 'compared' with nOlninal wages, .measured in· money
alone.
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ments in education .and sanitation. There is
even something to be said for the view that
the representatives of the property-owning
classes had done a good deal to resist the
progress of these improvements, which had
only been carried through by social reformers
and a few scientific enthusiasts, after lives of
thanklesseffort. This may be so, but nevertheless the store of wealth which was necessary
in order to carry them out had been called
into being by the' working of Capitalism with
the incentive of profit before it. It may not
have been responsible for the excellent use
thus made of its wealth, but it did at least
provide the wealth which was so used by those
who had nobler views than it of the use' to
which· wealth should be put.
Such were the achievements of Capitalism in
the land' of its birth in its modern form and
in the countries· into which this land poured
the men and capital that it produced. Its
victories, unlike those other institutions that
have dominated hun1an life, could only be \von
by doing what somebody else wants. Industry
and investment can only eflrn a profit if they
produce an article or a service that sOlnebod y
wants and wants enough to repay the adventurer
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his outlay, make good the -depreciation of his
tools and leave him a profit. He may some-times win hisvictofY ·at the expense of those
whom he has underpaid, or in some rare
cases by barbarous ill-treatment of, natives
whom he has enslaved, overworked and even
tortured. But whenever a profit was made it
could only be-done by ,providing-some one with
something that -he wanted or- thought that .he
wanted. Capitalism working -through corupetition and freedom must please the consumer
to prosper, and the consumer is the mass of .
humanity. FrOIn this point of view its achievemerits, smirched and blotted as they are about
the hinder parts, are _sweet and cleanly as
compared with those of .diplomacy which have
drenched the world in blood, or of churches
that have used the torch of God's Word to
light holocausts of good earnest people who
differed slightly with, them concerning their
belief in Him.

Capitalism incidentally was working for peace
though· it is conlmonly accu'sed of being the
ally if not the father 'of Militarism'. Seeing
that the pages of history were' 'black with
Militarism long before Capitalism in its modern
[orin was heard of, to make the-latter the father
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of the forr.ner .indicates an almost desperate
search for a stick to lay on its back. I t is true
enough that Militarism could not have_ achieved
a fraction of its destructive power if Capitalism
had not' provided the machinery and weapons.
"What d'ye lack?)) is Capitalism's cry, and
when huma;nity said, " Weapons for kIlling one
another, and see that they kill by heaps,"
Capitalism delivered the goods with a ven..
geance. Ifhumanity will only ask for something
more sensible, Capitalisln, ever democratic and
accommodating and anxious to please a customer,
will oblige with equalreaqiness and success.
Capitalism fears and dislikes war, because war
means destruction, taxation, unrest and lack of
confidence, and Capitalism knows that though
it may seem to· make big profits out of destruction it will pay heavily for them before the
account is c~osed, and that it can only earn a
good Hving out of prosperity and peace and
progress. While some have accused it of
fonlenting war, others with a truer instinct
have denounced International 'f"'inance as an
incurable and. incorrigible Pacifist.
And yet, .when war canle and there was no
help- for it, the men who' had been born and
bred under Capitalism turned out. and fought
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with a heroism that has never been approached
by the Paladins and Knights E'rrant of the
days before we had been turned into shopkeepers and demoralized by profit-seeking.
All who had watched industrial development
and its effects in making us sleek and sedentary
townsmen 'must have wondered whether the
process would not soften us into. folk who could
not stand the test of battle. Yet all the battles
that had ever been" fought before were child's
play to the Hell that both sides lately rained
on one another for four-and-a-halfyears, and
the nation of shopkeepers was in her old place
in the front row, wherever the fighting was
hottest by sea and land.
Says the critic, There may b~ s.ome truth
in all this, but what of the disgusting. ugliness
and squalor that Capitalism has brought· with
it-'lovely countrysides covered with sordid
filthy towns that are a blot on their beauty, and
men with their hearts still more foully smirched
by scamped work and the scramble of competition? " This is a criticism that cannot
be altogether gainsaid, but it is possible to
exagger;;tte it, by imagining too rosy a picture
of the system that Capitalism superseded.
Capitalism comnlitted crimes in· its early days
H
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when it put young children to work for
,vickedly long .hours under disgraceful conditions, and is now being punished by the
natural bitterness of their descendants who see
no cure for it but its destruction. But these
evils have been largely cured and their
remnants are being .dealt with. Short-sighted
Capitalism has often opposed reforming measures, but some good employers have worked
for them. On the general charge of ugliness
and deterioration the argument is not all on
one side. Doctor A. Shadwell, an exceptionally well-informed authority on working~c]ass
conditions, published an article on this subject
called "Town Life-Old and New," in the
Edinburgh Review of January 1918. .It is well
worth study in detail arid· it maybe. hoped that
Dr. Shadwell will develop the contrast on a
larger scale. The following extracts will have
to suffice for our present purpose : " The idea of a Golden Age is indestructible.
l\1an will have his Golden Age when all the
world was young and fair. He finds it by a
comparison which sets the credit account of the
past over against the debit account of the
present.
I t is a false balance-sheet.
The
true account stands otherwise; it includes debit
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items against the past and credit items in
favour of the present, and when the net balance
is struck the result is very different. And so it
is with this question of town life and town
labour; a distorted and one-sided account has
been put forward in order to make out a
case. . . .
"Mills employing a number of workmen are
mentioned at the beginning of the fourteenth
century; journeymen formed a standing class
and used to go on strike. But the scale of
employment' inaugurated in the eighteenth
ceutury anlounted to a difference in kind, and
the development of mechanical power made a
still greater innovation.
" Both changes were attended by great evils,
due to three main causes:, (I) the rapidity of
the development; (2) general ignorance and
failure to understand the conditions; (3) the
abuse of power by employers.
The' rapid
development,of industry on a large scale caused
a corresponding hurried accumulation of persons
in particular ·places in a haphazard way. . ..
A slower pace would have resulted in a more
organic growth, but the, prevailing ignorance
and indifference would have produced similar
conditions in the end or rather worse ones.
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Mr. and Mrs. Hammond 1 go so far- as to
admit that 'the old English towns were often
over..crowded, insanitary, etc.' That does not
meet the case at all. The old towns everywhere were not 'often,' but' always, insanitary

to a degree which it is difficult to realize now.
They never were anything else_ because there
was no sanitation, as we understand it. Sanitation was, in fact, the child of the new order:
not because the evils were new, as is comnl0nly
supposed, but because they were recognized.
The increase of population and growth of the
towns presented them on a scale which compelled investigation in conformity with the ad··
vance of knowledge and t~e rising standard of
living. I t is important to understand this....
" As to housing, we have Era'smus's description of the ordinary abode of the poorer classes
in Henry the Eighth's-time. It was a cabin of
wood and clay, consisting of a single room,
shared by _all the inmates for all purposes and
also by animals; no chimney; the floor of

beaten earth, strewn with rushes, which were
renewed every two or three years, and meantime received aU the refuse and filth both
1 Dr. Shadwell's article is, among other things, a review
of Mr. and Mrs. Hammond's book, The TOltJn Labourer.
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human and- animal. This type of dwelling is
not yet extinct. . . . In the Dliddle ages,
which ate held up to our admiration, it was the
only type for the wOrking classes. . . . From
time to time complaints were made of overbuilding in London, and houses were pulled
down; and attempts were made to clear the
streams and ditches, which were blocked with
filth, dead animals, offal, >and every kind of
refuse.....
We> get a glimpse into mediaeval habits
from the minute inventory of Sir John Fastolf's
furniture atCaister Castle, one >of the most
sumptuous mansions in the kingdom. Out of
twenty~six bedrooms only one - my lady's
chamber-had any washing utensils, to witc 1 basyn, I ewer, 2 pottys.'
All the world
lived in a state of indescribable filth down to
a much later period. False> generalizations are
drawn from the beautiful buildings which have
come down to us from old times. They have
survived because' they were exceptional; the
common mass have perished. People who do
not remember conditions thirty or forty years
ago do not know what a real slum is. .. . 'I'he
plain truth is that the old towns were nothing
but slums-such as one cannot find now.
C4
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Kings and nobles lived in a state. of stench
which would be thought unendurable to-day
by ·any class, so greatly has the standard
changed. . . .
(( The same consideration of the prevailing
standard appl~es to working conditions as well
as to housing and sanitation under the new
order. . . .
'« The alliance of ignorance or stupidity with
commercial greed runs through the whole story,
and it is' clear that the former ~as the'gr~ater
obstacle of ··the two to improvement. Intelligent employers were the first to .see what was
wrong and to readjusttheir ideas. They intro~
duced new standards, which gradually gained
approval until public opinion . sanctioned or
demanded their COlllpulsoryapplication.
In
this process· a powerful agent was combination
among workmen, which was at once demanded
and rendered possible by the conditions of
work and the massing of large numbers
together in ·the industrial towns. The same
process has'contin ued ever since, and is still
going on with .a progressively· rising standard
of living and working conditions, realized in a
thousand ways, the Inere enumeration of which
would occupy pages. .. .
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"The stranger with different ideals in his
mind· may see nothing but what is repellent in
the modern industrial town, and wonder how
any one'can live there. But the inhabitants do
not. think so; they are attached to it, warmly
maintain its claims, and resent depreciation.
They do not want anyone's pity, and they have
reason; for the truth is that they enjoy life a
great deal more than those who pity them. . . .
Nor is it true that· they take no pride or
interest in the products of their great workshops and factories, such as the mediaeval
craftsman took in his handiwork. Here again
a false balance is struck. The lnediaeval
craftsman who took pride in his work is the
one we hear of, but what of the others?
Were there no idle apprentices ? Was there
no bad work? There was so much that one
of the chief functions of the Guilds was to
prevent and punish it and to maintain the
standard, which was always being threatened
by scamped and dishonest work. As for the
theory that the men 9f old worked for use and
beauty,. not for profit, there never was a greater
craftsman than Benvenuto Cellini, or one who
took more pride in his work and its beauty.
N or is there a workman to-day who looks
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more keenly after his wages and pockets them
with more satisfaction than Cellini did the price
of his nlasterpieces. On the other hand, there
is to-day a great deal of pride among worknlen
in the products of their factory, itl its good
nalne, and in the reputation of the,vhole town
for the quality of its manufactu~~s. Those \\1 ho
do not know this have never been arrlong
thenl.
"In conclusion these observations must not
be·· taken to suggest acquiescence in ·existing
evils or denial of the need of improvement.
The standard is always rising and there is no
finality. But truth is not served· by false
balance-sheets, selected evidence, and one-sided
statements."
Thus the Middle Ages give us Beauty, com~
plicated by stench and the Black Death.
Capitalism has provided an enormously greater
output, better sanitation and better ho~ses but
has not yet given much thought to Beauty. It
is an oversight of great importance, but it can
be repaired.

CHAPTER VII
THE RISKS OF STATE SOCIALISM

of· the strongest points .. in the case for
Capitalism' is the do.ubt that all candid and
unprejudiced. inquirers must feel concerning
the .practical results of adopting any of the
proposed alternatives. And on this subject
doubt is enough. Unless we· can be 'definitely
assured that we are ·going to secure improvementit would be ma.dnes$ to upset our whole
economic system, especially at a time when
the whole world is lacerated and impoverished
and has to work hard for its economic recovery.
If and' when general prosperity has been
secured, we maybe justified in trying fancy
experiments. But there never was a time in
which leaps in .the dark were more untimely.
Let us begin with Socialism, now commonly
called State Socialism to distinguish it from
the Guild Socialism w hicb is the latest. fashion.
Some of us can remember· the time when
ONE
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Soci,alists were looked upon almost as outcasts
by ,( respectable H folk, partly because SOUle of
them had a habit of applying the acid of their
criticisms to many things besides the economic

structure of society, such as the marriage laws
and established forms of religion. So stuffy
respectability jumped hastily to- the conclusion
that all .Socialists were atheists and advocates
of free love. After passing through this phase
Socialism becan1e quite fashionable for a time,
and then having been laughed at asa discredited back-number by the Guildsmen, has
come back into the limelight owing to the.
craving· for nationalization which is cherished
by many of the Labour leaders.
If we find that the form· of society atwhich
Socialists aim is somewhat hazy and not worked
out in .full detail, it would be very unfair
therefore to criticise Socialism as mere rainbow
chasing. Th~y propose to rebuild society, and
we cannot expect them to prepare for us a
plan of the whole .building worked out:in
every detail. The details will obviously have
to be filled in as the building - goes on. All
that we can expect from them is a clear· statement .of the main principles which they aim
at establishing) and the advantages which they
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expect to be derived from their establishment.
Luckily one of the clearest thinkers on the
Socialist side published just before the war
a conlpact handbook showing the aims of
Socialisln, the reasons why in his opinion it
ought to be introduced, and the benefits which
he expected to accrue from it. Mr. Philip
Snowden's book on Socialism and Syndicalism,
though there is no date upon the title-page,
seems to have appeared in 1913 or later, since
it contains a reference to the election of the
German Reichstagin 1912. This ,authority
tells us. (page 107) that "so far as it is possible
to express the aim of present-day Socialism. in
a formula, that ·has been done by Dr. Schaffle
in a .statement which will be accepted by all
Socialists as a reasonable definition of their
aims. 'The economic quintessence of the
Socialistic programme, the real aim of the international movement is as follows :-To replace
the system of private capital (i. c. the speculative method of production, regulated on behalf
of .society only by the free competitiQn of
private enterprises) l~ya. system of collective
capital, that is, by a method of production
which would introduce a unified (social or
collective) organization of national labour, on
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the basis of collective or common ownership
of the means of production by all the ll1elnbers
of the society. This collective method of production would· remove the present competitive

systenl, by placing under official administration
such departments of production as can be
managed collectively (socially or co-operatively),
as well as the distribution among all of the
common produce .of all, according to the
amount a.rid social utility of the productive
labour of each.' "
It will be noted that according to Schaffle's
definition, adopted by Mr. Snowden, and
accepted, according to him, by all Socialists,
the common produce of all is to be distributed
under officiaJ administration (lccording to the
an10unt and social utility of the productive
labour of each. I tappears from this passage
that the wage-earner under Socialisn1 is going
to be paid according to the anlount and social
utility, whatever that may mean, of the work
which he does. This very in1portant itenl in
the Socialist progranlme is· also adopted and
cle&rly expressed by Mr. Ranlsay 1\'Iacdonalcl
on pages 122 and 123 of his book on 7ne
Socialist MoVel1tent, one of the volumes of the
Home University series. Mr. Macdonald tells
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us that it is a mistake to sonfuse Socialism
with Communism.
"Communism presupposes a common store
of wealth which is to be drawn upon by the
individual consumer not in accordance with
services rendered, but in response to 'a human
right to 'sustenance.' I t may be in accordance
with Communist principles to make this right
to 'consume depend upon the duty of helping
to· produce, and to exile from the economic
con1munity everyone who declines to fulfil that
duty. Some Communists insist th~t one of
the certain results of their system will be the
creation of so much moral robustness that in
practice this question will never arise for actual
answer. But be that as it may, the distribu..
tive philosophy of Communism is as I have
stated, and it contains the difference between
that system and Socialism. ' From all according to their ability; to each according. to his
needs' is a Communist, not a Socialist formula.
rrhe Socialist would insert 'services' for 'needs.'
They both agree about the COlnmon stock;
they disagree regarding the nature of what
should be the effective claim of the individual
to share in it. Socialists think of distribution
through the channels of personal income;
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Communists think of distribution through the
channels of human rights to live. Hence
Socialism requires some medium of exchange
whether it is pounds sterling or labour notes;
Communism requires no such medium of exchange. The difference can best be illustrated
if we remember the' difference between a customer going to a grocer and buying sugar,
and the child of the family cl~iming a' share
of that' sugar the next morning at the breakfast
table. Or the position may be stated in this
way: Socialism accepts the idea of income,
.subject to two safeguards. I t must be adequate
to afford a satisfactory standard of life, and it
must represent services given and not 'merely
a power to exploit the labourofothers."
It ' thus, appears . that,. the economic freedom
which modern reformers are groping after will
be under','Socialism 'differenronlyin kind fr6m
the economic freedom which is nowadayspossessed. - I n this respect a difference in kind
may be
the highest possible importance,
because we have already recognized that complete economic freedom is impossible to anybody in a state of nature, since under natural
conditions everybody mustdonl0reor less
work in order to live, and is impossible to the

of
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great majority under society as at present organized. As things are at present, all the workers
of the world have to work in order to provide
something which the consuming public wants,
generally under the management of an employer
who organizes the particular enterprise in which
that work is done, with the exception of' a few
professional men who work directly f~r. their
consuming customers. The wage-earner works
under an employer in a factory, mine or railway
for the consuming public; the journalist works
under a newspaper proprietor for a reading
public. '[he variety entertainment artist works
under a theatrical or music-hall proprietor for
the public that is trying to amuse itself. The
author works under a publishing employer for
a public which he hopes may be going to read
his books. Under Socialism, instead of working under a proprietor employer for the
consuming public, the worker would work
under official adrninistrators for the consuming
public.
But there would be two great differences.
Under official administration the consuming
public would have to take what it could get, since
owing to the abolition of competition, it would
have. no chance of exercising choice in the
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matter of goods and services which it would
consume; and, the,worker, instead of viorking
to put profit into the pockets of a proprietor
employer, would be working to s.upply the

general consumption, as organized, directed
and controlled by official administrators.
He would have no more freedonl, in fact he
would have less, because owing to the cessation
of competition and the .concentration of the
whole organizatio,n of industry inofficial hands,
he would have no power of exercising choice
N everbetween one enlployer and another.
theless it is possible that the fact that he is
working for the general consumer, without the
intervention of a profit-making capitalist, might
, give him a feeling of satisfac·tion which would
very much more than balance his ]oss of choice
. between one employer and another; while at
the same titne the fact that the official administration would, by a democratic organization of
society, be to a· certain extent based upon the
wishes and ideals of himself and his fellows,
might enable him to believe that he was really
only working for himself, and therefore give
him that sense of freedom which is nearly as
good as its actual possession.
The Socialistic artisan working ina State
K
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boot factory would no, longer be dissatisfied
because the harder, he worked the more profit
he was going to' put into the pocket of his
employer, without doing any good to himself,
unless he were able to secure an increase in
wages. He might feel that the harder he
worked the more boots he would be turning
out for the benefit of the other members of
society, and that his efforts would be compensated by similar efforts being made by all his
brethren who were working in other ·industries
for. the good of himself and other' c~nsumers.
If he had not attained economic freedom, which
is impossible for humanity until we have arrived
at the point \vhen all the needs of life can be
served by automatic machinery, he might have
arrived at a state of things in which" the conditionsof his work were so entirely different from
what they are at present; that he would work
hard ~or the joy of the thing, because he knew
that he was helping everybody else, and that
everybody else was working hard to help him.
I f such a state of things could really bebi-ought
about, it is clear that' the gain would be enormous. Instead of restricting output so as not
to "use up the amount of work that wants
doing," every. worker would work as hard as he
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He would welcome the introduction

of labour-saving machinery,because· it would
lighten his task and that of everybody else, and
it rnightquitepossibly be true that the different

spirit in which industry would be managed
might lead to a very great increase in output.
All thislooks very nice, but would it be likely

to happen?

We have seen,. according to

Mr. Snowden, workers would be paid, under
Socialism, according to the amount and social
utility of the productive labour of each. This
clearly implies .a differential scale of wages,
based on. piece-work in order to gauge the
amount, and on the decision of somebody, or
some Committee, concerning the· social utility
of the labour of each. It may be that the
strong prejudice against piece-work~·now commonly said to be cherished by trade unionists,
nlight not survive under Socialism, but this is
by no means . certain. The differential scale
according to the anl0untof work done, would
involve difficulties of measurement and would
very probably produce jealousy and friction,
and the question of social utility seems to open
up endless possibilities of dispute and differences. If we could be sure that, as many
Socialists seem· to assume, a radical. change in
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the nature of all. orus would be wrought in the
twinkling ofatl eye because we found ourselves
men1bers of a .Socialist State, those details
might not;-}ead to disaster. But natura 1zihil
facit per saltum-nature does nothing with a
jump. For some time to come we should continue to be human beings- "most remarkable
like you "and .me---and it is only too probable
that the jealousy between one Trade Union
and another, which is so often a cause of
~ ..industrial strife and discord, might be renewed,
under Socialism, in the 'shape of acute differences between the workers on the question of
the \vages p~id to then1selves and others. With
the best goodwill in the world orall parties the
problem of social utility as' between the work of
a coal-miner, a bootmaker ~nd a platelayer,
. would be hard to settl,e;. and if instead of a
.universal smile of good-will there were the old
natural desire on the part ofeach man to do the
best for hinlself; the industrial.- strife of to~day
n1ight .be reproduced aoan extended and much
more unconlfortable· scale.
Because under Socialism °therewould be no
mediator in the shape 'of the State or public
opinion. TheStatewould··be the employer
and a party in the quarrel, and 'nearlyall the
o'
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public would be liable at ;any time to be directly
interested in similar disputes and so would be
unable to approach thenl with the detachment
which is so necessary to impartiality. Mr.
Snowden, following Schaffle, does not propose
that all private enterprises shall be abolished
under Socialism, but he does, as will be shown
later, lay down conditions which seem most
likely to abolish it. So· that whenever there is
a quarrel between any workers and the State,
all the other ,yorkers who, with their dependents, will be all the conlmunity except the
ruling bureaucrats, will feel that itrnight be
their turn next.
But even if all these difficulties were overcome and the workers worked with an enthusiasm and success that profit-making enlployers
have so far failed to secure fronl their efforts,
we are· still faced by .the· very serious doubt as
to the efficiency of official management. Ready
work by the rank and file is of little or no use
if it is ill .directed, and if those responsible for

leadership are not always eager to adopt new
lnethods and to take risks by tryingexperinlents which. rna y. cost th~m, or somebody else,
dear in case .of failure. We have to remember
that in order to make the world that we want, a
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great increase in output, as .was shown in Chapter I, is necessary. If every man,woman and
child in the countr, is to have a real chance of
a real life, .it is. not enough to·· do about as
well as we did, with a power of consumption
measured at about £42 (pre-war) per head of
the population, according to the highest estimate. We have to go ahead rapidly. Are we
as likely to do so under bureaucratic managementas under private enterprise, with the
incentive of profit before it, tempting and spurring it to make experiments ·and take risks?
Are we not much more likely to fall into a slough
in which movement is much more difficult
because those who would have to initiate new
departures would· get little or no·reward if they
succeeded, but would be· liable to criticism and
blame if they. failed?
Those who oppose nationalization of industry
on this ground, that it would be most unlikely
to secure the adaptability and enterprise .that
are necessary to progress, are sometimes accused
of "attacking Government officials." I hope
that as far as lam ·concerned there is no truth
in .this charge. Having had the honour of
being, for a short time, a Government official,
·1 can testify from personal· knowledge to the
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great store of ability. that is to be found in our

Government offices-this goes without saying,
~eeing that the intellectual flower of ourUniversity youths used to go year by year into the
Civil Service-and also to the devotion with
which, at least during the war, they overworked
themselves into pulp. I n the matter of· ability
and hard work our officials are unsurpassed if
not unrivalled. And yet, owing to some fault
in the systenl, even before the war, the net
result of their efforts was .the subject of much
criticism. And it is putting it mildly to say
that the experience of Government management and control during the war does not at all
encourage one··to expect that any Government
which it would now be possible to call into
existence could· deal with the tremendous task
of organizing the natiQn's economic activities
with any approach to success.
This experience must not tetnpt us to be too
certain about future possibilities. We may be
able to create some day a bureaucracy which
shall be efficient, intelligoent and economical in
the best sense· of the word. I t is not much
more than a century since Adam Smith in comparing the possibilities of joint-stock enterprise
with .private activity, decided that Joint-stock
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enterprises owing to want of adaptability and
erasticity could only compete with private
enterprise in businesses such as banking and
transport, which could be' conducte~ more ()f
less in accordance with routine. I t is true
that in those departments which Adam Smith
marked out as the special province' of jointstock companies, joint-:stock enterprise has won
some of its greatest triumphs, but it is also true
that it has driven the private undertaker out of
many other fields of activity in which he has
expected to be victorious, and that even in such
matters as retail shopkeeping, the joint-stock
company is rapidly establishing itself as the
dominant force. As joint-stock enterprise has
grown and improved itself, it is quite possible
that State enterprise worked by official administration might do likewise. But \vhenwe have
made the fullest allowances for what the State
might or might not be able to do some day, the
fact remains that at the present crisis we have
no right to gamble on possibilities. As things
are at present, it seems most probable that it
would be economically disastrous to hand over
the whole productive power ,of .society to
officials. The mere hugeness, of the scale on
which things would have to be done must, until
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we have bred a race of supermen, lead to
cumbersome and. tardy managenlent.
It is
said that· so.nle of the big industrial amalgamations, and also their smaller competitors, are

beginning to find that size, after a

point~

brings

weakness.
We are not justified In drawing too decided
inferences from what has happened during the
late war. Government control has unquestionably exasperated, not only the exnployers and
organizers of industry, but the great majority
of the working classes, and the great rnajority
of the consumers, but then we must remember
that Governnlent control has had to undertake
a task for which we had previously done our
best to make it unfit for something Dlore than
a century, by telling the Governnlent to do as
little· as possible in the n1atter of controlling
industry. It is true that the post office, which
has many years behind it of experience and
practice in conducting an important enterprise,
showed. great lack of adaptability during the
war., I t took nearly two years to induce it to
bring honle to the nation the need for putting
its money into war bonds by the use of a postnlark stamp on envelopes, and the nlanner in
which it handled the selling of War Saving
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Certificates and the various forms of. GovernOlent securities which have been issued through
it was a cause\ of much complaint. But here
again we must remember that owing to· the
claims of the recruiting sergeant and· the. conscription officer, the post office lost many of
its best workers at a time when the work thrown
upon it· was greatly· increased.
More serious in its immediate practical effect
was the competition between one Government
office and another for the goods and services
which they required. Attention was called in
the fourth·· year of the war to this .form· of
extravagance in a Report of the National
ExpenditureComnlittee. It does seem astonishing that Government offices. should not by
that time have evolved some better system than
going into the market against one another,
raising .the cost of their administration . and.
impairing their efficiency.. Unfortunately this
fault was probably only.a symptom of interdepartmental jealousy, the extent of which is

almost incredible to those who have not been
brought face to face . with it, and cause4 some
cynics to maintain that during the. war the
departments were much more eager to win
victories over one another than to defeat the
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Gernlans. I f these things could happen at a
time when the nation's existence was in jeopardy, anything like good teatu work between
the departmen ts for the furtherance of industry
in normal times seems to be a very remote
aspiration.
But when we dwell upon all the evils of
Government control that have been evident
during the war-·.extravagance, friction between
one department and another, changes of policy
which have involved enormous waste, (tnd an
attitude towards labour. which has cost the
country millions. in the payment of wages,
while only increasing discontent and unrest
among those who thought that they were not
being paid enough-.we have to remember that
the advocates of nationalization have a good
deal to say on the other side.
There is no doubt that the Government was
able, by inquiry into costs of production, and
by centralizing production on a great scale, to
effect most valuable economies in the price of
shells and other munitions. On the other hand,
the industrial problem that it had to face was a
very simple one as compared with that which
is before the producer in ordinary times. The
Government knew that all that it had to do was
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to turn out as much of these articles as its
available resources. allowed. There "vas no
question of turning out too much or of not
finding a buyer at a. price that would repay
the capital and energy put into the work, anq
so nearly all th~. difficulties which call for skill,
experience, judgment and courage in ordinary
industry were eliminated for it. Any manufacturer who was told that he had a certain
market for the whole amount of any particular
product that he could turn out, and could call
upon the whole resources of the nation to
provide him with raw material and labour,
could· bring down the price of it to an astonish·ing extent without loss.
But after all, all these arguments from what
happened during the war have to be used with
great caution, because the whole state of affairs
was artificial. Extreme urgency was the cause
and justification of much extravagance that

seemed ·to be appalling, while on the other hand
the spirit of the nation and· the eagerness of all
classes to meet the crisis put advantages into
the hands of the Government of which it ITlight
have been expected to have made much more
profitable use. Many pages could be covered
with a record of the blunders and "absurdities
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perpetrated by Government departments during
the war, but it.·is enough for our present purpose
to observe that the war's experience has certainly increased the doubt that one feels concerning the efficiency of G6vernmentcontrol
of industry.
I t is a perpetual puzzle to those who know
from what a brilliant class of young n1en the
Governnlent officials were recruited, and have
seen the untiring zeal with which they do their
work, to account for the unsatisfactory results
which were produced by them both before and
after the war. Take a recent example- arising
out of the introduction of rabies into England.
If there was one thing which our officials might
have been expected to tackle with all the
effectiveness of which they were capable, it
was the protection of the citizens. from the
horrible death with which the outbreak of rabies
menaced then1. How the Board of Agriculture
dealt with it is sho\vn in the follo,ving extracts
from a letter signed, " An old Soldier in Wales,"
published in theT£l1zes of July I, 1919 : "On Monday last I was bitten by a stray cur
on the main road here, both its condition and
behaviour being such as to arouse the gravest
suspicion in anyone who has, like myself,seen
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not a few cases of rabies in dogs. I hurried off
by motor to my doctor, who dressed the wound,
and certified his opinion that the dog should be
destroyed, and the head sent for examination,
to see if it were infected with .rabies. The
police-station-we went to report-was empty,
but late that evening the. doctor motored out to
me with a brochure issued by the· Board of
Agriculture on this subject, obtained from the
polic~; it contained very precise rules of proce.dure for various subordinate officials, and
very minute instructions for the proper sepulture
of a rabid dog, but, on a cursory examination,
revealed nothing applying to a person bitten,
or a doctortreating him, or as to the means to
be taken' to secure a certain diagnosis.
II It did, howe~er, say that a telegram was to
be sent, by some. official, to this Board, and,
to avoid inordinate delay, it was decided that
I had better myself telegraph to them. On
Tuesday morning I did this, giving the doctor's
opinion, and asking where the head should be
sent. On Wednesday evening, having received
no reply, I wrote to the secretary of the Board,
giving full details, stating that the o\vner of the
dog consented to its destruction, and urgently
asking. where I could send the head. On
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Thursda y, evidently after the receipt of this
letter, I got, the only reply vouched, this telegram-·'If rabies suspected intimation should
be given to the police.' On Friday, as' a
result of doing so, I was visited by a fine
specimen of the thick-headed rural constable,
with written instructions 'to inquire into my
complaint against the owner of a savage
dog'!
" To-day, Saturday, my doctor is telegraphiJ;1g
elsewhere for the inforn1ation denied us by the
Board, but it will be Monday before the head
can be sent, and probably a fortnight from the
date of the bite before the result 'can be known,
and then, if unfavourable, three weeks before I
could get to Paris for treatment."
Such were the methods applied by brilliant
and devoted Government officials· to a comparatively simpI~ though enormously important

problem.

Would they. have ·good results if

applied to industry and· production?
Finally before we leave the question of
Government control a word has to be said
concerning the contention of many Socialists
that workers would work cheerfully, contentedly
and well for the community, and that industrial
friction would be practically abolished. This
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theory has been blo,vn into bits by the railway
strike of last September. The railways were
in the hands of the Government, which was
paying a fixed rate for' their use to their proprietors, and yet the rail\\?aymen declared a
lightning strike which inflicted untold hardship
almost entirely upon the poorer classes. They
had, in my opinion, avery genuine grievance,
'but it CQuld not affect them for six months, yet
such was the action that they thought fit to take
when working for the Government.
It will also be remembered that the Prime
Minister when he announced that the Government did not intend to adopt l"lr.J ustice Sankey's
recommendation that the coal-mining industry
should be nationalized laid stress on this aspect
of the 'question. Mr. Justice Sankey'srecomnlendation ,had been based upon the hope that
nationalization would tend to smooth the rela,tions
between the workers and ~their employer, but
Mr. Duncan Graham, M.P., a mining leader,
had declared at a conference of the. National
U nionof the Scottish Mine-VIorkers, "that if the
mines became the property of the nation the
miners would need to be more determined than
ever in their policy and more vigorous in the
Trade Union organization because instead of
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fighting local employers they would be fighting
the Government:' 1
If Government control is only to mean harder
fighting between Labour arid its employer, there'
is a sweet prospect ahead of the Socialistic
State.
A similar lesson can be learnt from the
experience of municipal enterprise in the report
of the conference between the Prime· Minister
and the miners' ·leaders on'· the subject of
the nationalization of coal-mines. ThePrime
Minister was reported as saying :.
" Municipalities in their communal ownership
own gigantic industries, but I do .oot think you
can point to· a single case where it ~an be· said
that workmen working for the commune, either
the local commune· or ·the na~ional one,·· work
more heartily, work harder, or increase the
output in comparison with their fellows who
are working for a ·syndicate-not one."
Whereupon Mr. Smillie replied, "Yes, the
Glasgow trams are. They work more loyally."
Mr. W. E. Treir,editof of theEtectrz~Rat"tway
and Tramway Journal, wrote a letter that was
printed in the Tz"mes of October 17, 19 I 9, in
which he stated that the above-quoted passage
1

L

Times, August IS, 1919.
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had led him to analyse the records of strikes
published in his jO,urnal during the twelve
months ended June 30, 19! 9, in order to
ascertain whether there were more strikes or
fewer on British municipal or on companyoperated. tranlways during that period, and that
he had found that there had been twelve on
municipally-owned and operated tramways,
including Glasgow, and on company operated
tramways four. I-Ie added,.however, that "the
fact that in the United Kingdom municipallyoperated tramways are much more numerous
than company tramways has some bearing on
the figures, but does not affect the argument
put forward by Mr. Smillie."
As to the method by which Socialism is to
be arrived at, Mr. Snowden tells us that there
is no dispute. H All Socialists.," he tells us on
page 138 of his book, "are now agreed that the
economic changes which are aimed a~ must be
brought about by political action. Mr. Sidney
Webb says there can be no doubt that the
progress towards Socialism will be, (1) Democratic-that is, prepared for in the minds of
people and accepted by thetn; (2) Gradualcausing no dislocation of industry however
rapid the progress may be; (3) Moral-that
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is, not· regarded by the sense of the community
as· being immoral; (4) Constitutional--that is,
by legal enactment sanctioned by a democratic
Parliament."

He then quotes, with disapproval, Mr.
Arthur Balfour, who had stated in a speech at
Birmingham in 19°7 that "Socialism has one
nleaning only. Socialism means, .and can mean
nothing else than that the community or State
is to take all the means of production into its
own hands, •that private enterprise and private
property are to come to an end, and all that
private enterprise and private property carry
with them."
Mr. Snowden thinks that this definition "is
not an accurate .and precise. statement of the
aims of present-day Socialism. . . . Socialism
only proposes to make such of the means of
production into public property as can be
conveniently and advantageously owned and
controlled by the comnlunity. . . . If private
enterprise. can carry ·on· any productive works,
or conduct any public service better than the
community 'can· .do it, a Socialist State nlight
certainly be trusted to encourage· that form of
enterprise which would bring the best results
to the community. . . . But whatever private
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production or voluntary enterprise does exist in
the Socialist State will not be private ca.pita.lism.
Capitalism means capital emp~oyed for the
purpose of appropriating profit or surplus value.
There can be no Socialist State in which the
exploitation of labour for the profit of others is
allowed. There can be no Socialist State where
economic rent is appropriated by n10nopolists.
The reason why Socialists aim at the control
and ownership of land and capital is because,
generally· speaking, that is the only way· in
which rent, interest and profit can be secured
for the comnlunity, and also because, gene"rally
speaking,. the community can work a concern
or public service more economically and
efficiently than private enterprise· can do it." "
This latter assumption "is by no· means
borne out by such examples as the management by the post office of the telegraphs
and telephones. And i~ a,s Mr. Snowden
·seems to indicate, no private production or
voluntary enterprise in the Socialist State
would·· be allowed. to· earn a profit, it would
seem that all the means " of production are
likely to. be transferred· to the State, unless
human nature were radically altered, since no
one else would have any in~entjve for· making
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use of them. And ·in tl)at case, Mr. Balfour's
view that private enterprise and private property
would necessarily come to an end,' would clearly .
be correct. And Mr. Balfour's reading of the
meaning of Socialism, rather than 'Mr. Snow·
den's, is borne out by a speech "made by Mr.
Tom Sha'vv, M.P., at the Trade Union Congress
of September 1919. "If," he said,'" Socialism
means anything, it means the nationalization
of the means 'Of production, distribution and
exchange, ,and their administration 'by the
whole nation for the good of the whole nation." .
He seemed,to recognize no exceptions.
Among practical steps to be taken towards
the establishment of Socialism Mr. Snowden
enumerated an eight-hour working day, a
tninimUln wage for all adult workers, complete
provision against sickness, free education for
.all children at the primary, secondary and technical schools, adequate provision for all aged
and infirm persons, and other reforms aimed at
the raising of the general standard of the workers'

life. Also" demands for the abolition of indirect taxation and the gradual transference of
all,public burdens on to unearned inc~mes, with
the view to their ultimate extinction. n He
further advocated the organization of .schemes
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for the unemployed or the maintenance of the
unemployed by the taxation of surplus value,
so that workmen may. be relieved from vieing
against each other for employment, and as a
means to that end he tells us that "Socialists
demand that the State shall emba'rk upon
schemes of national development, such as the
improvement of roads, .harbours, waterways,
and the afforestation of suitable· wastes, They
also suggest that the policy of agricultural
holdings for the labourers shall he extended,
and that help shall be given by the State.
in the form of encouraging co-operative effort
among these· State tenants, with the assistance
of State capital.!'
Municipal enterprise might " start competitive
enterprises in house puilding, fire insurance,
coal supply, milk supply, bakeries, refreshment
houses, stores and the like," and "the nationalization of land; mines, railways and other means
of transport would be a tremendous step towards
Socialism. "
The question of finding. money for this programme is a difficulty which, as Mr. Snowden
says, is "felt only by those persons who give
Socialists credit for sufficient honesty as to be..;
lieve that compensation will be· paid. " And he
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points out that these difficulties vanish when it
is remembered that the railways have been
nationalized in many other countries without
confiscation, and that " in this country we have
transferred fron1 priva~e to public ownership
such great concerns as the telephone system,
the London Docks, the Metropolitan Water
Companies and tens
millions of property in
tramways and gas and electricity works."
I t is quite true that the transfer of property
froin private to public hands (can be carried
through quite equitably without raising any
money for the actual process of transfer. The
State takes over the capital and debts of the
enterprise, and creates national securities \\'ith
which to buyout. the holders. 1'he State debt
is enormously increased, but it is only increased
by the cancellation of the capital and debts of
the enterprise acquired. The charge upon the
country's wealth and productive po\ver is not
necessaril y increased at all, and is only increased
if the State or municipality pays extravagant
prices. But there is a danger which past experience shows to be a very real one, that State
administration, being at present inefficient and
extravagant, will not provide a better service
to the community, \vill not be able to treat its

or
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workers any better, or to get a more wHling
and loyal service .from them; and, owing to its
inefficiency, and ,extravagance, will not be able
to earn' a sufficient 'sum to meet. the interest
.
and redemptiol) of the, debt created in order to
buyout the private owners. In that case,
every enterprisew:hi~hthe,Statetakes over
would, in~rease its charges and diminish the
income 'out ~f' which it has to meet 'these
charges. If these things are so, any attempt
to, jntrodu~e Socialism prematurely before
collective authorities 'had, learnt to conduct
enterprise 6n business lines, might, instead of
opening, the way to the· Promised Land, only
lead, to~conomicdisaster. Is it worth while to
gamble on such a risk?

'CHAPTER VIII
A PICTURE OF STATE SOCIALISM

ANYOne •who wants a detailed picture of
the manner in whic~ the State might, obtain
control of the means of production ,and
organize industry to the ,exclusion of the
private capitalist, can find it in a book
called The Ragged-Trousered' Pk£lanthrop£st,
by Robert Tressall, published in April 1914
by Grant Richards. It isa tragic and, very
interesting book, and is said to have been
written by a Socialistic house-painter, who died
soon after writing it. It describes the experiences of an educated workingman, with high
ideals of work and life, employed by a very thirdrate firm of bunders and decorators among a
crowd of jeering and illiterate companions,
whom he tried to stimulate to accept his own
'views on Socialism, as qeing the only remedy
for the evils under which he and they suffered.
In the last chapter ,this idealist, finding himself
threatened with deadly disease, decides that the
169
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kindest thing to do for his wife and son is to
them with him out of a world which seem,~~
to him hopeless. I t is a terrible book, and as
, a picture of the black side of the present
economic arrangements of society, is well worth
study.
The most interesting pages in it-,·apart from
the roughly hunlorousdescriptions of the gaiety
with which these unfortunate, underpaid, and
overdriyen workers face the misery. of their lot
-are those in which the idealist worker, Frank
Owen, describes to hisconlpanions, in answer
to their jeering questions, the means by which
their lot· could be bettered. In the course of
one of· these orations he gives a detailed and
ingenious description of the birth of the
Socialistic State (page 334). He begins by dea~
ing with the land, saying that a large part of
it may be' got back in the same way as it was
taken from us. The ancestors of the pres~nt
holders obtained possession of it by simply
passing Acts of Enclosure ; the' nation should
regain possession of those lands by passing
Acts of Resumption." As to the rest of the
land, he suggested that the present holders.
should be allowed to keep it during theirJives
and that it should then revert to' the State " to
be used for. the benefit of all." The railways,
t~ke
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of course, would be nationalized at once. All
railway servants, managers and officials would
continue their work, being henceforward in the
employ of the State. The State 'would pay to
shareholders the average dividends they had
received during the previous three. years, these
payments being continued to the present shareholders for life, or for a stated nunlber of years,
and the shares would be made non--transferable.
As for the factories, shops, and other means
of production and distribution, the .State would
"adopt the same method of doing. business
as the present owners." The speaker argues
that :even as the big Trusts and Companies are
-c.rushing by competition the individual workers
and sn1aH traders, so the State should crush the
Trusts by competition. "I t is surely justifiable
for the· State to do for the benefit of the .whole
people that which the capitalists are already
doing . for the profit of a few shareholders."
The first step would be the establishment of
r~tail stores for the purpose of supplying all
national. and municipal employees with the
hecessariesof life at the lowest· possible prices.
The Gov:ernmentwould buy these goods from
private rnanufacturers in such large quantities
that it would be able to get them at the very
cheapest rate, and as there would be no high
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rents to pay·for sh9wy shops, and no advertising
expenses, and as the Government would not
be aiming at profit, it would be . able to sell
much cheaper than the profit-making private
storeS: These N ationalService Retail Stores
would only serve those in the public service;
and coined money would not be taken by
them in payment for the things, sold. At first
all public servants would continue to. be paid
in ,metal money,1 but those who wished it
would be paid all or part of their wages in
paper money, which would be taken in payment
for their purchases at the National Stores,
National Hotels,Noational Restaurants, and
other places which would be established for
the convenience of those in the State service.
Owing to .the cheapness of the articles that
it would, 'command, the ·paper. money would
win' increasing· favour, and aU public servants'
would 'soon 'prefer to have
their wages paid
"in. it. ',The Government, however, would still
need metal-money to pay. the manufacturers
who, supplied .the goods sold in the National
Stores. But to avoid buying all these things
from.· them the State would ·then· b.egin to
produce for. itself.

all

.

.

,

At the' time when' Mr. Tressall's book ·was· written, we
had a gold currency in England.
1
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Public lands would be cultivated, and public
factories would be started to produce food,
boots, clothing, furniture and all other necessaries and con1forts of life.. All who were out·
of employment and willing to work would be
given work on these farms 'and in these
factories, which would b~ "equipped with the
most up-to-date and efficient labour-saving
machinery." How the State is going to get
the machinery. is not made clear. Perhaps it
could provide the necessary money by taxation,
if by that time there were anyone left to tax,
or perhaps it would jast take it. From its
. farms and factories so eq~ipped· it would pour
out a great flood of cheap goods, and all public
servants would revel in c.' abundance of everything." When the workers who were being
cc exploited and sweated" by the private capitalists· saw what was happening, they would come
and ask to be allowed to work for the State.
" That will mean that the State army of productionworkers will be continually increasing
in numbers. More State factories will be
built, moreland ,viII be put into cultivation.
1\ien will be given en1ployment making bricks,
woodwork, paints, glass, wall-.papers and all
kinds of building materials; and others will
be set to work. building, on State 'land, beautiful
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houses, which will be let to those employed in
the service of the State. The rent will be
paid with paper money."
State fishing-fleets· would be the next State
enterprise, and in order to deal with the u great
and continuously increasing .surplus stock" in
its hands, the Government would acquire or
build. fleets of steam trading-vessels, manned
and officered by State employees, to carry the
surplus stocks to foreign countries, to be sold
or exchanged' for foreign product~,which would
be brought to England and sold at the National
Service Stores, at the lowest possible price, for
paper money, to those in the service of the
.State. A detachment of the Industrial Army
would be employed as actors, artists and
musicians, singers and entertainers. Everyone
that could be spared from producing necessaries
would· be set to work to create pleasure,. culture
and education.
Meanwhile, private employers and capitalists
would ·find that no one would come and work
for them "to be driven and bullied and sweated
for a miserable trifle of metal money,"and
some might threaten to leave the country and
take their capital with thenl. "As most of
these persons are too lazy to work, and as we
shall not need their money, we shall be very
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glad to see them go." But their real capital,
their factories, farms, mines or machinery,
would be a different matter. So a law would
be passed, declaring that all land not cultivated
by the owner or any factory shut down for
more than a specified time, would be taken
possession of by the State and worked for the
benefit of the community. Fair compensation
would be paid in paper money to the .farnler
owners, who would be granted .an income or
pension either for life or for a stated. period.
Wholesale and retail dealers would be forced
to close down their shops· and warehouses, first,
because they would not be able to replenish
their stocks, and secondly because even if they
were they ·would· not be able to sell them.
This would throw out of work a great host of
people 'c. at present engaged in useless occupations, such as managers' and assistants in shops
of which there are now half a rdozen of the
same sort in a single street, and the thousands
of men and women who are slaving away their

lives producing advertisements.

Thesepeople

are in most cases working for such a nliserable
pittance of metal .nl0ney that they are unable
to procure sufficient of the necessaries of life
to secure them from starvation. H (H ere the
writer surely overstates his case.) But all
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those who are willing to work would be at once
employed by the State in producing or distributing the necessaries and comforts . of life. The
Governmentwould build houses for the families
of all those in its employment; and all other
house property of all kinds would rapidly fall
in value. H The slums and the wretched dwellings now occupied by the working-classes, the
. miserable, uncomfortable, jerry-built 'villas'
occupied by the lower middle-classes and by
( business' people,win be left empty and valueless upon the hands of their rack-renting landlords, who will very soon. voluntarily offer to
hand them, and the ground they stand upon,
to the State on those terms accorded to the
other property owners,namely, in return for
a pension.))
By this time the nation would be .the only
employer, and as no one would be able to
get the necessaries of life without paper money,
and as the only way to get it would be by
working, every mentally and physically capable
person in the community would be helping in
the great work of production and distribution.
There would be no unemployed and no overlapping. For everyone labour-saving machine
in use to-day,. the State would, if necessary,
employ a thousand, and there would be produced
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such a et stupendous, enormous, prodigious,
overwhelming abundance of everything," that
soon it would. be necessary to reduce the hours
of the workers to four or five hours a day. All
young people, would remain at the' schools and
universlties until· they were twenty-one years
of age. At forty-five everyone would retire
on full pay. "Thus, for the first time in 'the
history of humanity, the benefits and'pleasures
conferre,d upon ,mankind by science and ,civilization will be enjoyed equally by all,upon the
one. condition, that they shall. do their' share
of the work in order to make all these things'
possible. These are the principles 'upon which
the Co-operative Commonwealth 'will be organized; the State in. which no one will be
distinguished or <honoured abo've ,his fellows
except for Virtue or Talent ; where no man will
find his profit in another's loss, and we shall
no longer be masters and servants; 'but brothers,
freemen, and friends; where there will be no
weary broken 'nlen' and women passing their
joyless lives in toil ang want, and no little
children crying because they are hungry or
cold."
.
I, have given this detailed summary largely
.in 1\1r. Tressall's' own words, because it is. the
only picture, of a Socialistic State that I know
M
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which works out in detail how it came into
being. vVilliam Morris' beautiful dream in
News from Nowhere shows us life under
Sociali~m but does not tell us how it came
about, or even how the material ·needs· of the
Socialistic community were met.· ·Mr.·Tressall's
scheme, though it . bristles with obvious difficulties and involves some injustices, is not
altogether ·impracticable and, ·while the mere
suggestion of paper nloney in connection·with
a .Socialistic Government makes one shudder in
the light of recent experiences, there. is nothing
.necessarily unsound ·inhis paper money as long·.
as its authors did not make too much of it.
Most of us will admit that the picture. is in
many ways htghly attractive, and that if the
writer's ideals could be secured by the methods
that he proposes i.t ·would .be worth while"to
sacrifice a good deal, in·order to obtain them.
But some very large assumptions are involved
by his exposition. In the first place, he gives
to the State officials a. power· of organization
which is, at present more· notable as an effort
of idealist imagination than likely to be realized
in the world of fact; and it also assumes
efficiency and alacrity on the part of those who
work for· the State concerning·. which ·one ·can
only feel a certain amount of scepticism.
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Ifit involves certain injustices, Mr. Tressall's
scheme also carries with it,· if it could be car'ried
out, very great benefits to a very large proportion of the population. But there remains
still the question whether, if we could swailow
all the injustices and all the assumptions in
return for all· the promised benefits, the result
achieved would be one in which anything like
economic freedonl would he secured,and in
which the nation as a whole would be better
off in every sense of the word.
Onthissubject, as has already been observed,
the most outspoken critics of State Socialism
are the exponents of the new variety of
Socialism known as Guild Socialism. Mr.
Cole, who has already been quoted in former
chapters, says on page 5 of his book on SelfGov.e.wment in Industry that "Before the war
the problem of industrial control had forced
its way to· the front. State Socialism, in part
a bureaucratic and Prussianizing movement
and in part a reaction against the distribution

of wealth·in capitalist society, continued to
develop) at least in itsPrussianaspects~ But.
from the working-class point of view, StC;\te
Socialism was intellectually bankrupt. The
vast ·system of regimentation inaugurated by
the Insurance Act was opening men's eyes
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to the dangers of State control, and, in those
services, such as the post office, which were
already publicly administered, discontent was
growing because the State and municipal employees found that they were no less wage
slaves than the enlployees of private profiteers."
And on page I 14: "The crying need of our
days is the need for freedom. Machinery and
Capitalism between them have made the worker
arnere serf, with no interest in the product
of his own labour beyond the inadequate wage
which he secures by it. 'The Collectivist State
would only make his position better by securing
him a better wage, even if we assume that
·Collectivismcan ever acquire the driving-power
to put its ideas into practice: in other respects
it would leave the ,veaker-[presu111ably a
misprint for "worker "J essentially as he is
now-a .wage slave, subject to the will of a
master inlposed on him from without. How..
ever denlocratically-nlindedParlianlent nlight
be, it would none the less remain, for the
worker in any industry, a purely external
force, imposing its commands from outside
and from above. The pos,tal workers are no
more free while the post office is l11anaged
by a State department than Trade Unionists
would be free if their Executive Comnlittees
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were appointed by His Majesty's.Minister of
Labour."
Equallyenlphatic is a book called National
Guilds: an Enquiry into the Wage Systenz and
the Way Oul,which is described on its cover
as by A. !{. Orage, and on its title-page as
by S. G. Hobson, edited by A. R.. Orage.
On page 21, the Hobson-Orage partnership
observes that" there is this in common between
lVlunicipal and State Socialisn1 : both are equally
committed to the exploitation of labour by
means of the wage systenl) to the aggrandisement of the municipal investor. State Socialism is State capitalisln, with the private
capitalist better protected than when he was
dependent upon voluntary effort."
Later on, on page 153, they say that they
"have shown that the continuance of the
wage system is inevitable if the State Socialist
prevails, since he can only acquire productive
and distributive undertakings by paymel1t of a
compensation that would bear as heavily upon
labour as the present burden of rent,. interest,
and profits." <And the champion of Guild
Socialism who has published the latest book on
the subject, Mr. G. R. Stirling Taylor, deals
roughly with the question of bureaucratic
efficiency. .
<
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" Bureaucracy," he says, l U as a matter of
fact, does not choose expert workers; it chooses
first-class bureaucrats. It\vould be inhunlan
if it did not look upon the world with the rather
timid eyes of the sedentary clerk. I t probably
thinks that the world can be saved if asufficient number of letters and reports are written
about it. There are hundreds and thousands
of clever, self-sacrificing officials in Government
offices, who pass their lives in helpful. work.
But the most helpful work they can do is to
stand on one side, and not act asa buffer
between the men who are thenlselves producingand the community "vhich .is receiving.
It is not that all· Government officials are
dishonest or foolish; most of them are the
reverse. The bad thing about them all is that
they are clerks, and wealth is not made by
clerks."
Thus all the attractions, such as' they. are',
of State Socialism for those who see how black
are the effects of the present system, are
dismissed as a fraudulent and futile chimera
by the advocates of the latest form ofSocia1is~ic
zeal, namely the National Guilds. In the
meantime the Capitalist may chuckle as .he
see~ the Socialism that was the bogey of hi$
1 The Guild State, page 59.
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childhood derided by Socialists of. the latest
brand, and wonder when anew vintage, equally
contemptuous of the Guildsnlen,will.. come
into fashion.
The schemes which:tbese ingenious.gentlemen
put forward· for the bettering of our lot will
be examined in later chapters. In the meantime their criticisms of State S.ocialismare by
no means necessarily decisive. Labour leaders
seem to be in favour of nationalizing everything, though it is by no means clear that
thereby they voice the real opinions of those
whOln . they are alleged to represent. They
seem to think that sOInehow nationalization can
be adopted without involving the bureaucratic
control which they· emphatically flout. Mr.
Brace in the House or Commons, Nov. 28,1919,
said, "The mining people are driven to despair
at this blunder in·. connection with the Coal
Controller's department. . . . This is not
how nationalization would work. Ifit were
I would oppose it. This is bureaucratic control pure and simple, and it is the worst of
all systems. Better far go back to private
ownership and private contro}." But he did
not explain .how·· nationalization could be
accomplished and bureaucratic control avoided.
Whatever attempts are made to dodge it by
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means of. committees and district councils,
nationaliza~ion must surely mean that the' nation
puts money into an industry, and so Treasury
control becomes inevitable" with all its consequences.
A.stateof society in whIch everybody worked
and nobody was overpaid and nobody was
underpaid, and everybody.enjoyed a fair share
of an overwhelming abundance of the good
things of life has certainly enormous advantages
to recommend it, if it can be attained, as
compared with our present system., N evertheless, e'ven this' is only to be secured, according
to its advocates, by the introduction of a system
which might 'carry with it very deadening
drawbacks. Mr. Cole deals a deadly blow at
State. Socialism when he speaks' of the," regime,ntation" involved by it, anddescr~bes it as
a Prussianizing· movement. I n order to obtain
the very great economy in production, which
is .certainly .possible if a really· 'efficient State
administration took the, business. in hand,
decided what was good' for the community
to consume, and then set fhe whole energies
of the nation on to producing those particular
articles, it would .be necessary to lose the
freedom of choice in production and consumption
which our present systemg~ves us, involving
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certain benefits \vhich a.re rightly very dear
to the great majority of mankind, and will
continue to be so.
To most of us, to find ourselves members
of a monstrous organization which regulated
our lives from our birth to our death, telling
us·· what work 'we are to do, what necessaries
of life· we are to consume, and what pleasures

we are to enjoy, would seem

to

be a fate
under which, though we might get a much
larger supply of some of the good things
of life than we now enjoy, we' should only do
so through the sacrifice of all the freedom and'
fumbling and failure which make life worth
living because they are our own fault and
make men and women of us by testing us and
battering us with our owp blunders and teaching
us to take risks~ I t might be cheaper to ,have
national retail stores at which we all had to
shop, instead of haIfa dozen shops in' the
same street competing .for our customj but
should we . be so well served, and should we
i

have the same variety of choice, and should we,
not suffer very 'considerable inconvenience by
having our wants supplied by people who had
noincenti ve of private gain to spur them to
do the best that they can for their customers ?
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As human nature is at present, it seems most
probable that our dealings with the great
Government stores might often be very uncomfortable, disagreeable and unsatisfying. It'
has long been a commonplace that the difference
of spirit in which one is served ata post ,office
and at a private shop which depend~onits
customers' goodwiUfor its profits"is markedly
in ,favour of the latter. And a very interesting confirmation of 'the incentive of profit
in rendering services, to the consumer has
been provided during ,the late war, when, owing
to restrictio..ns on the supply of goods and
the absence of competition, shopkeepers no
longer had the same need to observe
ordinary courtesy towards their customers. It
is often assumed by Soci'alistic enthusiasts that
when once profit-making and competition are
eliminated 'everyone will be sunny and kindly
and helpful. How far this theory is from,
fact' was made clear to any one who during
the war wanted to buy a pound of sugar
or a box of matches or anything in which
profit was automatic and ,competition" was
suspended.
But even if this were not SOt if we not only
had abundance, which is doubtfu', but also
pleasant and kindly relations between producer
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and consumer,which is. problematical,would
it make up for the loss of the old freedom to
make mistakes in our own way and so attain
to that development which is only possible to

those who have a chance of doing and being
wrong? To quote 1\1r. Stirling Taylor again:
"Doing the wrong thing ourselves is often
more stimulating than doing the right thing
because somebody else orders it." To have
all the pitfalls of' life .filled in and fenced off
by bureaucratic efficiency would make it a
very comfortable proceeding perhaps, but as
exhilarating and stitTIulating as a journey through
a tunnel in a Pullnlan car. If it were the only
possible cure for destitution, then perhaps
nine~tenths of us might sul;lmit to it, with
resignation, in the interests of 't he no"v unfortunate tenth. But is there no other way of
solving this terrible' problenl but by living in a
society which at best would be a· glorified and
well-appointed workhouse? I f there is any
other ,vay, surely those who believe that a
sound and good people can only be made out
of sound and good individuals, and that' no
individuals. can learn to be sound and good
except by. facing. life's problems. for thenlselves, are entitled, and bound, to resist
the regimentation and tyranny involved
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by State Socialism. Under it the individual
would have as much chance of development
and progress as a fowl in an intensive poultry
farm, and would probably be not nearly as well

fed as they are.

CHAPTER IX
GUILD SOCIALISM

EVERYOne who has recognized the evils of
the Capitalist system, and been forced to the
conclusion that State Socialism, though it
might cure some of these evils, could do so
only at the risk of a great loss in productive
output and by the establishment of bureaucratic
control that might have deadening effects on
moral and intellectual growth, must have been
thrilled, as with the hope of spring, when he· or
she heard ·that.a new school of Socialism was
setting Gut to make things better by means of
National Guilds. The word guild is hardly
associated with freedom, having, as hitherto
used, generally implied a nlore or less close
corporation, very jealous of its privileges.
Nevertheless, it had a pleasant l11ediaeval
sn1ack on the mental palate, 'and everybody but
the mostunconlpromising econ01l1ic l"'ories
turned to· the study of the literature of the new
faith with a hopeful n1ind, Inost ready to find
salvatiQn, if it \-vas really to be had.
18 9
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Before we entered on this study. we had
probably heard from conversation with its
disciples a rough outline of its doctrineseconomic freedom to be secured by the abolition
of the wage· system, every industry to be organized into a great· watertight blackleg-proof
union including all the ,yorkers by hand or
brain, the capitalist to begot rid of, the great
new unions to be the new Guilds, which were
to give the worker freedonl~and a new community to be founded on ·the basis of" organization by function."
From this sketch, which proved on examination to be very near the ,mark, it appeared
that there was much ·in common between Guild
Socialism and Syndicalism~ which has hitherto
had little support in this country. Concerning
it l\Ir. Snowden tells us, in his book on Social-ism and SyndZ:calisn~, page 205, that "there
is no authoritative and definite statement of its
philosophy or its policy or its aims by those who
profess to accept it. Syndicalisln is one· thing
according to one of its exponents, anq something very different according to another.))
This of course is inevitable in the case of a new
doctrine that is developing ~ itself, andM~.
Snowden was nevertheless able to tell us that
Syndicalism "proposes that the control of
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production shall be exercised by the workers in
the various ·industries-···.that is, that the railways
shall be managed by the railway workers, the
mines by the miners, the post office by the
postal servants, and so with regard to other
industries and· services. Syndicalists have now
repudiated the claim that these .. industries shall
be owned by the workers in t~e separate
industries. . . . 'the Syndicalist, like the
Anarchist, repudiates the State,and would
make the· social organization of the future purely
an industrial one." As we shall see, it is chiefly
in the matter of their attitude to the State that
Syndicalism and Guild. Socialism differ, since
the latter has, apparently, to leave a good deal
to the State.
Certain obvious difficulties naturally came
into the mind of anyone who took a first
draught from the Guild Socialist fountain as
above described. How, one wondered, could
economic freedom be secured for the producer
except at the expense of himself as a consumer?

And as everyone, as a rule produces one, or a
J

fraction of one, article or service and consunles
thousands of them, is the sum total .of the
freedom of each likely to be· furthered by this
process? How are the Guilds to solve the
question ofvalue-·.that is, on what basis are they'
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to exchange their products? State Socialism
could solve this problem by the Prussian process
of rationing, leaving no freedom of choice to
anybody, either in what they make or what they
consume. But how are the Guilds to solve the
question? Would not enterprise and initiative
be checked under Guild monopoly almost as
seriously asunder State control? Who is
to' decide as to right of entry to a Guild?'
Would the guilds1nen really work, better for a
Guild than for an ordinary employer? What
would happen if any of the Guilds, exercising,
as they . would, a. watertight nlonopoly, started
the game-,at which all could play with differing
degrees of success-of mutual exploitation?
Andthis strange new formula about H organization by function "."";'what did it mean ? If
a man is to be a butcher, baker, or candlestickmaker first, and a citizen of his country, or a
member of the human brotherhood, second,
it seem's to be a rather material standpoint. It
would surely tend to produce a. selfish and
sectional outlook, very different from the conception of each as, a member of a, great community, in which divergent interests are, or
might be, attuned by co-operation and competition into a cheerful and inspiring harmony.
A study of Guild Socialist ·1iterature, in spite of
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the evident earnestness and sincerity of its
writers, does not remove these difficulties.'
State Socialism we found to be theoretically
possible. With an efficient bureaucracy, and a
docile people ready to work hard and to be told
what to produce or consume, the system might
work well, though only by elinlinating the
surprises and ,failures that give life much of
its zest and most of its discipline. But it is
difficult to see how the schenles of the Guild
Socialists could be fitted into a system that
could work, without the sacrifice of most of the
objects that they hope to secure.
A book on the subject of National Guilds
from which I have already quoted freely, is
5;elj-Gover1Z1JtCllt itt 11ldustr)!) by G. D. }-I.
Cole. On page 4 he tells us : " I am putting
forward in this book some general suggestions
for industrial reconstruction. These suggestions
are based upon the idea that the can tro1 of
industry should be deillocratized; that the
worker.s thenlselves should have an everincreasing measure of power and responsibility
in control, and that capitalist supremacy can be
overthrown· only by a system of industrial
denlocracy in which the \vorkers will control
industry in conjunction with a denl0cratized
State. This is the systeln of National Guilds;
N
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and its dominant idea is that· the individual
worker must be regarded not simply as a
" hand," .a decreasingly important adjunct to
the· industrial machine, but as a man among
men, with rights and responsibilities, with a
human soul and a desire for self-expression,
self-government. and .personal· .freedom."
This dominating idea is cherished by most of
us in these ·days. But is it likely to becichieved
by the establishment. ofa. group of great
monopolies? It is rather disappointing-after
the bitter criticisms of State control-and bureaucratic tyranny expressed· by Guild Socialists,
especially by Mr.Cole~~tofindthat thecot1trol
of industry by the workers is to be . exercised
"in conjunction with a democratized State. "
Perhaps, however, theword H democratized" is
expected to cover a multitude of blessings~and
perhaps it· might actually do S()~ Mr. Cole
continues a little later (page 6): "Recognizing
the paramount need for destroying the wage
system and giving the producers the fullest
possible share in the control of their life and
work, National Guildsmen saw also the true
function of the State and the municipality as
the representatives of the· consumers, of ·all
those who had a common interest born of
neighbourhood and common use of the means of
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life. They set out therefore' to devise a system
by which the control .· . of industry. might be
shared between the organizations of producers
and. 'C0nsumers, so as to safeguard. the interests
of the community of consumers and atthe same
time to give the workers freedom to organize
production for themselves." And on page 63
he tells us again: "I n the first place National
Guildsmen ·clearly .know what they want.
Their aim is a partnership" between State and
Labour, accompanied by the abolition of the
system of capitalist production."
It' thus appears that, under the National
Guild system, the much-abused . State is to
exercise extrenlely' important functions. I t is
to represent the consumers and safeguard their
interests, but at the same' time the workers are
to have freedcHn to organize production for
themselves. ·How far is this freedom ·possible?
And what does it mean? Does it mean that
the workers are to be .free to turn out whatever
article they like, irrespective of the wishes of
consumers with regard to the kind of things
they would like.tobave and enjoy? And if so,
if the workers happen to produce an article
which nobody wants, how are they to be paid
for their work? In other words, what right
will they have to any of the goods vihich
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other people are producing? In another part
of. his book, as we shall see later, Mr. Cole
says that the workers must be freed "to choose
whether they will make well or ill," the consumer being apparently invited to take the
article made or leave it. But production will
have to be dominated, under .a system of
National Guilds as under every other, ·by the
needs of the consumer--:.either expressed by
himself by his purchases in the market, as
under the present system, or as expressed, as
is conceivable under State Socialism, by the
decision of a bureaucracy as to what sort· of
articles it is good for the community to enjoy.
In whatever way the decision is arrived at, the
producer, if he is to justify himself economically, has to produce what is wanted. Ifhe
does not produce what is wanted, his product
has no economic value, and his freedom in production simply reduces him to a useless parasite
working for his own enjoyment, instead of for
the satisfaction of the needs of the community.
Until we go back to the state of theprimitive savage supplying all his own wants, it is
the inevitable lot of all workers to meet the
wants of somebody else. We thus see at the
outset that in thjs proposed partnership between
the State and Labour there are seeds of a
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good deal of discord and friction which might
lead to serious economic inefficiency. That is
to say, unless the N adonal Guilds representing
the producers, and the State representing the

consumers. work in complete harmony, the
strikes and friction which are so serfous a clog
on the economic machine under our present
system, might be replaced by even more bitter
contests, more bitter because they would involve the whole society through its political
machinery.
On this subject Mr. Cole does not seem to
have thought the matter out very clearly, and
here again one must admit that it is no just
criticism of National Guildsmen to tell them
that they have not got a cut-and-dried scheme
to cover every possibility. He tells us (page 86)
., that the various Guilds will be unified in a
central Guild Congress, which will be the
supreme industrial body, standing to the people
as producers in the same relation as Parliament
will stand to the people as consunlers. . . .
N either Parliament nor the Guild Congress
can claim to .be ultimately sovereign: the one
is a supreme territorial association, the other
the supreme professional association. In the
one because it is primarily concerned with consumption, governlnent is in the hands of the
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consumers;· in the other where the main business
is that of production, the producers hold sway."
Again he says, (page 87): "Where a single
Guild has a quarrel with Parliament, as I conceive it may well have, surely the final decision
of such a quarrel ought to rest with a .body
representative of, all the' organized consumers
and aU the organized producers. The ultimate
sovereignty in matters industrial would seem
properly to belong. to sonle joint body representative equally of Parliament and of the
Guild Congress. Otherwise, the scales must
be weighted unfairly in favour of. either consumersor producers. But ifonsuchquestiQhs
there is an .appeal from .· Parliament and from
the Guild Congress to a body more· representative than either of them, the theories of State
Sovereignty and Guild· Congress Sovereignty
must clearly be abandoned, and we must look
for our ultimate sanction to some .body on
which not merely . all the citizens, but all. the
citizens in their various social activities, are
r~presen.ted. F unetionaI associations must be
recognized as necessary expressions of the
national life, and the State must be recognized
as merely a functional association - ' elder
brother,'· 'pr£mus £nter pares.)' The new social
philosophy which this changed conception of
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sovereignty implies has not yet been worked
out; but if Guild Socialists would avoid tripping 'continuallyover their own and other
writers'terrninology, they would do well to lose
no time in discovering :tndformulating clearly
a theory consistent with· the Guild~idea, and
with the social structure they set out to create."
What a.11 this'means, will perhaps· be clear to
people of exceptional intelligence. The ordinary plain '. reader can only see that Mr. Cole
thinks it very likely that a Guild may have a
quarrel with Parliament-'
"wherein we heartily
agreew.ith him. Further, that Mr. Cole concludes, that the ultimate sanction must be
provided by somebody, superior both to Parliament and the ,Guild Congress, representing
both of them, and also representing not,merely
all thecitizehs, but aU the citizens in their
various social activities, and he is left wondering
what that means. Also that the State must be
recognizec1 merely as a functional association,
and he is still more bewildered, and he will
fi~ally agree very earnesdy,vith,Mr. Cole that
the Guild Socialists should formulate a clear
theory on thesuhject, and tell us how this queer
conglomeration' of ruling bodies" could possibly
work in harnl0ny or with anything like practical
efficiency.
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I n the meantime if the consumer is to have
any voice in the question of what is to be produced~

and if, under the system of National

Guilds, the State is to represent the consumers,
it would seem that the freedom which is promised to the workers by Guild Socialisnl; will
be very seriously qualified by State control.
On a later page (page 106) Mr. Cole tells that
the State "has no claim to decide producers'
questions, or to exercise direct control over
production; for its right rests upon the fact
that it stands for the consumers, and that the
consumers ought to control the division of the
national product, or the division of income in
the community." If the consunlers are thus
to decide concerning the division of the commupity's income, it is clear that the producing
Guildsnlenwill have to work according to their
wishes, and in return for pay provided by them.
And the freedom of the Guildsman seems to
be narrowed down to mere control of .the
(( conditions under which work is carried on"
(page 107). " The workers," says Mr. Cole on
page 108, "ought to control the normal conduct
of industry; but they ought not to regulate
the price of con1ffiodities dt will, to dictate to
the consumer what he shall consume, or, in
short, to exploit the community as the indi-
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vidual profiteer exploits it to-day." Under
competition the "profiteer" can only "exploit
the community" by selling it sonlething that
it chooses to buy. How the constlrtlers are to
express their wishes under the Guild system is
not clear. Presumably it would be by the votes
of the majority-a cheerful prospect for those
whe ,like their clothes and boots comfortable
rather than fashionable,. and whose taste in
other things happens to be eccentric.
It is on the subject of the wage system that
Mr. Cole is most interesting and illuminating.
He tells us (page I 54) that "the wage system is
the root of the whole tyranny of Capitalism;
. . . there are four distinguishing marks of the
wage system upon which National Guildsmen
are accustomed to fix their attention. Let me
set them out clearly in the simplest terms.
" I. The wage system abstracts 'labour' from
the labourer, so that the one can be bought and
sold without the other.
"2. Consequently, wages are paid to the wageworker only when it is profitable to the capitalist to employ his labour.
"3. The wage-worker, in return for his wage,
surrenders all control over the organization of
production.
"4. The wage-worker in return for his wage
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surrenders all claim upon the product of his
labour.
'
"If," Mr. Cole continues, "the wage system
is to be abolished, all these four marks of
degraded status must be removed."
Let us look at. these" four marks of degraded
status." The·· fact that a man's labour can be
bought and sold without the Jaboureris surely
some advance, as indeed is acknowledged by
Guild Socialists, on what they. call chattel
slavery (as distinguished from wage slavery),
under which the worker and his labour were
sold together, like so many cattle. The fact
that a man sells his labour apart from himself,
ifit be a mark of degraded status,. is shared by
the labourer with all brain workers and members
of· professions who· sell their skill· or their·· products to consumers. The fact 'that 'when I
sell a copy of thisbuokI do not sell myself to
my readers at the same time, seems tome to
be rather an advantage than otherwise, both
to me and' to, them~
But in a sense every man's work is a bit of
himself, he puts something of himself into it,
and the economic arrangement has enormousadvantages by which a worker can sell bits of
himself, that is to say bits of his work, in
exchange for bits of other people, and so
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become, as producer and consumer, part of a
great myriad-handed economic body in ·which
all co-operat~ and contribute bits of. themselv~s
to the common. good.
.This systenl has infinite possibilities of
harnlonious development, but the modern'
fashion in ·tho'ught seenlS to have decided· that
there is something radicaHy wrong qbout it.
Mr. Arthur Henderson, M.P., in a speech at
'an International Brotherhood Congress at· the
City Temple on September 16, 1919, stated
that the workers wanted "'a new method which
would .bebasedon the recognition of fundamental principles hitherto disregarded. Firstly,
that human labour was not a commodity or'
article of commerce to be dealt with by the law
of supply and demand as we now dealt with
coal, or' cotton, or iron· ore, but I it was that' into
which personality. entered· and through which
personality was expressed." Can one w~th the
best will in the world find any real meaning in
this sounding phrase? Of course we aU express
our personality in our work just as in .anything
else that· we do ; but is that'any reason why we
should not exchange it for· the. work of others
by seUingit, and have it valued according to
the extent to which others like it and want it,
just as our other actions get social value from
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the approval or disapproval of those whom they
affect? The economic test of our work's value,
like the social test of our other actions, is
weakened by the bad taste and judgment of
public opinion; but can \ve find a better, without
setting up anecononlic and lTIoral tyranny,
which, incidentally, is also quite likely to make
bad n1istakes?
The second lTIark of degraded status is the
fact that the wa.ges are paid to the wage-worker
only' when it is profitable to the capitalist to
en1ploy his labour. This degradation is also
shared by the labourer with all other workers,
including even the capitalist who lends for
present production the products of work done
in the past. The doctor and lawyer who work
directly for their consuming patients and clients,
. can only do so if they can find patients and
clients to enlploy them. The capit~list .can
only get interest on his money when it is
invested in profitable enterprises or in the
obligations and loan~)of comnlunities, Governments and municipalities, which are enabled,
by the production of taxpayers and ratepayers,
to raise the money necessary to pay the
capitalist his wage~'
The third mark of degraded status lies in the
fact that the wage-worker has no control over
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. -the'organi~ation of production--'-in other words,
he is freed from the risk and responsibility of
an extremely difficult and delicate business in
which \mistakes are often made causing loss to
the capitalist, which the wage-worker is hot
asked to share. And the same thing applies
with even greater force to the fourth mark of
degraded status, the fact that the wage-worker
surrenders all claim upon the product of his
labour. He produces something which is only
econolnicall y justified if somebody else wants it
and will pay for it enough to cover the wages
of the labourer and manager, establishment
charges, depreciation of plant, and interest on
capital. 1'he business. of selling the product
is now recognized to be one of the most difficult
and costly items in the business of production.
If, as· many besides the Guildsnlenhope, the
labourer proposes to undertake this very difficult
job he can do it under the capitalist system and
has already done it with marked success through
his Co-operative Societies. Mr. Cole can
hardly nlean that the labourer, having been
paid to make a suit of clothes, can then expect
to keep it, but this is what the phrase rather
seems to imply.
.However, Mr. Cole has ,decided that these
marks of degraded status must be removed, and
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that N ationa} Guilds must therefore assure to
the workers at least the following things
(page '155)·:-'.
"I. Recognition and payment as a' hunlan
being, and not merely as the mortal tenement
of so much·· labour po\ver fOfwhich an efficient
demand exists.
"2. Consequently~ payment. in ,employnlent
and in unemployment,in'sickness and in health·
alike.
"3. Control of the organization of production
in co-operation with his fellows.
"4. A claim upon the product of his work,'
also exercised in co-operation with his fellows."
Very well then: what the National Guilds
are aiming ·at is that everybody is to be . paid
merely.becausethey·are alive, and not. because :
they are" mortal tenements' of labour for which
an efficient demand exists." To those of us
who suffer from the aUuring.but at present
unprofitable habit of slothfulness' this seems to
be an extremely attractive programme. The
right to be kept alive has of course beenrecognized grudgingly by the Poor Law for many .
centuries, but the Poor L~lW has dpled ··out
subsistence under conditions which are ·generally admitted, to have been ·inhun1an. Now, if
the National Guildsmen reconstruct society,
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everybody who is alive is to be made really
comfortable, whether he or she works or idles;
for presumably Mr. Cole when he says" paynlent" means the regular pay of the Guildsman.

He does not deal with the delicate question as
to whether this paylnent is to be made to those
whose work is wanted, but who do not want to
work, and here of courSe we come up against
the great problem, whether under such schemes
as these, anything like the same efficiency of
work can be expected as is produced now by
the system of priv~te gain.
At present if a man will not work he has,
unless he owns private means, to fall back upon
the degradation of the workhouse, or outdoor
relief, or lead a life of precarious penury.
Would the ordinary average man, if the mere
factthat he were alive gave him a claim apparently to full payment, trouble to work much?"
A large· nU1TI ber of people work, and work· very
well, for the mere pleasure of working, apart
from any question of paylnent. But as human
nature is at present, it is safe to say that if the
amount of work which everybody did were left
to his own choice, and if everybody whether
they worked or not, were to receive full payment out of the common fund of production,
any such fund would dwindle so rapidly that
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the community would find itself on short com111011S.
In other words, before the National
Guilds could be efficient as economic forces for
satisfying the wants of men, we should have to
have a new spirit and a new" heart" at work
among us. This Mr~ Cole himself acknowledges, for he says on page 1°5: ' Nothing is
more certain than that both State and Trade
U nioil if they are to form the foundation of
a worthy Society, n1ust be radically altered and
penetrated by a new spirit."
And on page 9 he observes that "in a
sense, the war bas led men of all classes to
make sacrifices;" but emphatically. it has not
-led, among the possessing classes, to a change
of heart which will bring nearer a Society based
on human fellowship."
So the possessing t:}asses, in Mr. Cole's view,
have still got their old bad hearts. Has there
been that change of heart necessary for bringing nearer a Society based on human fellowship
among the working classes? We seem to have
heard of disagreemen ts between various trade
unions and between the different classes of
workers. That such things should arise under
the strain ora war was most natural and in~vit
able, but they certainly show that we have a
long \vay to travel before the right of recogni-
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don and payment for all as human beings, such
payment being apparently the same for those
who work and those who do not, would not
be a very severe strain upon the economic
efficiency of the cOlnmunity.
. And no,," let us see hovv, according to Mr.
Cole, this great reformation is to be carried ~out"
He tells us on page 117 that "out of the
Trade Unionism of to-day must rise a Greater
Unionism, in- which craft shall be no longer
divided from craft, nor industry from industry.
Industrial Unionism lies next on the road
freedom, and Industrial Unionism means not
only 'One Industry, One Union, One Card,'
but the linking up of all industries into one
great army of labour. .. . . 1"'he workers cannot
be free unless industry is managed and organized
by the workers themselves in the interests of
the whole community."
H In the interests of the whole conlmunity"
seems to be slightly inconsistent with the ideas
put forward. in other parts of Mr. Cole's book.
W·ehave seen from quotations given above
that· the workers are to organize industry,· the
interests of the community being looked after
by .the State, the State being. considered as
merely a "functional association, whatever that
tnay mean. But now the workers are suddenly

to
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told to organize theolselves in the interests of
the whole cOln111Unity, though a few pages later
(page 12 I) we find that" we can only destroy
the tyranny of machinery-.\vhich is not the
same as destroying nlachineryitself-by giving
into the ha.nds of the workers the control of
their life and work, by freeing them to choose
whether they will make well or ill, whether they
will do the work of slaves or of free men."
The first step is the build ing up of an
organization capable of assunling control (page
134). "AU workers in or about mines must
be in the Miners'Union, the whole personnel
of the cotton tnills nlust be in the Union of the
Cotton"" Industry. ~:~ body consisting of·clerks
or mechanics or labourers drawn frOin a number
of different· industries can never demand or
assume·theconduct of industry. It cart secure
recognition, but not controL A PostalWorkers'
Union or a Railway Union, on the other hand,
can both demand and secure producers' control."
Here we have the chief item on the practical
side ·of this most interesting scheme. The
Unions are to .include all the workers, clerks,
mechanics and labourers connected with every
industry, and will then take charge and deal
with the capitalist.
"The wage systetn (page 162) must end with
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a re-inte,gration, with the placing in the hands
of all of both capital and labour. In order to
bring this about, the wage-earning class must
assume control of capital.)J
Does this n1eanthat the wage-earn.ing class
is· going to take forcible possession of the
factories··and plant· which capital has provided?
On this point, Mr. Cole does not make himself
clear.
"This control," he goes on" "under
National Guilds, will be exercised collectively,
through the State:' but he leaves us in the dark
as to how· the State is going to get control.
In anot~erpassage (page 173) he says: "We
in our day and generation shall succeed in overthrowing industrial Capitalism only if we first·
nlakeit socially functionless. This means that,
before Capitalism can be overthrown, there must
be wrested from it both its control of production
and itscontro~· of exchange. This done, the
·abolition of its claim to rent, interest and profits
will follow asa matter of course."
Further
-(page 182), "let us suppose for a moment that
the Jeremiahs are right in denying. the possibility of destroying the economic power of
Capitalism by any combination of industrial and
political action. There remains the weapon of
catastrophic action, envisaged generally in the
shape of the General Strike."
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Later, on page 189: "I ndustrial action alone
cannot destroy profits, or even lower them,
unless it can overthrow the .whole capitalist
system. This,
have seen, cannot be done
purely· by industrial power." Theordinary
reader is left wondering what all this means.
If the workers can themselves supply the
managing ability that controls production and
exchange, they will have made the present
manager and organizer" socially. functionless."
-But they will only inflict the same fate on the
capitalist if they either seize the plant and tools
that he provides or make their own and· become capitalists. themselves. The suggestion
<?f " catastrophic act~on "looks as if the forn1er
method were contemplated, and on this point
we get rather nlore light from other Guild
Socialists, whose works will be considered in
the next· chapter.

we

CHAPTER X
THE GUILD PROGRAMME
WHEN we turn to the National Guilds ; au.
Enquiry £1'zto the T¥age System, and the. Way
Out, by A. R.Orage, or by S. G. Hobson,

edited by A. R. Orage, we find very much
the same point of view as Mr. Cole's) but a
different method of approach. I t deals with
the problem of reforming our economic system
with the jovial cheerfulness of a Newfoundland
puppy worrying a door-mat. I t starts with the
assumption which we have found to be common
to so many of the people who want to turn society
upside down, that labour at present produces
everything that is produced and is robbed of a
large part of its product by buccaneers who
exploit it, and that it is therefore labour's duty
to deal with the robbers as robbers should be
dealt with. Here is an exanlple both of the
style of this book and of the methods which it
advocates (page 5): "IJabour must realize that
its emancipa~ioncan· only become. possible
when it has absorbed every shilling of surplus
value. The way to do this is by tireless and
21 3
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unrelenting inroads upon rent and interest.
The daily and weekly Socialist bulletins should
tell,not of some trivial success at a municipal
election, or of some unusually flowery flow of
poppy-cock in Parliament, but of wages so
raised that rent-tnongers and profiteers find
their incomespt·o tanto reduced. And there is
no other way. Profits are in substance nothing'
but rent. Rent, whatever. its form, reduced to
its elements, is nothing more and nothing less
than the 'economic power which one man exercises more or 'lessoppressivelyover another
manor body of men. Destroy the power to
exact rent and ipso facto rent is ,destroyed.
This is the only way of salvation, of emancipation.. the only possible release froIll·bondage."
Here we find the assumption that surplus value
is produced by labour and absorbed by somebody else. In fact, as we have seen in our
analysis of the previous chapters, labour produces surplus value with the assistance of
management, materials and tools, which are
supplied to it by other people, and takes a
large pa.,rt of' that surplus value for itself, since
its own product, if it ,had .not this assistance,
would be nothing but what .it could gather in
the woods or, scrape 'out of the ground with its
'finger-nails.
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In their contempt for the State Socialists,
the present writers are just as earnest as
Mr. Cole, and express themselves still more
vigorously: "Is it any wonder," they ask (page
16), "that politics now stink in the workman's
nostrils and that· he has turned firmly to 'direct
action ? Had a living Socialist Party found
itself in . Parliament, instead of the present
inert Labour Party, led by· charlatans and supported. by Tadpoles and Tapers, the energies
of Labour might possibly for a slightly longer
period have been fruitfully employed in the
political sphere." And on page 20 We find
that "the Independent Labour Party exempli~
fiesthese good and bad qualities. . . . Not an
idea of the slightest vitality bas sprung from it,
its literature is the most appalling nonsense, its
nlembers, live. on . Dead· Sea fruit. The joyous
fellowship which was its early stock~in-trade
has long since been dissipated;·· the party is
now being bled· to death by internal bickerings,
dissensions and jealousies. I t is the happy
J

hunting-ground of cheap and nasty party. hacks
and organizers, who have contrived to make it,
not an instrument for the triulnph of Socialism,
but a vested interest to procure a political
career for voluble inefficients."
Such is the spirit in which the Gui1dcham~
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pions deal with the work of those who have
gone before them in the effort to improve the
lot of· the wage-earner. Does it promise well
for harmony and team-work on the part of the
Guilds, if they should be established?
ljke Mr. Cole, the writers attach great importance to .the.distinction between wages and
pay. It is really very difficult for the uninstructed .outsider to understand this fine metaphysical distinction. It would seem at first
sight that as long as a man receives money, to
be exchanged into goods and services, for work
which he renders to the community, no very
far-reaching. revolution can be achieved .by
calling it pay instead of wages. ~owever,
there evidently. is some really essential distinctionsince the high-priests of the National
Guilds lay so much stress upon the matter.
Let us quote these writers again (page 80) :H The bulwark which protects surplus value
from the wage-earner, which secures it to the
entrepreneur, is the wage system. That is
why itmustO be abolished. Now let us suppose
that the work of the London docks were done,
not by nloreor less casual ~age slaves, but by
a properly organized and· regimented labour
army, penetrated by a military spirit attuned to
industry."
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It may be observed by the way that after
Mr. Cole's vigorous protest against the "regimentation" involved by State Socialism, it is
rather sad to find these authorities on National
Guilds. striving after a properly organized and
regimOented Labour army. "Do soldiers receive
wages?" they continue (page 81) : "No, they
receive pay. 'But,' cries the practical man
(and possibly even Mr. Sidney W ebb), 'vlhat
earthly difference is there between wages and
pay? ' Let us see. The soldier receives pay
whether he is busy or idle, whether in peace
or war. No employer pays him. A sunl of
money is voted annually by Parlianlent to
maintain the Army, and the amount is paid
in such gradations as filay be agreed upon.
Every soldier, officer or private, becomes a
living integral part of that ArIny. He is protected by nlilitary law and regulations. He
cannot be casualized, nor can his work, such as
it is, be capitalized. The spirit that pervades
the Army is, in consequence, different from the
spirit that dominates wage slavery."
Here then we firid the real difference between
wages and pay. ~rhe pay is voted by Parlia'111ent and granted to the worker, whether he
is busy or idle. This is the same view as was
expressed by Mr. Cole when he spoke of
°

°
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"recognition and payment as a human being,
and not merely as the mortal tenenlent of so
much labour power for which an efficient
demand exists." Once more we have to ask,
would such a system of payment produce good
work? I once heard this question raised before
an audience that knows n10re than anybody
else about the ans,ver. It was when I was
lecturing at the back of the front in Belgium
in March 1918. My subject was National
Finance, but in the discussion which followed,
this point about wages and pay was introduced
by a private who appeared to be a disciple of
the Guildsmen. Why, he ask'ed in effect, cannot wage-earners be paid just as soldiers are
paid? I answered that it w.as, not quite evident
that in ordinary life we should get good work
by this system. " Everybody knows," I said,
H how you soldiers work when you are fighting,
but when"you go out to do fatigue work "-and
a roar of laughter from the rest of the audience
made the roof of the big hut ring" and left
no more for me to say_
As it happened I had been reading,Mr.
Orage at home not long before, and had pointed
out' his remarks about the spirit of the Army
to, 'an officer just back fronl the front; he
'observed that anybody who had seen soldiers
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doing any fatigue job would know that at least
three times as much work would be done by
wage-earners under civiliancqnditions. If then
the workers worked with the fatigue spirit of
the Army instead of the battle spirit, there
would be:anawkward dwindling in the funds out
of which their pay could be annually voted by
Parlian1ent. Parlian1ent tnight vote the money,
but unless goods and .services were turned out,
thatnloney would be worth· only scraps of
paper. Moreover, .the soldier is not only
"protected by military law and regulations,"
he .is also bound by them and ·liable to very
severe penalties if he breaks them. Is industrial l11ilitarism really the ideal of l\1essrs.
Hobson and Orage?
They go into more detail than Mr. Cole in
reference to the arrangements under which
the ,yorkers would . be paid. On page 146 ",·e
find that "once a Inemberof his Guild, no
man need again fear the rigours ofunenlployment or the slow starvation of· a competitive
wage. Thus every transport worker, providing
he honestly completes the task assigned hinl,
\viB be entitled to maitenance-a maintenance
equal to his .present wage,plus thean10unt
now lost. by unemplo ment, plus a proportion
of .existing surplus alue-,-that is, plus his
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present individual· contribution to rent and
interest; and, finally, plus whatever savings
are effected by more efficient organization.
He will not, therefore, receive wages (as we
now know them), because he "vill receive
something ,much greater-possibly three times
greater than the existing \vage standard."
Here we find two difficulties. "Once a
menlber of his Guild "--one is brought up by
the question, how will membership of these
Guilds be arranged? At present people do
have more or less choice of the kind of occupation in which they will spend the working part
of their lives. I n the case of most. of us, it
is true, economic fate or hazard marks out
some course for us, and in most cases the
choice, such as it .is, is made long be[()re we
can ,be said to have minds to rnake up on
the subject, and still longer before we have
sufficient experience and knowledge to exercise
the choice well. .N evertheless, some choice
there is, and it is possible and does happen,
that people who have made a wrong choice,
or think so, can 'later in life change from one
occupation to another. But how much freedom
would these organized and regimented Guilds
allow to any aspiring youth ,,,ho· wanted to
become a 111enlber, and by \vhat methods and
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by whose decision would the difficult question
be solved as to the entry of the young workers
into the different lines of occupation?
These questions clearly involve endless possibilities of frIction. They are faced in a book
called The Mean£ng' oj' JYa:liollal -CuzZds by
C.E. Bechhofer and M. B. I{eckitt who show
more capacity than other Guild chanlpions for
,seeing pra.ctical details and trying to deal with
them. On page 3 10 they say that' 'each man
will be free to choose his Guild, and actual
entrance will depend on the den1and for Labour.
In fact the principle will be that of first come,
first served. In the event of there being no
vacancy, i.t will be open for the applicant either
to apply for entrance to another Guild, or
during his period of waiting to take up some
occupation of a temporary character. _. . .
Labour 'in 'dirty industries '-scavenging, etc.
-will- probably be in the main of a temporary
character, and will be undertaken by those who
are for the time unable to obtain an entry
o

0

elsewhere."
This is all very sensible and practical, but
it is not a very comfortable prospect for the
aspiring Guildsman. If he has to wait till
he is wanted, where is his freedom to choose
. his Guild? He will be no better off in this
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respect than he is no\v under capitalist tyranny,
and will find himself in the meantin1e relegated
to a drain-cleaning job. Moreover, the same
authorities tell him that in extreme circumstances, a Guildsman will be liable to expulsion.
And what will become of him after that?
Again we find that. according to Messrs.
Hobson and Orage every worker would be
entitled to n1aintenance, "providing he honestly
completes the task assigned to him." Who
is to .decide concerning the honesty of the
completion of the task? Presumably thedecision will be, arrived at •by the Guild. officers
elected by the workers.' And here ·again we
see the possibility' that those Guild foren1en
will be most popular, and therefore most likely
to be elected, who will take the most lenient
views concerning the honesty of the work done
by the Guildsmen. Whether this system will
be conducive to brisk production can only be
very seriously doubted, and we are left wondering 'whatis going to happen to the unfortunate
worker, who justly or unjustly. is condemned
as not having honestly completed the task
. assigned to him. Apparently·. in this case he
win not be entitled to maintenance. If so,
what becomes of that most attractive arrangement under which the National Guilds are
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to assure to the worker recognition and payment as a human being, and not merely as the
mortal tenenlent of so nluch labour power for
which an effective demand exists? Such,
combined with the right "to ll1ake well or ill/'
was Mr. Cole's ideal, but l\!Iessrs. HobsonOrage are only going to assure the worker
paynlent, not even as the tenement of labour
power,but as an honest and efficient producer
of it. But they go on to strike a loftier note
and to say that (page 147) "after aU maintenance is not the only consideration in life."
This is very true, but without a certain amount
of it life is impossible. In fact they seem to
expect that, under the Guild systenl, hard
times may have to be faced and that nobody
will mind. On page I I Iwe read: "Nobody
doubts that the majority of wage-earners would
be willing, anyone of them at any monlent,
to exchange their position as wage-earners for
the position of economic .independence, even
if this latter involved a permanent reduction
of fi nanciaI inconle; and on page I 13: H We
may find ourselves,. in fact, if we abolish wage
slavery, worse off than we are now."
I f the wage-earners got real freedonl,
probably many of them luight be willing to
be worse off. But it has been shown that
H
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under the Guilds their freedom would still
be qualified by the limits that are imposed
on that of all of us who work for others, who
work for us. And if.a lower standard all round
is to be the result of the Guild system, it clearly
will not lead us t.o the better wodd that can
only be won by hard and efficient work, and
a greater au tput of nlaterial goods, giving us
a chance of winning goods that are more
important.
Moreover, from page 136 of the same book :
" Even if the process of wage approximation goes
much· further than we now foresee, it j's nevertheless inevitable that graduations of position
and pay' will be found necessary to efficient
Guild administration. 'Ve do· not shrink from
graduated pay; we are not certain that it is not
desirable. l'here will be no inequitable distribution of Guild resources, we may rest assured;
democratically controlled organizations seldom
err on the side of generosity. But experience
will speedily teach the Guilds that they must
encourage technical skill by freely offering
whatever inducements ulay at the time most
powerfully attract competent men. There are
many ways by which invention, organizing
capacjty, statistical aptitude or what not may b~
suitably rewarded. I t is certain, that rewarded
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these qualities must be." So that even under
the Guilds there are to be considerable differences in the rates of the reward given to various
kinds of workers. This admission is of course
entirely sensible and encouraging for the future
efficiency of· the Guilds if ever they come into
being. At the same time it opens the door to
a good deal of possible friction and jealousy,
seeing that the rates of pay will have to be
decided by officers elected by those who are
going to receive the payment. And further, is
.it not an abandonnlentofthewhole ideal under
which the labourer is supposed to receive the
whole of \vhat he produces? If" organization,
invention, statistical aptitude or what not" are
to be suitably rewarded, are not the Guilds, as
private capitalists are alleged to do now, going
to compel the worker to produce surplus value,
which he will not be allowed to consume?
Ho\vever, such is the robust belief of these
writers in the perfection of the natures of everybody who belongs to a Guild, that they remark
on page· 148: " Nor need we shrink from the
further conclusion that the appointment of a
hierarchy. involves a suitable form ofgraduated
pay. . . . In this connection, we pin our faith
to the democratic idea without reserve. We
believe the workman is the shrewdest judge of
p
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good work' and of the competent manager.
U ndistracted by irrelevant political notions, his
mind centred upon the practical affairs of his
trade, the workman may be trusted to elect to
higher grades the best men' available. In the
appointment of their check-weighmen, for
example, the miners almost never' make, a mistake. Doubtless injustices will, from time to
. time be perpetrated; but they will be few compared with the million inj ustices done to-day to
capable men who are habitually ignored in the
. interests of capitalist" cadets." This pleasant
trusting faith, which imagines that because
workmen, can elect capable check-weighmen,
they will also be able, wi;hout any further
education or experience, to choose the right
people to manage the whole organization of
industry, isa pleasing spectacle in these cynical,
sceptical days, and one would be sorry to disturb
it. But itm'ust be observed that the' higher
rates of pay to 'be granted to this "hierarchy,"
and also to " inventive organizing 'capacity,
statistical aptitude, or what not" will make a
big hole in the whole of the produce. I~, as
quoted above,.labour's emancipation can only
become possible\vhen it has absorbed every
shilling of surplus value, its emancipation will
still be remote, when all· these highly paid
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statisticians and hierarchs. are exacting what
win look very much like rent, as defined· by
our authors in the same passage. If the capitalistic manager's salary is only to be replaced
hy the Guild hierarch's higher pay, will the
difference be really essential? Everyone who
has read Dumas remembers how Chicot the
Jester induced Frere Gorenflot to eat a fowl
on Friday .by making him chris~en it a carp.
But Gorenflot wanted to eat the fowl and was
quite ready to be humbugged. Will that very
shrewd person, the Bt;itish wage-earner, be
equally ready to be duped by a change of name,
when he is asked to hand over U surplus value"
to hierarchs· instead of managers?
Messrs. Hobson-Orage admit frankly the
likelihood of strife between the various Guilds.
"We may expect," they say (page 228), "dissatisfaction among the weaker Guilds when the
stronger from time to time impose their wills,
that is, in the last resort, exercise their 'pull.'
In what direction, then, . can we reasonably
anticipate dissatisfaction, followed bystrenuous agitation for rectification? Primarily, we
imagine in the value each Guild sets upon its
own labour, which may be disputed by the
other Guilds. I n our chapter, 'The Finance
of the Guilds,· we remarked that in the earlier
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stages the more highly-skilled industries would
insist upon ahigher:value being attached to
their labour than to the labour of the so-called
'unskilled' groups. . . . This struggle, too, will
be waged inside the several Guilds as, for
example, between the fitter and his labourer,
both members of the same Guild, or th.e mason
and his labourer, also melnbersof another
Guild. But the domestic arrangements of the
Guild do not concern us here; it is when the
Guilds, as such, come to grips with other Guilds
to establish the general value of their respective
work and functions. that the main battle will be
joined. Thus, agriculture is no\vpoorly paid.
.' . . But the agricultural Guild [as arranged
by the writers in the inlaginarygroup of Guilds
which they have produced] "is numerically the
strongest of them all. May we not then expect
strong action by that Guild for a revaluation of
agricultural wor~ and products ? •• • Will the
claim fora higher. valuation of agricultute, both
in its actual products and as. a .supremelyitnportant element in our national life, bernet by
the other Guilds in a.niggling or in a generous
spirit? In this connection it is well to re:member that even .during· the past . · decade:
extremely acrimonious disputes have arisen
between existing trade unions, notably as to
It
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delimitation of work, and if such large questions
were to be settled in the same spirit, it would
prove of ill-omen to the future .greatness of the
Guilds. But the Guilds, as we have pictured

them, are not the. existing unions, but the
unions plus the practical intellectuals, the labour
and ·brains of each Guild naturally evolving a
hierarchy to which large issues of industrial
policy might with confidence be referred."
If the practical intellectuals are to include
such exponents of Guild doctrine as Messrs._
Cole and .Hobson-Grage, .the specimens which
have already been quoted of their dialectical
methods and their controversial geniality seem
to promise that the world of theNational Guilds
will have a pleasant resemblance to Donnybrook Fair. Messrs. Reckitt and Bechhofer in
their book already referred to dealt with the
question of inter-Guild strife as follows (page
325). "i\ query often brought to cQnfound
National Guildsmen is this: What would happen to a' National Guild that began to work
wholly according to· its own pleasure, withoutregard to the other Guilds and the rest of the community? We may reply, first, that this spirit
,vould be as unnatural among the Guilds as
it is natural nowadays with the present anticommunal· capitalist system of industry;" [but
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it may be observed that any anti-communal
capitalist who nowadays worked wholly according to his pleasure without regard to the rest of
the community would very soon .be bankrupt,
because .the. rest of· the community would not
buy his goods]. " Secondly, if it did arise in
any Guild, this contempt for the rest of the
community would -be met by the concerted
action of the other Guilds. . . .A Guild, however, that thought itself ill-used by its fellows
would be able to signify its displeasure by the
-threat of a strike; but it is to be hoped that
there will be sufficient machinery for the successful settlement of inter-Guild. dealings that
occasion for this would seldom arise."
But a still more serious source of inter-Guild
- friction is suggested-by the latest book onthe
subject,. The Guild State by G. R. Stirling
Taylor, which appeared in the autumn of 1919This writer· actually suggests ·competition between the Guilds. This seems to be quite
contrary to the doctrines offhe earlier champions
who, unless I have' altogether misunderstood
them, .intended the Guilds to cover thewho'le
of the industry· concerned. "The Guild," said
- Messrs. Hobson-Orage on page 132," means
the regimentation into a single fello\vship of all
those who are employed in any given in\dustry."
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Mr. (~ole told us (page 132)that" only an Industrial U niall, em bracing the whole· personnel of
an industry, can assume control over. that
industry." This seems to be an essential part

of the whole scheme.

But now comes Mr.

Stirling Taylor and observes (page 95) that:
" Surely there \\Till be many advantages, if just
a·· healthy competition-·and not more than
healthy, remember-can be maintained in a
to\vn between, for example, a reasonable
number of competing bakers' Guilds."
There certainlywill.be many advantages to .
the consumer, but this new element in the
Guild State seems to upset the whole structure that has been built up by its former
advocates.. What becomes of· the .control of
production and its product that Mr. Cole
believes .to be necessary to the worker if he
is to be set free from his "degraded status,"
if the Guilds have to compete for the custom
of the consumer by producing what. he wants
illcompetition? What becomes of the workers'
right of choosing "whether they. will make
well or ill " ? Under competition the consumer
prefers things that are made well, if he is able
to distinguish them. Once more we are left
wondering what it .all means.
Finally let us see how the Guildsmen pro-
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pose to deal with the capitalist, the man
who owns the plant and takes the risk of productive failure. He is just to be relieved of
his property, and Messrs. Hobson-Drage call
attention to the great advantage of this plan
over that of the State Socialists, whom they
credit with the intention of buying him out.
On page 179 of their book they set. out the
advantage in the forrn of an equation as
follows :"Cost of production under State Socialism
= raw material + standing charges + rent +
interest + profits + increased wages. Cost of
production under Guild Socialism = raw
material + standing charges + pay."
And on page 240 they develop Mr. Cole's
suggestion of "catastrophic action or general
strike" in detail in the form of a dialogue
between a Guild deputation and the Chairman
and General Manager of a large industrial enterprise that divides £100,000 a year amongst its
shareholders. The deputation admits that the
~ompany pays standard rates of wages, but
says it has decided that the men shall no
longer work on a wage basis. In the first
place, the men now on the pay-rolls must continue there whether there is work for them or
not. The Guild is going to "assume partner-
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ship" in the business, supplying the labour and
taking half the profits. In five years' time, it
intends to take another slice of the profits. It
asks whether the shareholders would rather
have £50,000 or nothing? When the General
l\lanager raises the question of the future
supply of capital, the deputation airily observes:
,c Come to us and we will arrange it. You will
find us as partners, always glad to co-operate,"
and ends the discussion, which goes on for some
pages, by saying: "By all means call together
your shareholders, but you, of course, understand that we are quite indifferent. what they
say or do. Unless our proposals are accepted
in a month, we shall close down your works."
At the end of. thiS passage the writers .remark, with perhaps pardonable pride, that
"Samuel Johnson always' gave the Whig dogs
the worst of it,' and perhaps in this discussion
we have given the exploiters the worst of it."
By the exploiters they presumably mea'n the
Chairman and General Manager representing
the owners of the factory. What the deputation practically says is that they mean to take
from the owners. of the factory the interest and
profit to which they are entitled in return for
its use in production. One wonders what would
happen if the Chairman and General Manager
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were to answer, as they most probably would:
c, Very well, y.ou ar'e going to make, terms ,on ,
which it is ,impossible for our shareholders to
receive any interest or dividends on their
undertaking;, we cannot accept these terms,
and we will dispense with the "services of those
whom, you ,represent until they are ready to
work at the union rates whic,h we have always
paid." Would the capitalist be .altogether helpless? It might not be safe to be quite certain
that he would. On a later page (282) the
writers ask: "Falling back upon their undoubted
legal rightsto the instruments of 'production and
distribution, what could they{the, profiteers) do ?"
But with astonishing inconsistency ,they suggest
that: "J n exchange for their present possession of lan~ and machinery, the State might
give thein, as rough-and-ready justice, an
equitable income either for a fixed period of
years or for two generations." Then what
becomes of that beautiful" equation'" showing
the advantage of Guild over State Socialism?
And in any case, when the existing capitalist
has bee~dealtwith, the Guilds will have to
provide fresh capital, and will. have to pay for
it. The capital goods-machinery, etc.-~eeded
by the Guilds will' have to, be ,made by somebody who >willhave to be supported and sup·
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plied "with material out of "surplus value."
And, \if there' is to be any progress, risks will
have,"lto be taken with experiments, and some
one will have to pay for failures. Capital, as

always, will have to be paid its wage-or
receive its pay.
Such is the tissue of' inconsistencies and .
difficulties that is involved by the system .of
National Guilds, as so far expounded. The
evident sincerity and earnestness of itsadyocates cannot blind ,', us to the fact that their
scheme has not yet been ' thought out in. a
workable shape, 'and that", as they" themselves
acknowledge, it nlight lead to a lowering of
~he workers' standard of comfort, while it is
hard to see that they would gain any real
increase of freedom. That it might"also result
in serious disputes and disagreelnents, both
within and between the Guilds., is admitted
by its .advQcates; and the temper in which
they flout 'the work, and" efforts of the older
Socialists "and others ,who are trying to im ~
prove the lot of the wage-earners by ,other
methods makes one doubt whether they have
it in them to put forward a great and sound
reform. Such work is not often done in such
a spirit.

CHAPTER XI
CAPITALISM AND FREEDOM

I N putting the case for Capitalism in the
foregoing chapters, I have by no means meant
to argue that it is the, best possible economic
system, only that it has'worked ,wonders, and
can work still better wonders' in the future
and that we cannot be sure that any ,other
system that has yet been suggested will do
as well. I have tried to show that under it
the capitalist-the man who' owns the plant
and material 'and takes the risk of enterpris'e-'
does not rob the wage-earner of "surplus
value "cr.eated 'by the latter, because the
surplus value is due to the existence of the
plant, and is shared by the wage-earner through
the far better standard of 'life that the equipmentof industry, has' enabled him to secure.
Without the plant, the labourer' could only
supply himself with a bare subsistence, if that.
It is true that most of the plant has been
made or put where it is wanted by the manual
236
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effort of wage-earners, but. this was only possiblebecause·vvage-earners were paid to do
so, under direction supplied by capitalists, by
capitalists who thereby, instead of spending
theirin.come's on immediate enjoyment, invested
part of it, always with,more or less risk, in

furnishing industry with equipment for an everexpanding output, so creating surplus value not
only for. themselves, but for the whole nation,
and for the whole economically civilized
world.
By .making this. investment and taking this
risk, and applying labour under expert direction
to. the task ofprovi4ingindustrywith plant
in the widest sense .of the word, Capitalism
has made an', enormous increase in population
possible, and has put '.' control over the forces
ofNature into the hands of' active enterprising
venturers who certainly, rnighthave made
better use of it, but have this excuse, that
they. were bound, in their search for profit,
to work to meet.· the d,emand 'of the average

consumer, whose' quaint foibles in the ulatter
of demand have resulted in the production' of
a, great deal of ugliness and rubbish. But in
spite of all that' the fastidious·mayurge~ on
artistic, moral and common-sense grounds,
against the use that .has been made under
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Capitalism of the. new powers which the
Industrial Revolution has given toman, there
is plenty.· to be said on the other· side of the
account. We have done things ,vorth doing
under Capitalism. Sir LeoChiozza Money in
an article in the· Observer of Novemher 23,
1919, told us that:· U With coai we create an
export surplus of manufactures ; with that
export surplus.· we purchase food and materials
to ·feed ·our population· and our factories, and
thus obtain the means to create a further
export surplus to import more food and
materials. This process, continued . during a
period of five generations, changed the poor
and backward agricultural Britain of 17So into
the conlparatively wealthy State which found,
at the opening of the nineteenth century, the
means to fight Napoleon, and, a century later,
the, means to ,destroy German milita,rism~"
I t is only fair to Sir Leo to observe that
,he, being a convinced. and ·earnest Socialist,
doubtless.believes that economic progress would
havebeen 'much '. greater and better under· some
form of Collectivist management than 'it has
been under Capitalism. And he may ,be right. '
But, as Aristotle says, "the fact is· the starting
line," and the fact is that these things were
done under ~apitalisnll and that under it, as
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shown on a previous page, l many millions of
people were born and lived a' .life that had
a good deal of comf~rt· and jollity, and a certain
amount of real nobility mixed up in its queer
salad-bowl, who never would ,have seen the
light without the industrial development that
was in fciet worked out under Capitalism. Far
from robbing anybody of surplus value,Capitalism is like .a benevolent ancestor who,
instead ·of consuming all the· port that.he could
get-as som.e anee'stors did-·laid down an
enormous cellar of it for the use of future
generations. And every Qne who is now alive
in this country, and millions abroad likewise,
are no,v able to help thelnselves to bottles of
the grand old vintage then laid down and now
ready for us, crusted, fruity, full of ripe flavour
and rich bouquet. For none of us could have
been sowell off, and many of us could not
,have been born at all, if Capitalism had not
done this deed, and done it judiciously and
weB. We all thus drink of the bottles laid
down by those 'who went before us, those of
us who work, because our work could not have
been so well rewarded if we had not been
members of a productively efficient conlmunity,
those who cannot, will not, or do not \vork,
1
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because it would not have been .possibie for
our needs to be provided as well as they are
now. That some people have access to some
of the bottles asa matter of legal right, is only
because'this privilege has been handed on to
them by those who laid down the cellar. If
we took their right away, there would be a few
nlorebottles for the rest of us while the cellar
lasted, but would the process of laying down
for those who come after us' be likely to
continue on this voluntary basis? I t would
most probably have to be done by officials or
Committees. Their .efforts ,might appear at
first sight· to be cheaper than those of the
private benefactor, who took a consideration
for his forethought when he could earn it, but
might cost the conlmunity dear in the long
run if they laid down the wrong vintage or
were too ·timid to try new brands.
Such is the" debt· that all of us owe to the
capitalists of the past. But when we have
taken off our,hats' to them and acknowledged
it, we have to give our minds to reforming
and improving the Capitalism of the present.
In our studies of the schenles that have been
put forward for improving the economic system,
we have found many aspirations that were
highly desirable if they could be made irito
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practical facts, but .did not seem likely to be
carried out by the proposed reforms, or only
at the cost or loss of efficiency in output. First
among these comes the desire. for economic
freedom. Most of us will admit that freedom
is the most precious j'ewel that we can gain,
and that without a certain amount of it, no
one's mind and character can achieve real
growth, any.more than his legs can grow if
they are encased in plaster of Paris. Economic
freedom means· to most of us freedom to work
or not to work, or if we do work, freedom to
work to please ourselves and not at the hidding .
of anybody else. In this sense it is notpossible to the great nlajority of mankind because
we all have to work unless we can induce
sonlebodyelse to keep us alive, and the wdrk
that we do has to be pleasing to somebody in
, orMer .to make him give uS in return for it the
money· with which, by our choice of the goods
that ,we buy, we exercise control over the work
of others and make them turn out things that
we want. In other words, we sacrifice freedom
as producers in order to increase our freedom
as consumers.
A few can induce others to .keep them alive,
and in some cases exceedingly conlfortable, by
the claims that they exercise as hereditary
Q
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owne'rs of the equipment of industry in the
widest sense of the phrase, including land. A
few others can do it by appealing to the.community'ssympathy owing to physical and other
inability to work. Most of us have to work,
and to please others by so doing. If we lived
in a wilderness and worked only for ourselves,
we should still have to work, but only to please
ourselves. Our control of goods would thereby
be very greatly lessened, ,and would economic
freedom, so gained, be really good for us? Is
it not better that we should be forced to
co-operate in order to enjoy, and to secure
a good life for ourselves by helping to provide
what others want ?Those of us who take
this democratic view must be ready to be bludgeoned with examples of the great artist prostituting h,is .brush to boil his pot, and of the
poet who starves because an ignorant public
does not ·want the sonnets that the Muses bid
him sing. These are special cases of special
gifts, and one cannot feel sure that the artist
or the poet would fare better at the hands
of a Socialist Treasury. Committee or· of an
Academy appointed by the Guildsmen. But
for the ordinary workaday goods of life, there
seems to be something pleasant and really
" social and sociable in this dependence on
U
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the judgment of others on our work ;~nd a
restriction of' economic freedom that makes
everybody work' to, please others, is very
similar to the restriction on social freedom,
which only allows people to do as they please
as long as they obey the laws of the community, 'and do not allow their liberty to be'
a nuisance to others and a restriction 'on theirs.
If the decision, about what is to be produced,

and whether it is well produced, is left to the
producers, it seems unlikely that ,the goods
turned out win ,maintain so, high a standard
as when they have to pass muster before the
consulnerbefore they can earn any reward.
And yet such seems to be t1)eideal of economic
freedom aioled at, by some at least of the
Guildsmen, for we saw that Mr~~Cole ,maintained that the workers must be free" to choose
whether they will 'make well or ill."
To this extent, then, it seems that economic
freedom must be limited, if we a're to secure
.efficiency in production and freedolu for the
consumer to choose what goods he will enjoy.
And since, as has already been pointed out,
we most of us produce . only one, or only a
. fraction of only one, thing, and consume thousands of things, our freedom' as consumers
seems to be 111uch more precious than our
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freedom as makers, doers and growers of goods
and services.
But when the need for this limitation is
.grant~d, there is a great range of .ecpnomic
freedom left, in respect of which Capitalism
can contend that it confers at least as much as
any other possible system that has yet been
suggested.
With regard to the consumer's freedom, it
beats State· Socialism· and Guild .Socialism. so
hollow that they are hardly to be seen on the
course. Under State Socialism, carried to its
logical conclusion, the consumer's freedom, and
the producer's likewise, does not even" Also
Run." Bureaucrats will decide who is to produce what,; and the consumer will take what
is produced,. on a rationing. system with all its
exasperating apparatus, or leave it. Mr.· Cole
paints tOQ flattering a .picture with his·.. naughty
but amusing jeer, when he says (Sel.fGovernmen! in Industry~ page 122), "the greatest of
all dangers is the 'Selfridge' State, so loudly
heralded these twenty years by Mr. 'Callisthenes· Webb." Mr. Selfridge. gives his
customers plenty of choice, and with the help
of the adroit Callisthenesinvites them to <;ome
and choose. .Mr. Sidney Webb, with scientific
and kindly ben~volence,would order our lives
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for us much better than we could, but they
would lose all their zest because they would no
longer be ours.
.,
Under Guild Socialism eithet, according to
Mr. Cole, the producers are to have the choice
whether they will" make well or ill," or according to others the· interests of the consumers
are .tobe represented by apparently elected
bodies which will leave little chance to those
with eccentric tastes, or according to Mr.
Stirling Taylor there is to be inter-Guild
competition, which will give the consumer a
chance, ·but seems to wreck the whole Guild
fabric, which appears to be frankly based on
monopoly.
Under Capitalism,. as long as there is free
competition, °theaverageconsumer decides
what is to be'produced, and the wishes of minorities are readily met as long as their demand
is great enou;gh to stimulate production ~omeet
them. But is not the. consumer's freedom to
some extent threatened under Capitalism by
monopoly, or at least by attempts in its direction
on the part of trusts, "combines," amalgamations, rings,an'd "gentlemen's agreements"?
If Capitalism plays this game, it will simply
weave for· itself a rope with which it will be
hanged, and rightly, as high as Haman.
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lVIonopolyhasstunk in . • English nostrils· since
the days of Elizabeth, and if Capitalism tries
to impose it now, it is con·.;mitting suicide and
asking for State Socialism. It is true that
under State Socialism monopoly would be more
tyrannous than under private enterprise, because
since' the Government would itself be the
monopolist, the, helpless consumer would have
no official stick to lay across the back· of it.
But if there is to be monopoly, it will be easy
for Socialists to persuade the public that in
the hands of . the State the monopoly would
create profits, not for a profiteering octopus,
but for the general· good. Already Mr. Sidney
Webb has made the recent bankamalga.mations.
though they are far from having set up any
real·approach to monopoly, a text for an~droit
and ingenious sern10n on the need for State
banking, in .anarticle on "How to Prevent
Banking Monopoly," in the Contemporary
Review of July 1918.
In fact, if the movementin favour of national.ization triumphS and proceeds ·toits Jogical
conclusion,. the .end·of the· system· of private
Capitalism, it will be an interesting inquiry for
the economist of the· f~ture to consider, how
much. was done by private· capitalists 'and the
property owning classes to kina system
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which might, if more sensibly develop~d, have

enjoyed a Inuch longer life. The stupid
financial policy of belligerent governments
during the late war has given a great opportunity
to the enemies of Capitalism by debauching the
currency, pouring fortunes into the pockets
of shareholders and adventurers through the
consequent rise in prices, and so stirring up
unrest and suspicions of "profiteering." Mr.
Keynes, who develops this theme with brilliant
lucidity in his book The Economz'c Consequences
of the Peace, observes (page 222}that "perhaps
it is historically true that no order of society ever
perishes save by its own hand." But for this
breach in the walls of .CapitaIism, private capitalists, as such, are not alone responsible; it was
made rather by the politicians of their class
whom the wealth that they created enabled to
serve their. country according to their lights,
with results that .are now plainly to be
seen.
In other corners of the economic field,. however, capitalists, have themselves 'worked hard
to weaken their own position. Bycontinually
resisting the claims of the wage- earners for
higher wages on the ground that industry
could. not stand ·them, when subsequent experience proved that it could, they have
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done much to embitter the mind of the workers,
and to'teach them to believe 'that they could
only get what was their due from the State.
By their action in the matter of piece- rates they
have helped to increase the prejudice among
the workers against being paid on this system,
and so have done much to produce that deadly
view, so· fatal to efficient production, .that the
best workers should limit their pace to that of
the average or of the worst.
It was no inherent wickedness that'led them
to make these mistakes. They were quite
ordinary human. beings doing their best· according to their· lights. But they looked to the
interest of the moment, .and their luental horizon
was. bounded' by the date of their next balance
sheet. If they had looked further ahead they
would have seen that it would, pay them well.
in the long run to pay, not the lowest wage
at which they could get their work done, but
the. highest that their business could stand;
and that if a man earned'much at piece-work
that .was not a reason for cutting down, the
piece-rate,' but for encouraging him' to make
more. They have been very conscious of the'
fact that they risk their money. Have they
always remembered that some of the worst..paid
\vage-earners risk their lives?
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Again, there has been unnecessary reluctance

on the part of the capitalist in publi5h~ng full
and candiq statements of the' financial position
of his business. The accounts issued by public

companies often seem to be' arranged to give
,as little information as possible. There is
much excuse for this attitude owing to the
desire to litnit the power of possible competitors
to pry into, matters that it is more pleasant to
conceal. On the other hand, it would be an
immeasurable advantage if the workers in an
industry could be shown more clearly how it is
faring on the financial side, and if, the problems
that its managers have to deal with were put
before them in a way that they can understand.
By this system it is possible that very practical
suggestions of great value might be made 'by
the wage-earners. With regard to the control
of the conditions under which they work, reform
is now generally admitted. to be due, but here
,again capitalist employers have been, in the
past, much too ready. to resent what they have
regartled as interference with matters that
concern thenl only.
'fobring about improvement on these lines,
no revolutionary change in human nature is
required such as would be necessary for the
smooth running of indus.try by S~~te or Guild
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Socialism. We should not all have to be
suddenly fired by zeal to work for others with
no consideration for ourselves. Capitalists
would.still be working, as they have to now, to
earn profit for themselves by providing the
needs of the community. They ,would only
have to recognize, as the best of them do
already, that to earn larger profits for the
moment by paying their workers less than
they can afford to pay is bad policy in the long
run; bad for themselves, and bad for the
community on whose prosperity and stability
they depend. I f they would only reflect that
if they earn the hostility of conSUlners by
, attempts at monopoly,_ and of the wage-earners
by an abuse of the strength that their wealth
gives them, they are weaving a rope for their
own economic necks, they would be learning
a lesson that would be ofgreat benefit to themselves and to everybody else.
Besides their shortsighted' attitude to those
who work for theqt, capitalists have done much
to undermine their own position in the eyes
of detached observers by the use that they
have made of the wealth that they have gained.
Much of the academic Socialism that is rife
among what are called the educated classes
is due to the spectacle presented by the rich
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bounder spending money, in' vulgar ostentation.
All who earn or own wealth have to remember
how much of it they owe to the ,exIstence of
a busy and prosperous community as part of
their raw material, and how little they could'
have done -apart from that environment, and
consequently how uluch of it has been earned
for them by the' community which has given
them ,,'the'ir chance. By bad spending they ask
industry to produce bad stuff. By good spend.. ,
ing on worthy public objects they might
transform the appearance of most of the ugly
and depressing towns in England, and give us an educational system that could really
afford to grant' every citizen that is born to us
a chance of growing upinta a good and healthy
man or woman, fully developed in mind and
body. Here perhaps we are delnanding too
great and rapid a change of outlook. But it is
surely not too much to hope that the capitalist
may learn that, when he wastes money on
luxury, he not only exasperates, public opinion,
but raises; the price of necessaries, and, so
emphasizes the inequalities which are so dangerous to the social stability on which his existence
depends. 1
1 This platitude I have worked .out in detail in a book
called Poverty and Waste.-H. W.
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These inequalities would be lessened rapidly
if the attitude of capitalist employers towards
those who worked for theln were modified as
suggested above. But we want to see them
attacked at the other end at the same time,
by the wage-earners recognizing that. Capitalisnl
is not an evil monster that robs them, but a
system that has inlproved their lot and given
life to millions who could not have been born
without the industrial development that has
taken place under it. Owing to the shortsightedness of the capitalist· employer, they
have had to fight hard for the improvement
gained, but if they want to emancipate themselves from dependence on him, is it not easier
and safer to do so by becoming .capitalists
themselves, and providing for themselves the
management, organization and plant without
which labour is powerless to produce ?
To this end again no great ·revolution in
human hatureis needed, but only a development ofa process which has already in the
Co-ope~ative Movement produced astonishing
results. The War Savings. Campaign has
taught·millions who never.saved money before
,to save it in order to save their country when
threatened by ·a· .foreign enemy. All that is
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needed is that this process should be continued
to save the country from the internal enemy
that sets class against class. W ewant a
financial organization by which wage-earners'
savings, that now go into Government securities t
can go into industry without having to face the
risk .that is attached to investments in any
particular industry .or company. This is a
problem that financial ingenuity should surely
be _able to solve. The workers have already
shown that they can become capitalists, but
what is wanted is that more of them, and
ultimately all of them, should be capitalists.
Then, if the wealthy continue to perceive in
a widening circle that it is not good for their
youQglings· to bring them up to idleness, -we
shall begin to be within sight of a state of
things in which . every worker is a capitalist
and every capitalist a worker.
In the meantime improvements in education
should give to all a better chance of material
success in life, and open the chance of. a career
to all who have the ne~essary gifts of courage,
honesty, initiative and readiness to take responsibility. Though, owing to the weaknesses of
Capitalism, baser qualities too often earn big
rewards, these are the .gifts that most surely
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bring success under it, and they are also the
qualities that make a great nation. With these
qualities fully developed and given free play,
we might produce a country in which all would
be competing vigorously in order to supply
the needs of the consumer, and, wealth being
well distributed, great profits would only be
earned by those who. served the whole com..
munity best. Great profits when earned would
be spent sparingly on personal enjoyment,
lavishly on worthy public objects, or put back
into industry, thereby quickening production
and increasing the demand for labQur, and
material success would be the prize of energy,
initiative and courage, wherever found, and
so would stimulate the best powers of active,
bold and ~nterprising men and women. Such
a system is surely more attractive to those who
love freedom than that of State Socialism
under bureaucratic control, or Guild Socialism
based .onmonopolyand a society grouped
according to function. I t would stimulate output to a degree thatwe can hardly now conceive,
and having solved the problem· of the supply
and distribution of material goods would enable
those who lived under it to address themselves
to the task of building up a real civilization,
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and producing a \vorld that should be not only
rich, but also beautiful v and noble, full of wise
. and beautiful and noble men and ,vomen,
competing and co-operating for the common
good.

THE END

